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APPENDIX B
(English only)

MANUAL ON VHF DIGITAL LINK (VDL)
MODE 3 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

1. DEFINITIONS AND
SYSTEM CAPABILITIES

The very high frequency (VHF) digital link (VDL) provides both voice and data service capability operating
together or independently. The data capability is a constituent mobile subnetwork of the aeronautical
telecommunication network (ATN). In addition, the VDL may provide non-ATN functions. The Standards
and Recommended Practices (SARPs) for the VDL are defined in Annex 10 Vol. III, Part I, Chapter 6. The
SARPs contain introductory and general, regulatory information. Additionally, the SARPs include detailed
standards of the Physical Layer Protocols and Services. This Manual contains detailed specifications of Link
Layer Protocols and Services, Subnetwork Layer Protocols and Services, VDL Mobile Subnetwork
Dependent Convergence Function (SNDCF), and the VDL Mode 3 Voice Unit.

Where appropriate, references to Annex 10 Vol. III, Part I, Chapter 6 have been included in this Manual.

1.1 Definitions

Aeronautical telecommunications network. An internetwork architecture that allows ground, air-ground,
and aircraft data subnetworks to interoperate by adopting common interface services and protocols based
on the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) Open Systems Interconnection (OSI)
Reference Model.

Aircraft address. A unique combination of 24 bits available for assignment to an aircraft for the purpose of
air-ground communications, navigation and surveillance.

Asynchronous balanced mode. A balanced operational mode in which a data link connection has been
established between two service access points. Either data link entity can send commands at any time and
initiate responses without receiving permission from the peer data link entity on the connection.

Asynchronous disconnected mode. A balanced non-operational mode in which no logical data link
connection exists between two link layer entities. A connection must be established before data can be
sent.

ATN router. An intermediate system used to interconnect subnetworks conforming to the lower three layers
of the OSI reference model.

Autotune function. The function, performed by the link management entity, allows a ground station to
command an aircraft to change frequencies.
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Broadcast. A transmission intended to be received by all stations.

Broadcast handoff. The process by which a ground LME commands certain aircraft to execute a link
handoff and optionally maintain its current sub-network connections, without the need to explicitly confirm
the link handoff or optionally the subnetwork connection maintenance.

Broadcast link handoff. The process by which a ground LME commands certain aircraft to execute a link
handoff to a specific ground station without the need to explicitly confirm the link handoff.

Broadcast sub-network connection handoff. The process by which a ground LME commands certain
aircraft to execute a link handoff to a specific ground station and maintain its current subnetwork
connections without the need to explicitly confirm the link handoff or the sub-network connection
maintenance.

Burst. A time-defined, contiguous set of one or more related signal units which may convey user information
and protocols, signaling, and any necessary preamble.

Coast timing. A timing state where the aircraft radio is not receiving timing synchronization pulses from the
ground station. The aircraft user will attempt to synchronize with any non-coasting aircraft users instead.

Code rate. The ratio of information bits to overall transmitted bits for an error correction 

Current link (or current ground station). Either the ground-to-aircraft link or the active link when in the
process of a handoff.

Data circuit-terminating equipment. A DCE is a network provider equipment used to facilitate
communications between DTEs.

Data link entity. A protocol state machine capable of setting up and managing a single data link connection.

Data link service sub-layer. The sub-layer that resides above the MAC sub-layer. The DLS manages the
transmit queue, creates and destroys DLEs for connection-oriented communications, provides facilities for
the LME to manage the DLS, and provides facilities for connectionless communications.

Data terminal equipment. A DTE is an endpoint of a subnetwork connection.

Effective data rate . The actual instantaneous data throughput realized after overheads imposed by bit
stuffing and by any forward error correction encoding, but not retransmissions.

Expedited sub-network connection establishment. The process by which an aircraft DTE establishes a
subnetwork connection with a ground DTE with which it does not have a subnetwork connection during
link establishment (or aircraft-initiated handoff) by inserting the CALL REQUEST packet and its response
in the link establishment (or aircraft-initiated handoff) frame and its response.
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Expedited subnetwork connection maintenance. The process by which an aircraft or ground DTE
maintains a subnetwork connection with a DTE with which it has a subnetwork connection during link
handoff by inserting the CALL REQUEST packet and its response in the link handoff frame and its
response.

Explicit sub-network connection establishment. The process by which an aircraft DTE establishes a
sub-network connection with a ground DTE with which it does not have a subnetwork connection only
after completing the link establishment (or handoff).

Explicit subnetwork connection maintenance. The process by which an aircraft DTE maintains a
subnetwork connection with a ground DTE with which it has a subnetwork connection only after
completing the link handoff.

Extended Golay code. An error correction code capable of correcting multiple bit errors. 

Frame. The link layer frame is composed of a sequence of address, control, FCS and information fields. 

Ground network interface. The ground equipment that interfaces with the voice switch, ATN router, and
the remote radio via the VDL protocols. 

Initiated handoff. The transmission process by which a station initiates link handoff.

Internetworking protocol. A protocol that transfers data packets between intermediate systems (IS) and
end systems (ES) interconnected by subnetworks and that is supported by the routing protocols and
addressing plan.

Link. A link connects an aircraft DLE and a ground DLE and is uniquely specified by the combination of
aircraft DLS address and the ground DLS address. A different subnetwork entity resides above every link
endpoint.

Link establishment. The process by which an aircraft and a ground LME discover each other, determine
to communicate with each other, decide upon the communication parameters, create a link and initialize
its state before beginning communications.

Link handoff. The process by which peer LMEs, already in communication with each other, create a link
between an aircraft and a new ground station before disconnecting the old link between the aircraft and
the current ground station.

Link layer. The layer that lies immediately above the physical layer in the Open Systems Interconnection
protocol model. The link layer provides for the reliable transfer of information across the physical media.
It is subdivided into the data link sub-layer and the media access control sub-layer.

Link management entity. A protocol state machine capable of acquiring, establishing, and maintaining a
connection to a single peer system. An LME establishes data link and subnetwork connections,
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“hands-off” those connections, and manages the media access control sub-layer and physical layer. An
aircraft LME tracks how well it can communicate with the ground stations of a single ground system. An
aircraft VME instantiates an LME for each ground station that it monitors. Similarly, the ground VME
instantiates an LME for each aircraft that it monitors. An LME is deleted when communication with the
peer system is no longer viable.

Local User ID. A unique identification of a specific aircraft that is used by the participants in a VDL
subnetwork. The Local User ID consists of a 2-bit User Group ID prefix followed by a 6-bit numerical
suffix. 

MAC cycle. The standard timing cycle that consists of two consecutive (even and odd) TDMA frames. 

M burst. A management channel data block of bits. This burst contains signaling information needed for
media access and link status monitoring. 

Media access control (MAC). The sub-layer that acquires the data path and controls the movement of bits
over the data path.

Mode 3. A VDL mode that uses D8PSK modulation and TDMA media access control scheme.

Multicast. A transmission intended to be received by multiple stations.

Network layer. The layer that provides the upper layers with independence from the data transmission and
routing functions used to connect systems. The network layer is responsible for routing and relaying
functions both within any subnetwork and throughout the aeronautical internetworking domain.

New link (or new ground station). After successful completion of handoff (or link establishment), the new
“current” link.

N(r). The receive sequence number at the link layer, which indicates the sequence number of the next
expected frame (and explicitly acknowledges all lesser numbered frames).

N(s). The send sequence number at the link layer, which indicates the sequence number associated with a
transmitted frame.

Old link (or old ground station). Following link establishment during a handoff, the link that was previously
the “current” link becomes the “old” link.

Physical layer. The lowest level layer in the Open Systems Interconnection protocol model. The physical
layer is concerned with the transmission of binary information over the physical medium (e.g. VHF radio).

Polling. A procedure by which the ground station interrogates aircraft stations, one at a time, to determine
status/control functions.
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Private parameters. The parameters that are contained in exchange identity (XID) frames and that are
unique to the VHF digital link environment.

Proposed link (or proposed ground station). The link being negotiated (in a handoff) to replace the current
link.

Quality of service. The information relating to data transfer characteristics used by various communication
protocols to achieve various levels of performance for network users.

Reed-Solomon code. An error correction code capable of correcting symbol errors. Since symbol errors are
collections of bits, these codes provide good burst error correction capabilities. 

Requested handoff. The one-transmission process by which a station requests its peer entity to initiate a link
handoff.

Service primitives. The status and control information that must be available to the receiving entity to
properly process incoming information. A service primitive may contain parameters. If parameters exist,
they describe information that is defined either as mandatory (M) or optional (O) for conformance to a
particular communications standard.

Service provider. An entity at a layer that provides services to the layer above. These services are provided
at service access points through the use of service primitives.

Service user. An entity at a layer that makes use of the services that are provided at service access points
by the layer below through the use of service primitives.

Slotted Aloha. A media access control technique for multiple access transmission. A station can only transmit
at the beginning of a time slot.

Squelch window. The time period a radio searches for the beginning of a message.

Subnetwork connection. A long-term association between an aircraft DTE and a ground DTE using
successive virtual calls to maintain context across link handoffs.

Subnetwork connection maintenance. The process by which the VDL SNDCF maintains subnetwork
context from one subnetwork connection to the next during handoffs.

Subnetwork connection management. The process by which the VDL SNDCF initially establishes a
connection and then maintains it during handoffs.

Subnetwork dependent convergence function (SNDCF). A function that matches the characteristics and
services of a particular subnetwork to those characteristics and services required by the internetwork
facility.
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Subnetwork entity. In this document, the phrase “ground DCE” will be used for the subnetwork entity in a
ground station communicating with an aircraft; the phrase “ground DTE” will be used for the subnetwork
entity in a ground router communicating with an aircraft station; and, the phrase “aircraft DTE” will be
used for the subnetwork entity in an aircraft communicating with the station. A subnetwork entity is a
packet layer entity as defined in ISO 8208.

Subnetwork layer. The layer that establishes, manages, and terminates connections across a subnetwork.

Switching time. In VDL Mode 3, the switching time is the time for a radio to switch from reception to
transmission (R/T), or from transmission to reception (T/R). This time is measured from the end of the
ramp-down of one burst (i.e., when its power is down from the nominal level of – 20 dBc) until the
beginning of the ramp-up of the next burst (i.e., when the power is down from the nominal level of – 20
dBc.)

System. A VDL-capable entity. A system comprises one or more stations and the associated VDL
management entity. A system may either be an aircraft system or a ground system.

System configuration. Defines the allocation of TDMA time slot resources to various user groups supported
by ground stations sharing the same 25 kHz VHF channel. 

T. The baud period or 1/baud rate.

TDMA frame. The basic unit of time (120 ms) which consists of 3 or 4 time slots. In any voice
communication, a radio will transmit digitized voice bits periodically once per frame. 

Time slot. A TDMA timing unit allocated for an M burst and V/D burst.

Truncation. A timing state where the aircraft timing uncertainty is such that the V/D (voice) burst duration
is reduced to increase the guard time. The additional guard time provides more room for timing error
without interfering with adjacent time slots. 

Unicast. A transmission addressed to a single station.

User group. A group of ground and/or aircraft stations which share voice and/or data connectivity. For voice
communications all members of a user group can access all communications. For data, communications
include point-to-point connectivity for air-to-ground messages, and point-to-point and broadcast
connectivity for ground-to-air messages.

User Group ID. User Group ID, which is synonymous with Group ID, is a 2 bit code (at most A to D) that
together with the channel frequency uniquely identifies the VDL Mode 3.

V/D burst. A burst that is used for the transmission of a user’s voice or data. V/D (voice) is a V/D burst used
for voice transmission and V/D (data) is associated with data transmission.
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VDL management entity. A VDL-specific entity that provides the quality of service requested by the
ATN-defined SN_SME. A VME uses the LMEs (that it creates and destroys) to enquire the quality of
service available from peer systems.

VDL station. A VDL-capable entity. A VDL station may either be an aircraft station or a ground station.
A VDL station is a physical entity that transmits and receives frames over the air-ground interface and
comprises, at a minimum: a physical layer, media access control sub-layer, and a unique DLS address. The
particular initiating process (i.e. DLE or LME) in the VDL station cannot be determined by the source
DLS address. The particular destination process cannot be determined by the destination DLS address.
These can only be determined by the context of these frames as well as the current operational state of
the DLEs.

Vocoder. A low bit rate voice encoder/decoder. 

Vocoder frame. A window of time in which the analog speech waveform is used by the vocoder to process
and generate the encoded digital voice output and the reverse process to regenerate, from the digital voice
data block, the corresponding analog speech waveform.

Voice analysis. The process where speech is modeled and converted into parameters.

Voice synthesis. The process where voice analysis parameters are used to generate speech. 

Voice unit. A device that provides a transparent, simplex audio, and signaling interface between the user and
VDL.

1.2 Radio channels and
functional channels

The radio frequency range for the Aircraft station and Ground station are standardized in the VDL SARPs,
Annex 10 Vol. III, Part I, Chapter 6. 

1.3 System capabilities

The VDL communication functions shall meet the general requirements standardized in the VDL SARPs,
Annex 10 Vol. III, Part I, Chapter 6. Guidance Material for the VDL is included as an attachment to this
document.

1.4 Air-ground VHF digital
link communications

system characteristics

The characteristics of the air-ground VDL communications system used in the international aeronautical
mobile service shall be in conformity with the standards of the VDL SARPs, Annex 10 Vol. III, Part I,
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Chapter 6. This specification includes definition of radio frequency bands, channel spacing, and emissions
polarization.

2 SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS OF
THE GROUND INSTALLATION

2.1 Ground station
transmitting function

The radio frequency stability of VDL ground station equipment is standardized in the VDL SARPs, Annex 10
Vol. III, Part I, Chapter 6.

2.2 Power

The recommended effective radiated power of the VDL ground station equipment is standardized in the VDL
SARPs, Annex 10 Vol. III, Part I, Chapter 6.

2.3 Spurious emissions

Spurious emissions standards for the VDL ground station equipment are provided in the VDL SARPs,
Annex 10 Vol. III, Part I, Chapter 6.

2.4 Adjacent channel emissions

Adjacent channel emissions standards for the VDL ground installation are provided in the VDL SARPs,
Annex 10 Vol. III, Part I, Chapter 6.

3 SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS OF
THE AIRCRAFT INSTALLATION

3.1  Frequency stability

The radio frequency stability of VDL aircraft station equipment is standardized in the VDL SARPs, Annex 10
Vol. III, Part I, Chapter 6.

3.2  Power
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The effective radiated power of the VDL aircraft station equipment is standardized in the VDL SARPs,
Annex 10 Vol. III, Part I, Chapter 6.

3.3 Spurious emissions

Spurious emissions standards for the VDL aircraft station equipment are provided in the VDL SARPs,
Annex 10 Vol. III, Part I, Chapter 6.

3.4 Adjacent channel emissions

Adjacent channel emissions standards for the VDL aircraft installation are provided in the VDL SARPs,
Annex 10 Vol. III, Part I, Chapter 6.

3.5 Receiving function

Specified error rates, receiving function sensitivity, undesired signal rejection, and interference immunity
standards for the VDL aircraft station are provided in the VDL SARPs, Annex 10 Vol. III, Part I, Chapter 6.

4 PHYSICAL LAYER
PROTOCOLS AND SERVICES

4.1 Functions

The general functions provided by the VDL Physical Layer are standardized in the VDL SARPs, Annex 10
Vol. III, Part I, Chapter 6.

4.2 Mode 3 physical layer

The standards of the VDL Mode 2 and VDL Mode 3 Physical Layer are provided in the VDL SARPs,
Annex 10 Vol. III, Part I, Chapter 6. 

5 LINK LAYER PROTOCOLS
AND SERVICES
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5.1 General information

General information regarding the Link Layer Protocols including Functionality and Services is standardized
in the VDL SARPs, Annex 10 Vol. III, Part I, Chapter 6. The VDL Mode 3 MAC sub-layer, Data link
service sub-layer, and Link Management Entity (LME) sub-layer are specified in Sections 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7
of this Manual, respectively. 

Sections 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 deleted.

5.5 Mode 3 MAC sub-layer

The MAC sublayer shall support both voice and data operation. 

For data operation, the MAC sublayer shall provide for the transparent acquisition of the shared
communication path. 

For voice operation, the MAC sublayer shall support simplex voice communications with pre-emptive access
for authorized ground users.

5.5.1 MAC services

5.5.1.1  Multiple access. For data operation, the MAC sublayer shall implement a ground station
centralized, reservation-based access to the channel which permits priority-based access. The sublayer shall
implement both a polling based access and a random access method for reservation requests.

These methods provide a fair access (i.e.,_non-bias) for all aircraft.

Uplink data transmission is scheduled directly at the ground station without a reservation request.
For voice operation, access shall be primarily supported by the user based on a “listen before push to talk”
discipline. Additionally, authorized ground users shall have the capability to pre-empt aircraft users occupying
the voice channel. Aircraft stations shall not have pre-emption capability.

This pre-emptive access provides a limited capability to cope with "stuck" microphone situation by allowing
authorized ground users to deactivate the transmitter of the offending user.

5.5.1.1.1  Recommendation.( The VDL Mode 3 user should be made aware of a "step-on"
condition, i.e. the condition resulting from two VDL Mode 3 users on the same channel attempting to
gain access to the channel close enough in time resulting in neither party achieving success.

5.5.1.2  Channel occupancy. Channel occupancy shall be considered as the amount of time spent on
the channel per access event.
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For data operation, an access event shall consist of no more than 15 consecutive V/D (data) burst
opportunities. For downlink data transmission, an access event shall be the result of a single Reservation
Request.

For voice operation, an access event shall not be limited to a fixed number of V/D (voice) burst opportunities.
However, voice operation shall honor the voice signaling information issued in the M_uplink burst. An access
event shall correspond with each push-to-talk (PTT) assertion. The maximum duration of a single PTT event
shall be limited to 35 seconds. The PTT event shall be automatically terminated and the user being terminated
shall be alerted to the termination.

5.5.2  MAC protocol framework

5.5.2.1  TIMING STRUCTURE

Media access for Mode 3 shall observe the system timing structure described in this section. Observing this
timing structure shall be a necessary but not a sufficient condition for media access, as the procedures of
Section 5.5.4 shall also be observed.

5.5.2.1.1  TDMA frame. The TDMA frame shall be of 120 ms duration and shall contain either 3 or 4
TDMA time slots as determined by the System Configuration (Section 5.5.2.4) in effect for the ground
station. Two consecutive TDMA frames (an even TDMA frame followed by an odd TDMA frame) form
a MAC cycle. The concept of MAC cycle is described in Section 5.5.2.5.

5.5.2.1.2  Time slot. A TDMA time slot shall be of 30 or 40 ms duration depending on the System
Configuration in effect for the ground station. A time slot shall be the basic  channel resource allocated to a
user group for either voice or data transmission.

Multiple time slots can be assigned to a single user group (e.g., voice and data).

5.5.2.1.3  Bursts. A TDMA time slot shall consist of either a) one Management (M) burst and one Voice
or Data (V/D) burst, b) four M bursts, or c) one M burst and one handoff check message (H) burst. The
format of the bursts shall be as specified in Figures 5-2a, 5-2b, and 5-2c. Figure 5-2a shows a typical time slot
to consist of a M burst followed by a V/D burst. Figure 5-2b shows slot A of a 3T configuration downlink to
consist of four management M bursts. Figure 5-2c shows slot A of a 3T configuration uplink to consist of a
management burst and a H burst.

An M burst is used for signaling and link management. A V/D burst is used for user information. An H burst
is used to facilitate automated handoff of ground stations. 

The time scale hierarchy for TDMA frames, time slots and bursts shall be as shown in Figures 5-3a, 5-3b,
and 5-3c. Figure 5-3a shows the TDMA frame structure of a normal range non-3T configuration. Figure 5-3b
shows the TDMA frame structure of a normal range 3T configuration. Figure 5-3c shows the TDMA frame
structure for long range configurations.
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The only difference in the timing structure between the Normal Range 30 ms slots and the Long Range 40 ms
slots is an increased propagation guard time allowance. The exact allocation of propagation guard time is
reflected in Tables 5-49, 5-50, and 5-51.

5.5.2.1.4  Epoch. An Epoch shall consist of 25 MAC cycles (6 seconds). MAC cycle is defined in
Section 5.5.2.5. Epochs shall begin at the following number of seconds after the minute: 0, 6, 12, 18, 24, 30,
36, 42, 48, 54.

5.5.2.1.5  External time reference interface. The VDL Mode 3 ground stations shall have the option
to synchronize their station TDMA system timing clocks to a common absolute time standard. This external
time source shall provide a timing strobe once per second on the second and a separate strobe on epoch
boundaries. For purposes of providing epoch strobes, the external time source shall be aligned to UTC on 6
January 1980.

Note 1.— UTC is not easily usable as a time source for VDL Mode 3 because UTC requires
leap second adjustments at irregular intervals.

Note 2.— GPS system time was aligned to UTC time on 6 January 1980, but now differs by
an integral number of seconds. (A GPS receiver calculates GPS system time and provides conversion
to UTC time by adding the appropriate number of leap seconds. This number is available as part of
the GPS navigation message.) Any other absolute time source which is traceable to UTC without leap
second adjustments is also suiTable as an external time source for VDL Mode 3.

Note 3.— Synchronization of aircraft radios to a common external time source is not
required for Mode 3 operation. 

5.5.2.2  System data and header field formats. Fields contained in the System Data segment of the M
uplink bursts and the Header segment of the V/D bursts shall be used for controlling access to the channel
and for link management functions (Section_5.7). The definition of the fields of these burst segments shall
be as given in Appendix B.

5.5.2.3  User groups. An aircraft radio shall be associated with a user group for purposes of channel
access for voice and data transmissions and for aircraft addressing functions used by the ground station. A
single VDL frequency assignment (i.e., ground station radio) for Mode 3 shall support from 1 to 4 user groups
depending on the System Configuration in effect for that ground station.

5.5.2.4  System configurations. The VDL shall recognize and support the set of system configurations
identified in Table 5-47.

Note 1.— All the configurations except 3T are called non-3T configurations .

Note 2.— See the Implementation Aspects for the applications and descriptions of each
System Configuration.
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5.5.2.5  MEDIA ACCESS CONTROL CYCLE

Media access shall be based on a MAC cycle of 240 ms (two consecutive TDMA frames, denoted even and
odd frames, Figure 5-3a). 

Note.— MAC cycles for each System Configuration are shown in the Implementation Aspects.

5.5.2.5.1    Logical burst access channels. For the 3T configuration, VDL shall grant media access
individually for each of up to 18 separate Logical Burst Access Channels (LBACs) numbered 1-18. For each
MAC cycle (3T), the timing for each LBAC shall be as given by Table 5-50. For the 3S configuration, VDL
shall grant media  access individually for each of up to 12 separate LBACs numbered 1-12. For each MAC
cycle (3S), the timing for each LBAC shall be as given by Table 5-51a. For the 2S1X, VDL shall grant media
access individually for each of up to 7 separate LBACs numbered 1-7. For each MAC cycle (2S1X), the
timing for each LBAC shall be as given by Table 5-51b. For all other configurations (except 3T, 3S and
2S1X), VDL shall grant media access individually for each of up to 8 separate LBACs numbered 1-8. A
description of each LBAC for these cases (other than 3T, 3S and 2S1X) shall be as given by Table_5-48.

Note.— MAC cycles for each System Configuration are shown labelled with each LBAC in the
Implementation Aspects for VDL Mode 3.

5.5.2.5.2    Burst access timing. The System Configuration code provided in the M uplink burst
(Appendix B, Section 2.1) shall be used by the aircraft VDL in conjunction with the timing reference point
to establish proper burst timing. For the 3T configuration, LBACs shall be established according to Table 5-50;
for 3S configuration, LBACs shall be established according to Table 5-51a; for 2S1X configuration, LBACs
shall be established according to Table 5-51b; and for other configurations (except 3T, 3S and 2S1X), LBACs
shall be established according to Table_5-49. The timing reference point (TRP) shall be established per
Section 5.5.4.1. The relative timings among the TRPs of different user groups for the various system
configurations are shown in Table 5-51c.

5.5.2.5.3    Access rules for M downlink . Use of M downlink is either via dedicated access or random
access (RA). Use of M downlink for transmitting Poll Response, Next Net Acknowledgement, and downlink
ACK messages is by dedicated access. Use of M downlink for transmitting Reservation Request, Net Entry,
and Leave Net messages is in accordance with the Slotted Aloha random access algorithm discussed in
Appendix D. The rules for determining whether a particular LBAC channel, which is associated with M
Downlink, is available for RA or dedicated access shall be as shown in Table_5-52.

5.5.3  Aircraft MAC service system parameters

Aircraft MAC service system parameters shall be as defined in Table 5-53a and Table 5-53b. Descriptions
of the parameters are provided in Sections 5.5.3.1 through 5.5.3.7.

5.5.3.1    Parameter t (truncation). This parameter shall be the number of MAC cycles which can
elapse in normal timing state 1 (TS1) while not receiving a primary time reference (defined in
Section 5.5.4.1.1) without requiring transmitted V/D (voice) bursts to be truncated. This parameter shall be
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determined by the symbol clock stability of the aircraft VDL and represents the number of MAC cycles prior
to accumulating a timing drift of (1 symbol periods. 

5.5.3.1.1    Validity Window. Due to the 1 symbol period accuracy assumed for the aircraft radio timing,
the aircraft radio shall establish a validity window also equal to ( 1 symbol period. A timing beacon is only
considered valid, i.e., accepTable for timing, if it is received within the validity window with respect to the
previous beacon’s timing reference.

5.5.3.1.2    Alternative Validity Window. To support selective keying operation, the alternative validity
window is defined where the validity window is expanded so that any beacon within –K(n+1)+1 to +1 symbol
periods is valid, where K = 4 for 4-slot configurations and K = 8 for 3-slot configurations and n is the squelch
window parameter. (Note that the normal squelch window for voice reception is unchanged.) To allow an
aircraft to adapt in a timely manner to an abrupt change in the location of a beacon transmitter, the aircraft
radios shall extend its validity window to include all relative times whenever its counter CTC1 exceeds 24.
The requirement to use the alternate validity window shall be indicated by transmitting an Aircraft ID = 62
in the polling field (see Table B-4).

5.5.3.2    Parameter f (free running). This parameter shall represent the maximum Coast Timing
Counter 3 (CTC3) (Section 5.5.4.1.3) value beyond which the free running timing state 3 (TS3) is entered.
This parameter shall represent the maximum number of MAC cycles of “coasting” which must elapse without
receipt of a primary timing or Alternate Timing Signal (ATS) before transitioning to TS3. ATS is defined in
Section 5.5.4.1.2.

Note.— This parameter represents at least two whole polling cycles.

5.5.3.3    Parameter NM1 (maximum retry). The parameter NM1 is the maximum number of
retransmissions of a random access Reservation Request message.

5.5.3.4    Parameter RR (reservation request randomizer). The parameter RR shall specify the number
of available time slots over which to select a time slot at random to transmit the Reservation Request
message.

5.5.3.5    Parameter RE (net entry request randomizer). The parameter RE shall specify the number
of available time slots over which to select a time slot at random to transmit the Net Entry Request message.

5.5.3.6    Parameter RL (leaving net randomizer). The parameter RL shall specify the number of
available time slots over which to select a time slot at random to transmit the Leaving Net message.

5.5.3.7    Parameter WR (reservation request retransmission delay). The parameter WR specifies the
number of MAC cycles that an aircraft radio shall wait before attempting a Reservation Request message
retransmission.

5.5.4  Description of procedures
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Media access shall observe the procedures described in this Section in addition to observing the timing
structure limitations of Section 5.5.2.1.

5.5.4.1  TIMING ACQUISITION AND MAINTENANCE

5.5.4.1.1    Primary timing reference. The aircraft VDL shall derive its primary timing from the received
M uplink burst (LBAC 11 for 3T configuration, either LBAC 7, 9, or 11 for 3S configuration, either LBAC
4 or 6 for 2S1X, and LBAC 5 for other configurations) associated with its assigned user group and Ground
Station Code. The timing reference point shall be established based on the center of the first received symbol
of the synchronization sequence at the antenna port of the M uplink burst associated with the user group
assigned. VDL media access opportunities for transmitted bursts shall be set relative to this reference in
terms of transmitted symbol periods as shown in Tables 5-49, 5-50, and 5-51. 

Note 1.— To remain in the normal timing state (TS1), an aircraft VDL should maintain its
primary timing to within (1 symbol period of the correct time based on the position of the aircraft
relative to the ground station. This timing tolerance is the basis for developing the timing state
transition rules of Sections 5.5.4.1.4 and 5.5.4.1.5. Refer to Section 5.5.3.1 for this timing accuracy
requirement.

Note 2.— The relative timings among the TRPs of the different user groups are as shown
in Table 5-51c.

5.5.4.1.2    Alternate timing reference. When required by the procedures of Section 5.5.4.1.3 through
Section 5.5.4.1.5, the aircraft VDL shall derive Alternate timing in TS2 from ATSs. ATSs are poll responses
(except in the 3T configuration) associated with the user group or another user group (if available) and M
uplink burst in slots other than the one controlling the aircraft radio’s user group received during that MAC
cycle. This alternate timing shall be derived based on the first received symbol of the synchronization
sequence of the received poll responses or uplink M bursts. The aircraft VDL shall accept timing from ATSs
if they obey the following rule:

Tr < Ta + 0.04 C CTC2 C Ts

where Ta is the expected time of an ATS as determined by the aircraft radio’s clock, Tr is the actual time
of arrival of the ATS with respect to the aircraft radio’s clock, Ts is the symbol period, and CTC2 is the
current value of the CTC2 counter (defined in Section 5.5.4.1.3). If CTC2 is greater than 800, all ATS time
updates will be accepted. If the time is updated, CTC2 is reset to 0.

5.5.4.1.3    Coast timing counters. The aircraft VDL shall maintain Coast Timing Counter 1 (CTC1),
Coast Timing Counter 2 (CTC2), and Coast Timing Counter 3 (CTC3) in order to determine the timing state
for each MAC cycle. CTC1, CTC2, and CTC3 shall be maintained per Table 5-54. The maximum value that
each of the three CTC counters is allowed to increment to shall be 1023. Once a CTC counter reaches 1023,
that CTC counter shall be held at that value indefinitely until reset is required in accordance with the rules
stated in Table 5-54. Once the CTC2 counter reaches the maximum value of 1023, the aircraft VDL shall
accept any ATS for timing update without checking against the rule stated in Section 5.5.4.1.2.
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5.5.4.1.4    Timing states. The aircraft VDL shall take on one of four possible timing states for non-3T
configurations as determined by the CTCs as shown in Table_5-54a. The timing states for 3T configuration
are defined in Table 5-54b.

The aircraft VDL shall support transmissions of downlink M bursts and V/D (data) bursts only in Normal TS1
timing state. The aircraft VDL shall receive uplink M bursts and downlink M bursts in all timing states in order
to extract timing information from all possible PTSs and ATSs. 

Except in 3T configuration, the aircraft VDL shall enter truncate timing state 2 (TS2) from TS1 when the
number of MAC cycles, which has elapsed without receiving a primary timing reference, exceeds the value
of parameter t. Voice operation support during the different timing states is specified in Section 5.5.4.2. 

Note.— The timing state controls operation of the Voice Unit (Section 8).

5.5.4.1.4.1     Recommendation.— An indication of the Transceiver timing state should be provided
to the VDL aircraft Mode 3 user.

5.5.4.1.5    Timing state transitions. When in TS1, an aircraft VDL in non-3T configurations shall
transition through TS2 before entering TS3. An aircraft VDL in 3T configuration shall transition from TS1
through a non-transmit transition period before entering TS3. When in TS3, the aircraft VDL shall accept time
from any ATS and enter TS2. Any aircraft VDL shall immediately revert to TS1 upon reception of a valid
primary timing signal.

During a PTT event, no timing state transition shall occur until that PTT event is completed. For data
transmissions, a timing state transition shall be delayed until the current message transmission is completed.
In the event that an aircraft VDL is engaged in a PTT event and a data event (transmit or receive)
simultaneously, the timing state transition shall be delayed until both events are completed.

5.5.4.1.6    Dummy poll responses. When an aircraft radio receives an uplink M channel message with
value 61 or 62 in the Aircraft ID (Poll) field, indicating that the ground station does not support discrete
addressing, an aircraft radio shall transmit dummy Poll Responses in downlink M slots reserved for Poll
Response. The format of a dummy Poll Response shall be identical to a regular Poll Response. Dummy Poll
Responses shall not be processed by the controlling ground station. The MAC cycle in which to transmit the
dummy Poll Responses shall be chosen by the following algorithm:

Immediately after net initialization, after determining that the uplink Beacon contains Aircraft ID = 61 or 62,
divide all further MAC cycles into groups of 25. Within each group, choose one MAC cycle at random from
1 to 25 in which to transmit a dummy Poll Response. Continue to transmit dummy Poll Responses for as long
as the aircraft radio remains in timing state TS1.

Note 1.— For the voice-only configurations: 4V, 3V, 3S and 2S1X, polling may not be
implemented and a ground radio in one of these configurations may not support polling. In order to
support the transmission of an Alternate Timing Reference in these configurations (see
Section 5.5.4.1.2), aircraft radios must transmit “Dummy Poll Response” messages since they are never
actually polled.
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Note 2.— Analysis and simulation have shown that, unless the number of aircraft radios
is extremely large, the probability that at least one MAC cycle out of 25 contains one and only one
dummy Poll Response is very close to 1.

Note 3.— The LBACs available for dummy Poll Responses include LBAC 1 for
configurations 4V, 3V, 3S, and 2S1X, irrespective of whichever LBAC is associated with the time slot
the aircraft radio is currently connected to. 

5.5.4.2    Voice operation support. The aircraft VDL shall grant media access on a MAC
cycle-by-MAC cycle basis based on the timing state and the voice signaling information received in the M
uplink burst of the previous MAC cycle. The rules for media access shall be as described in Table 5-55. The
conditions of both the timing state and the signaling shall be met in order to be granted access in a given MAC
cycle.

The Voice Unit (Section 8) shall be notified of the timing state during each MAC cycle.

The maximum duration of an aircraft PTT event shall be limited to no more than 35 seconds (approximately
145 MAC cycles). Aircraft VDL shall automatically terminate the PTT event upon reaching this limit.

Any aircraft VDL transmitting a voice signal shall cease transmitting if it receives a valid uplink M channel
signal with the Voice Signal code set to any value other than 012 (occupied by aircraft user). (See
Section B.2.1.3.) This rule shall apply for the duration of the PTT event, starting 2 cycles after the first voice
burst transmission.

Note 1.— Currently, only the 3T system configuration supports voice reservation signaling.

Note 2.— It is desirable for implementation simplicity to be able to remain in the same timing
state for the duration of a PTT event. Putting an upper limit on the duration of an aircraft PTT event
makes this practical. This limit does not apply to the ground station because of normal AT operating
procedures.

Note 3.— The 35 seconds limit on an aircraft PTT event is based on the Automatic
Termination of Transmission Requirement in RTCA/DO-207, "Minimum Operational Performance
Standards for Devices That Prevent Blocked Channels Used in Two-Way Radio Communication Due
to Unintentional Transmissions", January 25, 1991.
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5.5.4.3  LINK MANAGEMENT SUPPORT

5.5.4.3.1    Polling. When directed by the ground LME the ground MAC sublayer shall transmit a Poll
Request message. The aircraft MAC sublayer shall deliver a received Poll Request message to the aircraft
LME. Upon receiving a Poll Response from the aircraft LME, the aircraft MAC sublayer shall stop the
Reservation Request retransmission using the random access M-channel until a new request is generated.
The aircraft station shall respond to a poll by the ground station by transmitting a Reservation Request
message in LBAC 2, 3, or 4 for 3T configuration, and LBAC 1 for other configurations in the MAC cycle
immediately following the poll. This opportunity to request a reservation shall be used consistent with the
procedures of Section 5.5.4.4.3.3.3. If no reservation is needed by the aircraft VDL, the Number of Slots
Requested field and the Voice Request field shall be set to zero.

The ground MAC sublayer shall deliver a received Poll Response message to the ground LME. The ground
station shall respond to a Reservation Request message contained in a Poll Response using the procedures
identified in Sections 5.5.4.4.3.3.1 and 5.5.4.4.3.3.3. No response shall be sent by the ground station if the
number of slots in the reservation field is zero.

5.5.4.3.2    Net entry request message. When directed by the LME (Section 5.7), the airborne MAC
sublayer shall transmit a Net Entry Request message. The MAC sublayer shall attempt transmission in LBAC
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 13, 15, or 17 for 3T configuration, LBAC 1, 3 or 7 for 2V2D configuration, and LBAC 1 for
4V, 3V, 2S1X, 3V1D, and 2V1D configurations, when these LBAC channels are available for random access
(RA) on a slotted aloha basis.

Transmission attempts for the Net Entry Request message shall be based on the algorithm of Appendix D
for selecting an appropriate downlink M-burst LBAC to transmit the Net Entry Request message. The
parameter RE (defined in Section 5.5.3.5) is a MAC Service System Parameter. The value of RE is given
in Table 5-53b. This procedure shall be terminated when a valid Net Entry Response message is received or
the number of retransmissions exceeds NL1 (see Table 5-60a).

5.5.4.3.3    Next net message. When directed by the ground LME, the ground MAC sublayer shall
transmit a Next Net message. Transmission of the Next Net message shall occur in two consecutive cycles.

Upon receipt of two consecutive Next Net messages containing the same information, the aircraft MAC
sublayer shall provide the received Next Net information to the aircraft LME.

When directed by the aircraft LME the aircraft MAC sublayer shall transmit a Next Net ACK message to
the ground station in response to the next Poll Request. Upon receipt of the Next Net ACK message, the
ground MAC sublayer shall deliver the acknowledgement to the ground LME.

If the ground LME fails to receive a Next Net ACK in response to the next Poll Request, the ground LME
shall retransmit the Next Net message to the aircraft LME through the MAC sublayer in the next available
uplink M channel. Next Net retransmission shall also be transmitted in two consecutive cycles. The Next Net
retransmission shall stop when the value of the polling reply counter NL2 is exceeded. Additionally, Next Net
transmission is also terminated upon receipt of the Leaving Net message.
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Note.— See Section 5.7.2.5 for additional details regarding receipt of the Leaving Net message and
the Polling Reply Counter.

In the case that the aircraft station has both a Reservation Request message and a Next Net ACK message
to transmit when polled, the Next Net ACK message shall be transmitted.

The Next Net ACK message format is as defined in Appendix B Section 2.13.

5.5.4.3.4    Leaving net message. When directed by the LME (Section 5.7), the aircraft MAC sublayer
shall select an appropriate downlink M-burst LBAC to transmit a Leaving Net message based on the
algorithm of Appendix D. There shall be no retransmission of a Leaving Net message.

5.5.4.4  DATA OPERATION SUPPORT

5.5.4.4.1    Segmentation function. The MAC sublayer shall perform segmentation of the user message
longer than one data burst received from the upper layer to support data burst transmission. The segmentation
function shall observe the following procedures:

Each segment, except the last, shall occupy an entire data burst and shall set the EOM field of the Header
segment to 0. Each segment of the user message shall include the Segment Number in the Segment Number
field of the Header segment of each V/D (data) burst. The Segment Number shall begin with 1 for the first
segment and shall be incremented by 1 for subsequent segments. The final segment of the user message shall
set the EOM field to 1 to indicate to the peer MAC entity that the user message is completed. A Segment
Number of 0 is reserved.

All downlink segments of the user message shall occupy only the time slots indicated in the Reservation
Response field of the M uplink (Normal Message) burst (Section 2.2 of Appendix B) user group and shall be
transmitted in consecutive burst opportunities.

Any missing or corrupted segments shall result in discarding of the entire user message.

Note.— The Maximum user message size is established by the maximum DLS frame size assuring
containment within a maximum of 15 V/D (data) bursts (Section 5.6.3.2).

5.5.4.4.2    Uplink data transfer. The VDL ground station shall determine burst scheduling for uplink
user message transmission. Methods used for priority scheduling of messages by the ground station shall be
a local matter not subject to standardization in the SARPs.

Note.— The ground station is limited to transmission of DLS I frames to a single aircraft in any
given V/D (data) burst in order for the acknowledgement process to work properly.

5.5.4.4.2.1    Acknowledgement protocol. Upon receipt of an ACK frame from the local DLS sublayer,
an Acknowledgement message shall be transmitted in the M burst downlink subchannel associated with the
same slot one MAC cycle after the receipt of the last burst of the message being acknowledged, as illustrated
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in Figure 5-4. The downlink ACK frame shall not be transmitted in a V/D (data) burst. The peer MAC
sublayer shall restore the ACK frame and forward to the local DLS sublayer.

Note.— The protocol used by the DLS must ensure an explicit ACK frame is issued in time to be
transmitted in the proper M burst in the following MAC cycle. Transmitting an explicit
acknowledgement in the designated M downlink burst improves channel efficiency and response time
relative to transmission of the ACK frame via a V/D (data) burst and requiring the reservation request
procedure.

5.5.4.4.3    Downlink data transfer.

5.5.4.4.3.1    Data transfer. The MAC sublayer shall transmit downlink data in Normal timing state only.

Note.— The aircraft MAC can not transmit downlink M bursts when it is not in Normal timing state.

5.5.4.4.3.2    Assemble message for MAC data transfer. Every MAC cycle, the MAC sublayer shall
determine if transmit queue manager has traffic to be transmitted. The existence of traffic in the transmit
queue manager shall cause the MAC sublayer to initiate the data transfer procedure described in
Sections 5.5.4.4.3.3 through 5.5.4.4.3.6 below.

5.5.4.4.3.3    Request a reservation. 

5.5.4.4.3.3.1    Reservation via slotted Aloha random access. When downlink data traffic  is offered
by the transmit queue manager, or an access signal is received from the Voice Unit, the MAC sublayer shall
select a downlink M-burst LBAC from the available RA LBACs to transmit the Reservation Request
message based on the process of Appendix D and the random number generation algorithm of Appendix C.
The parameters RR and WR (defined in Sections 5.5.3.4 and 5.5.3.7) are MAC Service System Parameters.
The values for these parameters are given in Table 5-53b. 

Before a Reservation Response message is received with slot assignment, the aircraft shall be allowed to
modify, cancel, or replace the outstanding request with a new request, provided that the number of slots for
the new request is less than or equal to that of the original request. If a Reservation Request is received with
no slots requested, the ground station shall automatically cancel the outstanding request. 

After a Reservation Response message is received with slot assignment for a frame group, which contains
acknowledged frames, the aircraft radio shall stop retransmitting the outstanding request. The aircraft radio
shall not attempt to send any Reservation Request messages until: 1) after receiving an acknowledgement
of correct reception of the current V/D (data) transmission, or 2) upon T1 timer expiration.

After a Reservation Response message is received with slot assignment for a frame group, which contains
no acknowledged frames, the aircraft radio shall stop retransmitting the outstanding request. The aircraft radio
shall be allowed to send a new Reservation Request message, regardless whether or not the associated new
frame group contains acknowledged frames. 
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Note 1.— 3T system configuration is currently the only configuration where an access
signal is issued by the Voice Unit.

Note 2.— The available random access LBACs depend on process type and configuration.
LBACs scheduled for Poll Responses and downlink ACKs are removed from the lists.

5.5.4.4.3.3.2    Reservation request acknowledgement. Upon receipt of a valid Reservation Request
in the contention of M subchannels, the ground station shall respond with a Reservation Response message.
This message shall be either a reservation or a Reservation Request Acknowledgement (RACK).

A Reservation Response message with slot assignment shall be sent to convey the actual slot assignment to
the requester. A Reservation Response message with RACK shall be sent to the requester if the ground
station is unable to honor the request due to unavailability of the time slots. The Reservation Response
message with RACK shall not be sent in response to a Poll Response that cannot be immediately granted.

If the aircraft is scheduled to be polled before a Reservation Response message (with either slot assignment
or RACK) can be generated, the ground station shall send the Poll Request to the aircraft as scheduled, wait
for the Poll Response, and send a Reservation Response or no response, as required.

Upon receiving a Reservation Response message with RACK, the aircraft radio shall stop retransmitting the
pending request, but shall continue to respond to Poll Request with a Poll Response (see
Section 5.5.4.4.3.3.3).

Note 1.— The Reservation Request Acknowledgement message is a special Reservation
Response message (described in Section B.2.2.1) with value 00012 in the Reserved Slot.

Note 2.— RACK is not a proper ground station response to a Poll Response message except
to the first Poll Response during net entry. 

5.5.4.4.3.3.3    Reservation via poll response. Aircraft shall be allowed to use the Poll Response to
reaffirm, to modify, or to cancel the outstanding request, or to replace the outstanding request with a new
request. The new Reservation Request shall have no limitation on the number of time slots requested, other
than that the maximum of V/D (data) bursts requested is consistent with the value of parameter N1 (see
Section 5.6.3.2). Upon receiving a Poll Response, the ground station shall automatically replace the
outstanding request with the new request. If a Poll Response of the new request is received with no slots
requested, the ground station shall automatically cancel the outstanding request. If the Poll Response is not
received, the ground station shall cancel the outstanding request. The aircraft shall wait for the next poll
opportunity to retransmit the request or transmit a new request. 

The rules described in Section 5.5.4.4.3.3.1 on sending a new reservation request after the aircraft has
received a Reservation Response message with slot assignment for the outstanding request shall apply when
the outstanding request is via Poll Response.

Note.— The difference between replacing an outstanding Reservation Request through Poll
Response and Slotted Aloha Random Access is that more time slots can be requested in Poll Response,
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while the number of time slots of the new request has to be equal to or less than the outstanding
request in the case of random access. 

5.5.4.4.3.4    Reservation request retransmission. The aircraft radio shall select a downlink M-burst
LBAC for random access Reservation Request Retransmission based on the process of Appendix D and the
random number generator algorithm of Appendix C. The Reservation Request Retransmission shall be
repeated until one of the following occurs: (1) a valid response is received, (2) a poll is received, or (3) the
number of retransmissions exceeds NM1. When the number of reservation request retransmissions exceeds
NM1, the reservation request retransmission shall be terminated and the LME (Section 5.7) shall be notified.

5.5.4.4.3.5    Reservation confirmation indication. Upon receipt of a Reservation Response (Appendix
B, Section 2.2.1) signaling an “access scheduled,” the MAC sublayer shall authorize transmission of all
segments of the user message starting in the slot indicated.

5.5.4.4.3.6    Acknowledgement protocol. Ground station transmitted acknowledgements to downlink
transmissions shall be processed by the aircraft DLS to indicate completion of downlink data transfer.

5.5.4.5    MAC data frame transmission. After each transmission which requires acknowledgement, the
MAC sublayer shall maintain a retransmission timer T1 for each destination. This timer is the time that the
MAC sublayer shall wait for an acknowledgement prior to a new transmission. Timeout of the T1 timer shall
result in a request to the DLS for a new frame group. This implies that the VDL shall replace the
retransmission of the outstanding frame group with the transmission of a new frame group, if the new frame
group has higher priority frames. The number of successive T1 timer expirations to a specific destination shall
not exceed N2 times. The LME shall be informed when the successive T1 timer expirations exceeds N2
times, signaling it to terminate the link to that destination. The N2 counter shall be reset upon the successful
acknowledgement of the message.

The maximum transmission delay for an uplink ACK for a VDL Mode 3 ground station shall not exceed
T_ack, where T_ack is in MAC cycles. The delay associated with transmitting an uplink ACK is defined
from the time the last V/D (data) burst is received to the time that the ACK transmission begins. If the ground
station is unable to transmit the ACK within T_ack after the receipt of the last downlink V/D (data) burst,
it shall not transmit the ACK. For aircraft stations, the specific downlink M channel for ACK transmission
is defined in Section 5.6.5.2. 

The MAC data frame transmission system parameters T1, T_ack, and N2 shall be defined in Table 5-56. 

5.5.4.6    Automated handoff for 3T configuration. System configuration 3T shall support automated
handoff of ground stations for aircraft stations, which are capable of re-tuning frequencies within 2 ms.
LBAC 12 shall be broadcast by all participating ground stations permitting an aircraft station to listen to all
nearby ground stations (one station per MAC cycle) and determine which ground station provides the
strongest signal. In the LBAC 12 burst, the current ground station shall broadcast its Ground Station Code,
the Ground Subnetwork Address of the GNI attached to the router, and the frequencies of the next four
proximate nets to be monitored. The aircraft station shall scan through these Adjacent Frequencies in LBAC
12, and compare signal quality from the ground stations. After scanning the last Adjacent Frequency, the
aircraft station shall scan the current ground station frequency again, which may contain different Adjacent
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Frequency information if there are more than four nets to be monitored.  The aircraft station shall accumulate
and maintain a database of all nearby nets to be scanned, including frequency, Ground Station Code, and their
latest signal quality measurement. When the signal quality from a proximate ground station is determined to
provide a better link than the one provided by the current ground station in accordance with an algorithm
selected by the equipment manufacturer, the aircraft station shall initiate an automatic handoff to the new
ground station.  If the aircraft station cannot acquire the new net, it shall attempt to acquire the other nets and
the previous net, in descending order of signal quality.  If the aircraft station cannot locate a new ground
station, the LME shall be notified. If at any time no LBAC_12 signals are received, the LME shall be notified.

Note 1.— The signal quality comparison should be such that the handoff decision is
relatively resilient to short term signal fading. 

Note 2.— It is recommended that the algorithm includes a signal quality threshold such that
handoff can only take place when the signal quality is below the threshold. This recommendation is
provided so handoff will not take place if the existing link is healthy and is with ample margin.

Note 3.— It is also recommended that the handoff algorithm consider the Ground
Subnetwork Address of the new ground stations in an attempt to minimize changes in the IDRP
connection where possible by providing some preference to ground stations connected to the same
router as the current connection.

5.6 Mode 3 data link service sub-layer

5.6.1 Services

The DLS sublayer services shall be carried over the TDMA V/D (data) slot. These services shall include
error detection and recovery, and address identification.

Note.— Frame sequencing is assumed to be provided by the Media Access Control protocol.

5.6.1.1    Error detection. Error detection shall be provided by a 24-bit Frame Check Sequence (FCS)
generated by the 24-bit CRC-24Q polynomial computed over the entire frame. This FCS shall be overlaid on
the 24-bit aircraft station address with an exclusive-OR operation. The polynomial used for this FCS shall be
as follows:

x24+ x23+ x18+ x17+ x14+ x11+ x10+ x7+ x6+ x5+ x4+ x3+ x+ 1

5.6.1.2  ADDRESS IDENTIFICATION

The link layer header shall contain the aircraft station address. 

Note.— The ground station address is implied by the frequency and slot assignment.
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5.6.1.2.1    Address uniqueness. All aircraft stations shall be uniquely addressed by the 24-bit ICAO
address.

5.6.1.2.2    Broadcast addressing. The VDL shall support broadcast addresses that are recognized and
acted upon by all appropriate receivers.

5.6.1.3    Data transfer. Data shall be transferred in the information fields of VDL INFO and CTRL
frames. The link layer shall process the largest packet size without segmenting. One and only one subnetwork
packet shall be contained in an INFO frame.

5.6.2  Mode 3 data link service protocol specification

5.6.2.1    Frame format. The data link protocol data units (DLPDUs) shall be formatted as specified in
Figure 5-5. Unless indicated otherwise, the first bit transmitted and received shall represent the least
significant bit (LSB) in each field and subfield.

Note.— A transmitter may include more than one frame in a single MAC sublayer access event so
long as only one destination is required to acknowledge.

5.6.2.2  FCS/AIRCRAFT ADDRESS FIELD

The FCS/aircraft address field shall consist of three octets for the FCS/aircraft station address subfield and
3 bits for the address type subfield. 

5.6.2.2.1    FCS/aircraft station address. The FCS/aircraft station address subfield shall be the 24-bit
ICAO aircraft address combined with the 24-bit FCS described in Section 5.6.1.1 via an exclusive-OR
operation. The most significant byte shall be encoded in Octet 1 of the frame and the least significant byte
shall be encoded in Octet 3.

5.6.2.2.2    Address type. The address type subfield shall consist of three bits which indicate the usage
of the remaining 24_bits aircraft address. The most significant bit is bit 3 in Figure 5-5. The following
Table lists the address type options.

Code Description

000 Frame transmitted by the ground station to the specified aircraft (discretely addressed)

001 Frame transmitted by the specified aircraft to the ground station (discretely addressed)

010-110 Spare

111 Frame transmitted by the ground station to all aircraft, the 24-bit aircraft station address
shall be set to all binary 1’s (broadcast).
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Note 1.— This field will indicate to the receiver whether the aircraft station address or
broadcast address should be used to decode the FCS.

Note 2.— For the ground station, the MAC sublayer can provide the 6-bit Aircraft Identifier
via primitives to the DLS to determine which aircraft station address to use to extract the FCS.

5.6.2.3  LINK CONTROL FIELD

The Link Control field consists of the 3-bit Frame Type/Priority subfield, the More Frame (MF) bit, and the
Toggle (T) bit, as shown in Figure 5-6.

5.6.2.3.1    Frame type. The variable length subfield for frame type identifies the purpose of the
information contained within the frame. INFO frames shall carry user data; ACK frames shall be used to
indicate correct transmission of frames; and CTRL frames shall be used to communicate link control
information. This field shall consist of one bit for Data frames or three bits for Management frames.

5.6.2.3.2    Priority. The priority subfield supplies the priority of the frame for processing. This subfield
shall be only included for Data frames. The 16 levels of priority supported by the ATN for the CLNP
subnetwork interface are grouped into four VDL frame priority categories which shall be encoded in the 2-bit
priority field per Table 5-57. The VDL PLP subnetwork interface groups the 16 ATN priority levels down
to only two priority levels, high or low, which are mapped into the same 2-bit priority field also designated in
Table 5-57. CTRL_CMD, CTRL_RSP, and ACK frames are always management priority and shall assume
a priority of 3, hence they do not need this information encoded in the frame header. The priority field shall
be encoded such that bit 7 of Figure 5-6 is the most significant bit.

Note 1.— It should be recognized that for the VDL PLP interface, Network Management
traffic will be grouped with the other high priority application traffic using priority 2, rather than the
CLNP interface, which maps it to priority 3. This is to prevent the link layer management traffic from
being blocked by application level traffic. The DLS supporting the VDL PLP interface will not use
priority 1.

5.6.2.3.3    More frame . The MF subfield shall be encoded as “1” during the frame grouping process to
indicate that more frame(s) are to follow and shall be encoded as a “0” if the current frame is the last frame
of a grouped frame. 

5.6.2.3.4    Toggle. The Toggle (T) subfield shall alternate between "0" and "1" for each unique
acknowledged frame group (see Section 5.6.4.3.1.3) being sent. Reception of an ACK frame shall trigger
the toggling of the bit. The receiver shall consider successive acknowledged frame groups with the same
setting to the T bit as duplicates and shall keep only the last correctly received group. The receiver shall still
send an ACK frame for each group correctly received. The DLS shall ignore this bit for unacknowledged
frames.

Note.— The ground station needs to maintain separate T bit states for each aircraft connected.
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5.6.2.4  DATA CONTROL FIELD

The data control field shall consist of a 6-bit Ground Subnetwork Address subfield followed by a 10-bit Data
Length subfield. ACK frames do not contain the Data Control field.

5.6.2.4.1    Ground subnetwork address subfield . The ground subnetwork address subfield shall contain
a unique 6-bit number used to identify the ground subnetwork entity used to communicate with the aircraft
user. The binary value of 000000 shall be reserved to indicate ‘Unknown Subnetwork Address’. This is used
during the connection establishment phase when an aircraft DLS may not yet know the appropriate
subnetwork address to use.

Note.— The Ground Subnetwork Address must be unique with respect to the adjacent facilities, so
that during handoffs between routing domains, the link layer can uniquely identify the subnetwork
entity to process the packet with respect to current or next facility.

5.6.2.4.2    Data length subfield . The data length subfield shall contain a 10-bit number representing the
number of octets contained within the Information Field.

5.6.2.5    Information field . The information field shall contain user data. This field shall not be present
for ACK frames.

5.6.3  Data link service system parameters

The parameters needed by the DLS sublayer shall be as listed in Table 5-58 and detailed in Sections 5.6.3.1
through 5.6.3.2. DLS parameters shall be determined by the exchange of CTRL frames, if the default values
are not to be used.

5.6.3.1    Timer T3 (link initialization time). Timer T3 shall be the time that a data link entity waits for
a CTRL_RSP frame before retransmitting a CTRL_CMD frame.

5.6.3.2    Parameter N1 (Maximum frame group size). The N1 parameter indicates the maximum frame
group size in octets. The value of parameter N1 includes all DLS frame headers of its component frames.
The maximum I frame that a station can accept shall be limited by the parameter N1 minus 6 octets for the
DLS frame header.

5.6.4  Description of procedures

The VDL data link operation procedure shall follow the procedures described in the following subsections.

5.6.4.1    Modes of operation. The DLS shall operate in asynchronous balanced mode at all times. 

Note.— Either station may send messages at any time and are considered peers with respect to
management of the data link.
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5.6.4.2    Broadcast. Only INFO and CTRL_CMD frames shall be broadcast. For broadcast frames,
the address and address type field shall be set to all binary 1's.

5.6.4.3  INFORMATION TRANSFER

The information transfer procedure shall be as described in the following sections.

5.6.4.3.1    Transmission queue management. The management frames (ACK, CTRL_CMD,
CTRL_RSP) shall be classified as network management messages and prioritized accordingly.

5.6.4.3.1.1    Priority processing. Each information frame shall be assigned a priority number by the link
layer according to the priority parameter received from the subnetwork. The number of information frame
priorities shall be as defined in Appendix B, Section 2.10.2. Frames shall be forwarded to the MAC sublayer
on a first-in/first-out manner within each priority level, with the exception that link layer management frames
shall have precedence over other network management traffic.

5.6.4.3.1.2    Recommendation.— To reduce the number of media accesses, new information
frames, as they arrive at the transmission queue, should be checked for priorities and grouped in their
order of arrival with existing frames of the same priorities into a single MAC sublayer access event.
If supported, frame grouping shall be limited to messages whose combined length satisfies the maximum
data size constraint of a single MAC access event.

Note.— Grouping is the inclusion of more than one frame within a single media access event.

5.6.4.3.1.3    Frame grouping. Frame grouping, if supported, shall be performed at the DLS sublayer
using the MF bit of individual frames to indicate whether more frames are to follow or not to facilitate
ungrouping at the receive end. Frame grouping shall observe the following rules:

C The frame group shall not exceed the length indicated by the parameter N1, which is the
maximum size of a frame group (including the frame headers of the individual frames). 

C Frames of the same priority, regardless of acknowledged frames and unacknowledged frames,
shall be grouped first. Grouping of higher priority with lower priority frames shall be permitted,
provided the addition of lower priority frames can be accommodated without requiring additional
bursts.

C With respect to frames requiring acknowledgement, only those with the same destination shall
be grouped. 

The frame group shall be presented to the MAC sublayer in a single reservation for media access. A frame
group shall be treated as a single entity with respect to acknowledgement. Only the acknowledged frames
within a frame group shall be retransmitted upon T1 timer expiration. The unacknowledged frames shall be
dropped upon completion of the transmission and shall not be retransmitted.
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Note.— The intention of allowing lower priority messages to be grouped is to allow otherwise
wasted bandwidth to be used. This filling of excess space in a burst is not mandatory.

5.6.4.3.2    Reception acknowledgement 

5.6.4.3.2.1    Acknowledged frames. Discretely-addressed INFO and CTRL_RSP frames shall require
acknowledgement of correct reception via the ACK frame. Upon correctly passing the FCS test of all frames
requiring acknowledgement in a media access event (e.g., single frame or group), the DLS shall send a single
ACK frame to the originator of the frame or group. If the FCS for any frame requiring acknowledgement in
a media access event fails, all frames requiring acknowledgement (discretely-addressed INFO and
CTRL_RSP frames) in the group shall be discarded. 

Note.— The aircraft MAC sublayer will remove ACK frames from the queue and send the M
downlink (Acknowledge) burst instead.

5.6.4.3.2.2    Unacknowledged frames. Broadcast INFO and all CTRL_CMD and ACK frames shall
be unacknowledged. If any frame not requiring acknowledgement passes its FCS, then that frame should be
processed.

5.6.4.3.3    Transmission acknowledgement/retransmission. The DLS shall not send a new frame group
to the MAC sublayer until an acknowledgement frame has been received for the previous acknowledged
frame group or upon expiration of the T1 timer. When the T1 timer expires, the DLS shall provide the MAC
sublayer with a new frame group, based on the current priority queuing, for transmission. 

Note 1.— The Media Access Control sublayer is responsible for the determination of when
to retransmit the message. The DLS must remain involved in the retransmission procedure as the MAC
sublayer cannot acknowledge correct receipt of a message until the DLS declares the message to have
passed the FCS test.

Note 2.— If an uplink or downlink ACK transmission is corrupted, duplicate messages are
possible. The layers above DLS of the aircraft VDL and the ground station are assumed to handle any
duplicate messages.

5.6.4.4 CONTROL FRAME

The CTRL frame shall be used for the LME to establish and maintain links as defined in Section 5.7. This
frame’s information field shall be formatted per Section 5.7.3.3.

5.6.4.4.1    Control command frame. The CTRL_CMD frame shall be used to send XID_CMD
parameters. The correct receipt of a CTRL_CMD frame shall be acknowledged via  a CTRL_RSP frame.

5.6.4.4.2    Control response frame . The CTRL_RSP frame shall be used to answer XID commands.
The correct receipt of a CTRL_RSP frame shall be acknowledged via an ACK frame or ACK M burst as
appropriate. 
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5.6.5 MAC-DLS Processing Delays

The maximum allowable processing delays required to ensure timely transmission of ACK frames and timely
processing and delivery of ACK frames from DLS to MAC at both the ground station and aircraft are defined
in the following subsections.

5.6.5.1    Aircraft DLS-MAC processing delay. The maximum processing delay allowable for the
aircraft VDL to process an uplink ACK frame shall not exceed 200 ms under the worst case aircraft loading
conditions. The uplink ACK processing delay shall be defined as from the time that the aircraft MAC receives
the uplink V/D (data) burst, which contains the uplink ACK, and ends with the uplink ACK being extracted
by the aircraft DLS and forwarded to and received by the aircraft MAC to cause the T1 timer to be
cancelled.

5.6.5.2    Downlink ACK transmission delay. After receiving the last acknowledged uplink V/D (data)
burst with an EOM indicator in the V/D (data) burst header, the receiving aircraft station shall generate and
transmit an ACK in the downlink M channel slot that is delayed exactly one MAC cycle period from the
beginning of the time slot containing the EOM indication. The aircraft shall not transmit the ACK in any other
slots. 

5.6.5.3    Uplink ACK transmission delay. The ground station MAC shall transmit the first uplink V/D
(data) burst, which contains the uplink ACK frame, within T_ack MAC cycles after receipt of the last V/D
(data) burst, where T_ack is a MAC data frame transmission system parameter defined in Section 5.5.4.5.

Note.— To facilitate the ground station in meeting this requirement, one or more of the following
measures may be required:

a) The ground station DLS always places the ACK frames at the head of a grouped
frame so that the ACK frames will be transmitted in the first V/D (data) burst of an
uplink data transmission.

b) The ground station should always transmit the uplink bursts with ACK frames at
the earliest possible burst opportunity, i.e., the V/D (data) burst with ACK should
be transmitted immediately if there is no outstanding data transmission or
immediately after the outstanding data transmission is completed. Outstanding data
transmission is defined to be a data transmission that is in progress or a data
access that has been granted time slots for transmission.

c) The message type field in the message header of the downlink data bursts should
be used as an advance notice that an uplink ACK will need to be transmitted in
developing the ground station scheduling algorithm. With this advance information
the ground scheduler can schedule the uplink or downlink data transmission to
accommodate the uplink ACK transmission requirement.

d) The maximum processing delay allowable for the ground station to process a
downlink data transmission to generate an uplink ACK frame may need to be
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limited to no more than 240 ms under the worst case loading condition. The
processing delay is defined as from the time that the ground MAC receives the last
V/D data burst of an acknowledged data message and ends with the ACK being
generated by the ground station DLS, forwarded to, and received by the ground
station MAC.

5.6.5.4    Downlink data transmission delay. After receiving a Reservation Response, the aircraft shall
begin to transmit the V/D (data) bursts at the scheduled time slots in the next MAC cycle.

Note.— The most stringent case for downlink data transmission delay would be for 3T
configuration, where transmission may be required to take place in 150 ms measured from the
beginning of the time slot of the received Reservation Response. 

5.7  Mode 3 link management entity

5.7.1 Services

The LME sublayer shall provide link establishment and release services between local DLS and remote DLS.
It shall deliver link status information to the subnetwork dependent convergent facility (SNDCF), DLS, and
voice unit.

5.7.2  Operation Procedures

The LME shall support:

C Link Establishment

C Slot Selection (Configurations 3S and 2S1X)

C Link Modification

C Recovery

C Link Release

C Handoff

C Authentication

5.7.2.1  LINK ESTABLISHMENT

The Mode 3 link establishment procedure shall consist of three phases.

C Net Initialization
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C Net Entry

C Initial Link Negotiation

The following sections describes the operation of these phases. 

5.7.2.1.1    Net Initialization. Before the link establishment procedure, the aircraft VDL shall initialize
to initial timing state 0 (TS0) and set parameters CTC1, CTC2, and CTC3 to max(f-50, t). The first part of
the link establishment procedure shall be the acquisition of the M uplink burst (LBAC 11 for 3T configuration,
LBAC 5, 7, or 9 for 3S configuration, LBAC 4 or 6 for 2S1X, and LBAC 5 for other configurations)
associated with the specified user group identifier. Upon receipt of 2 consecutive M uplink bursts containing
the same information in octets 1-3 (i.e., System Configuration, Squelch Window, Slot ID, and Ground Station
Code) of the uplink burst, the LME shall declare the net initialized and shall establish the net operating
parameters based on the static information contained in octets 1-3. Configurations 3S and 2S1X shall be
considered initialized when at least one of the wide area coverage slots provide 2 consecutive M uplink bursts
containing the same information in octets 1-3. Upon net initialization, the aircraft VDL shall transition from
TS0 to TS1.

If the aircraft VDL is unable to enter TS1, it shall search for ATSs to determine the number of slots in its net
and enter TS2. If CTC3 equals parameter f before the aircraft VDL enters TS2, it shall enter TS3. Prior to
net initialization, voice access shall be inhibited.

Note.— Net Initialization is a prerequisite for the next step of Net Entry, however with Net
Initialization, dedicated voice circuits and unprotected voice circuits (Section 8) can be supported.

5.7.2.1.2    Net Entry. The net entry procedure shall begin with the aircraft station transmitting a Net
Entry Request message following a successful net initialization. The transmission of the Net Entry Request
message and the subsequent retransmission, if required, shall follow the procedures described in Appendix
D. The Net Entry retransmission shall continue until a Net Entry Response message is received or the number
of retransmissions reaches NL1. After NL1 retries (Table 5-60a), the SN-SME shall be notified. If a Net
Entry Response message is received, the aircraft station shall transmit a Poll Response message in the next
MAC cycle. If the Net Entry Response message is of type "previous link preserved," the aircraft TL3 timer
(Table 5-60a) shall be stopped.

Note.— All configurations that offer one or more data circuit(s) must support net entry (3V1D,
2V2D, 2V1D, 3T). The voice only configurations (3V, 4V, 3S and 2S1X) may support net entry if
discrete addressing is required by the ground user.

Upon receiving a Net Entry Request message, the ground shall check the aircraft ICAO number. If this
number has been assigned a Local ID and the TL3 timer has not been started, the ground shall transmit the
Net Entry Response message of type “previous link preserved.” When the Poll Response message is received
by the ground station, the ground station shall respond by sending a Reservation Response message to the
entering aircraft during the next MAC cycle. This message shall be either a reservation or a RACK if data
slots were requested or a “no reservation” message if no data slots were requested.
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If the aircraft ICAO number has not been assigned a Local ID, the ground shall assign the next available
Local User ID to the requesting aircraft and the pending disconnect link Table shall be examined. If the
aircraft ICAO number is found in the table, the link status shall be reinstated, the TL3 timer shall be stopped,
and the link port address shall be changed to the new radio station port address. The ground shall transmit the
Net Entry Response message of type "previous link preserved." When the Poll Response message is received
by the ground station, the ground station shall respond by sending a Reservation Response message to the
entering aircraft during the next MAC cycle. This message shall be either a reservation or a RACK if data
slots were requested or a “no reservation” message if no data slots were requested. 

If the aircraft ICAO number is not found in the Table and a Local ID has been assigned, the ground shall
transmit the Net Entry Response message of type "no previous link." When the Poll Response message is
received by the ground station, the ground station shall respond by sending a Reservation Response message
to the entering aircraft during the next MAC cycle. This message shall be either a reservation or a RACK
if data slots were requested or a “no reservation” message if no data slots were requested. It shall also form
a join event message and deliver it to all ground routers which are directly connected to the local ground
network interface (GNI).

If there are already 60 aircraft in the net when the Net Entry Request message is received, the ground LME
shall respond with a Net Entry Response message with the local identifier field set to 0 indicating that the net
is currently full. The aircraft shall then use a Local ID of 61 to indicate that it has not entered the net, when
communicating with the ground station and other aircraft.

If a duplicate Net Entry Request message is received it shall be discarded.

If the requesting aircraft does not receive a Reservation message from the ground in the next MAC cycle
after transmitting the Poll Response message, it shall restart the net entry procedure.

Note 1.— The GNI provides a connection management function across multiple ground
stations such that the same subnetwork connections are maintained with aircraft served by those
ground stations. A description of the GNI function is provided in the Implementation Aspects for VDL
Mode 3.

Note 2.— A Net Entry Request message is considered to be a duplicate if a ground station
receives a retransmitted Net Entry Request while it is still processing a previously received Net Entry
Request from the same aircraft.

Note 3.— Aircraft receiving a “Net Full” indication in the Net Entry Response message are
expected to operate in a limited manner until the pilot manually directs the LME to re-initiate the Net
Entry Process.

5.7.2.1.3    Initial link negotiation. Following Net Entry, the aircraft LME shall initiate the link
negotiation phase of link establishment to configure the link. The configuration shall be negotiated using
Exchange Identifiers (XIDs) specified in Table 5-59a according to the procedures described in the subsections
below. 
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Note.— Mode 3 uses the CTRL_CMD frame in a similar manner as Mode 2 use an XID frame with
the C/R bit set to Command. Likewise, the CTRL_RSP frame is used similar to the Mode 2 XID frame
with the C/R bit set to Response.

5.7.2.1.3.1    Air initiation. When commanded, the aircraft LME shall attempt to configure the link with
a ground station by sending a CTRL CMD LE frame with parameters per Table 5-59a. The optional
parameters shall be included if a non-default value is desired. This message must indicate at least one network
type to be supported in the Network Initialization XID.

5.7.2.1.3.2    General ground response. If the ground LME receives the CTRL_CMD_LE, it shall
confirm link configuration by sending a CTRL_RSP_LE frame containing the parameters per Table 5-59a.

5.7.2.1.3.3    Air Response. If the aircraft LME receives the CTRL_RSP_LE, it shall confirm receipt
via an Acknowledgement M-burst.

5.7.2.1.3.4    Exceptional cases

5.7.2.1.3.4.1    Parameter negotiation. If the ground LME cannot accommodate a requested non-default
parameter setting, it shall include the value it can accept in the response. If no value is acceptable, the ground
LME receiving the CTRL_CMD_LE cannot establish the link with the aircraft LME at this time and shall
transmit a CTRL_RSP_LCR instead of a CTRL_RSP_LE, per Table 5-59a.

5.7.2.1.3.4.2    UnaccepTable parameters. If the parameters in the CTRL_RSP_LE from the ground
LME are not accepTable to the aircraft LME, then the aircraft LME shall notify the MAC to send a Leaving
Net M burst to terminate the link, and then reset to a Local Identifier of 61 to indicate the lack of
discrete-addressed services.

5.7.2.1.3.4.3    Incorrect response. While waiting for a response to a CTRL_CMD_LE, an aircraft
LME receiving any unicast frame other than a CTRL_RSP shall retransmit the CTRL_CMD_LE.

5.7.2.1.3.4.4    Command retransmission. Upon expiration of the T3 timer (Section 5.6.3.1) without
receipt of a CTRL_RSP_LE frame, the LME shall retransmit the CTRL_CMD_LE frame.

5.7.2.1.3.4.5    Response retransmission. The CTRL_RSP retransmission shall operate as any other
directed data transfer. Upon expiration of the T1 timer (Section 5.5.4.5), the LME shall retransmit the
CTRL_RSP_LE frame.

5.7.2.2    Slot selection (configurations 3S and 2S1X). Configurations 3S and 2S1X shall employ a slot
selection algorithm in the aircraft receiver which will choose the best slot to use for the processing of uplink
Management frames and the forwarding of any uplink V/D (voice) frames to the voice unit. In the downlink
direction, Management frames and V/D (voice) frames shall only be transmitted in the slot previously chosen
by the selection algorithm. Slot selection shall be achieved by applying the selection algorithm to the M uplink
bursts of all slots received during one or a number of MAC cycles. If the selection algorithm suggests a slot
change is necessary during a PTT event, the change of slot shall not take place until after the PTT event has
finished.
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The aircraft receiver shall not apply the slot selection algorithm to received downlink V/D (voice) frames.
All received downlink V/D (voice) frames shall be sent to the voice unit for processing, allowing air to air
communication to take place.

Note.— Details of selection algorithms that could be used by the aircraft radio are described in the
Implementation Aspects.

5.7.2.3 LINK MODIFICATION

5.7.2.3.1    Description of LME procedures. The aircraft and ground LMEs shall use the CTRL_CMD
and CTRL_RSP frame types listed in Table 5-59b and the procedures described in the text below to maintain
a reliable connection between the aircraft and ground system. 

Note.— Mode 3 uses the CTRL_CMD frame in a similar manner as Mode 2 use an XID frame with
the C/R bit set to Command. Likewise, the CTRL_RSP frame is used similar to the Mode 2 XID frame
with the C/R bit set to Response.

5.7.2.3.2    Link maintenance procedures. The aircraft and ground LME shall be capable of using the
following procedures to maintain connectivity across the VHF link.

a) Addressed link parameter modification

b) Broadcast link parameter modification

5.7.2.3.2.1    Addressed link parameter modification

5.7.2.3.2.1.1    Ground initiation. The ground LME shall request a modification of parameters of a link
by sending a CTRL_CMD_LPM to the aircraft LME containing the parameters per Table 5-59b.

5.7.2.3.2.1.2    General aircraft response. The aircraft LME shall acknowledge with an
CTRL_RSP_LPM containing the parameters per Table 5-59b.

5.7.2.3.2.1.3    Ground Acknowledgement. The ground LME shall acknowledge the correct receipt of
the CTRL_RSP_LPM via an ACK frame.

5.7.2.3.2.2    Broadcast link parameter modification.

5.7.2.3.2.2.1    Ground initiation. The ground LME shall request a modification of parameters of all links
by sending a broadcast-addressed CTRL_CMD_LPM to all aircraft LMEs in the specified user group
containing the parameters per Table 5-59b.

5.7.2.3.2.2.2    General Aircraft Response. The aircraft LME shall not respond to broadcast
CTRL_CMD_LPM frames.
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5.7.2.4    Link Maintenance. The ground LME shall periodically poll each aircraft participating in the
net using the Poll Request message. If the ground LME receives a Poll Response message it shall reset the
Polling Reply Counter (NL2) to 0. Otherwise, the ground LME shall increment the Polling Reply Counter.

Upon receipt of a Poll Request message, the aircraft LME shall reset the Polling Interval parameter (TL4).
If the aircraft LME has received a Next Net message it shall issue a Next Net Acknowledgment message
to the MAC sublayer. Otherwise, the aircraft LME shall issue a Poll Response message to the MAC
sublayer.

5.7.2.5 RECOVERY

The recovery procedure shall be initiated when the ground protocol stack has lost state information needed
to communicate with the aircraft. Both the ground and aircraft VDL shall operate in the recovery mode until
connections are re-established with all responding aircraft. If an aircraft loses protocol state information, it
shall send an CTRL_RSP frame with LCR Cause XID indicating an appropriate code followed by the aircraft
attempting the Link Connection procedures as per Section 5.7.2.1.

After the ground enters into recovery state, it shall broadcast a Recovery message to instruct all aircraft to
enter into the same state. While in the recovery state, the ground station shall attempt to sequentially contact
each possible aircraft identifier to determine which are in use. 

Note.— The recovery procedure allows the normal net entry process to be bypassed to re-establish
contact with aircraft that are still in the ground station coverage area when the recovery procedure
is invoked.

5.7.2.5.1    Polling system configurations. All aircraft shall be polled and respond with a Net Entry
Request message per Section B.2.9 to reconstruct associations between ICAO address and local ID. Polling
will start at aircraft ID 60 and decrement by one each MAC cycle.

5.7.2.5.2    Data-capable system configurations. If the radio is operating in a system configuration
supporting data service, upon receiving the uplink Reservation Response field of the Recovery message
indicating that it is granted a slot to transmit, the aircraft shall downlink a CTRL_RSP frame containing an
Expedited Recovery XID, per Section 5.7.3.3.4.2.1, and a Network Initialization XID, per
Section 5.7.3.3.4.1.3. The Expedited Recovery XID indicates the aircraft addressing information as well as
information needed to recover the data scheduler. The Network Initialization XID indicates the desired
subnetwork connection. The aircraft shall only transmit those network information and network
subparameters needed to initialize the network. The CTRL_RSP frame downlinked shall be limited to a single
burst transmission so that the ground system can deterministically schedule access during recovery. Additional
parameters and network connections should be negotiated after the recovery process is complete.

Note.— For system configurations 3V1D and 2V1D, all local IDs can be polled faster than all
aircraft can access the data subchannel. For 2V2D and 3T, this will also help expedite the procedure,
as well as simplify the implementation. As such, it may be desired to allow the ground station to skip
sending an uplink Recovery message to a local ID that is known to not be assigned due to lack of
response to the poll. It may also be desirable to start at the high end of the local identifier range (i.e.,
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aircraft ID 60) and count down to prevent overlap with the data reservations for recovery information
so as to maximize its ability to discover open local identifiers before a data slot is wasted. Once the
polling reaches the point where the local ID has already been queried via the data reservation, the
polling can cease.

5.7.2.5.3    Missed poll. If an aircraft does not receive a poll or reservation grant during the recovery
process of its net, it shall assume its connection is no longer valid and wait until normal data flow is resumed
before attempting the Net Entry process.

Note.— Normal data flow is considered resumed when the Normal message is uplinked instead of
the Recovery message.

5.7.2.5.4    Retransmission. During the recovery procedure, all retransmission counters shall be
suspended. 

5.7.2.5.5  Verification. At the completion of the recovery procedure for data-capable system
configurations, the ground station shall broadcast a Connection Check XID within a CTRL_CMD_LPM
message containing the correlations of local identifier with ICAO aircraft station address for all known
aircraft in the user group. Aircraft should verify their entry for correctness. If their aircraft station address
is not contained within the message, the aircraft should attempt Link Establishment per Section 5.7.2.1.

5.7.2.6  LINK RELEASE. 

5.7.2.6.1    Explicit Link Release. The aircraft LME shall acknowledge and execute a net handoff only
after receiving the same Next Net message in two consecutive cycles. The procedures for Next Net message
transmission, Next Net Acknowledgement, and Next Net retransmission shall be per Section 5.5.4.3.3.

When the aircraft LME determines that a net handoff is required, the LME shall generate a Leaving Net
message and command the MAC sublayer to transmit the Leaving Net message to the ground station and
TL3 timer shall be started. When TL3 expires, the link shall be changed to disconnect status, and a leave
event message shall be formed and delivered to the aircraft router.

Note.— The aircraft LME could take action to execute a net handoff as a result of three possible
prior activities: 1) pilot manually selects new channel and takes actions to execute transfer; 2) a Next
Net Command message is uplinked and the pilot takes action to execute the transfer; and 3) the
aircraft LME autonomously executes a net handoff (system configuration 3T only) per Section 5.5.4.6.

After the Leaving Net message is received, the ground shall start TL3 timer, change link status to pending,
stop polling the aircraft, and make the Local User ID assigned to the aircraft available for reassignment.
When the TL3 expires, the link shall be changed to disconnect status, and a leave event message shall be
formed and delivered to the ground router(s).

5.7.2.6.2    Implicit Link Release. When the aircraft LME determines that the poll request is not received
from the ground over TL4 MAC cycles (Table 5-60a), the aircraft LME shall start the TL3 timer and execute
the net entry procedure described in Section 5.7.2.1.2.
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When the ground LME determines that an aircraft does not respond to the poll requests exceeding the NL2
times (Table 5-60a), the ground LME shall change the link status to disconnect state, and inform the
subnetwork layer-system management entity (SN-SME) and the DLS. A leave event message shall be
formed and delivered to the associated ground router(s).

5.7.2.7  HANDOFF

5.7.2.7.1    Air-initiated link handoff. The aircraft LME shall initiate a link handoff upon being
commanded from a manual retuning of the radio, or via the 3T system configuration autotuning capability.

5.7.2.7.2    Ground-initiated link handoff. The ground station LME shall initiate a link handoff upon
being commanded to send a Next_Net message to an aircraft.

5.7.2.7.3    Same GNI. When an aircraft transfers to a new net which is served by the same GNI, the
data link between the GNI and the aircraft shall be redirected from the old ground station to the new ground
station. To accomplish this, first, the aircraft shall execute the explicit link release procedure described in
Section 5.7.2.6.1 while in the old net. Then, the link establishment procedure described in Section 5.7.2.1 shall
be used to reinstate the link status when the aircraft enters into the new net. The subnetwork virtual
connection, if applicable, shall remain undisturbed, while the link layer switches nets.

5.7.2.7.4    Different GNI. When an aircraft transfers to a new net which is served by a different GNI,
the data_link between the old GNI and the aircraft shall be disconnected as described in Section_5.7.2.6.1
or Section 5.7.2.6.2. A new data link shall be established following the link establishment procedure described
in Section 5.7.2.1.

5.7.2.8  AUTHENTICATION

5.7.2.8.1    Signature Verification. If an authentication parameter is included in a CTRL frame, the
receiving LME shall process the signature as it is able. The signature shall be hashed over the user data of
the CTRL frame with the signature subfield set to all zeros.

5.7.2.8.2    Unknown Authentication Type. If the receiving LME cannot process the authentication type
indicated, the CTRL_RSP frame shall attempt to use another type than that requested, or shall indicate no
authentication supported (Authentication Type = 0).

5.7.2.8.3    Authentication Type Mismatch. If the CTRL_RSP frame contains a different authentication
type than that included in the CTRL_CMD frame, the LME shall recognize that the peer LME does not
support the type included in the CTRL_CMD frame. 

Note.— It is the responsibility of the end user to determine whether it will reject any mismatch or to
alter the method of authentication to be used.
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5.7.2.8.4    Invalid Signature. If a received authentication parameter contains an invalid signature, the
entire CTRL frame shall be discarded and a CTRL_RSP_LCR frame should be sent indicating invalid
signature.

5.7.3 Link Management Frames

The LME shall process two frame types: M burst frame, and CTRL frame. The M burst frame shall provide
link establishment, link release, and link monitoring functions. The CTRL frame shall be used to negotiate the
link characteristics when default parameters are not used.

5.7.3.1    M burst message format. Net Entry Request, Net Entry Response, Next Net Command, Next
Net Acknowledge, Leaving Net, and Recovery are the M burst messages which shall be used to establish
and release the air/ground link. These message formats are defined in Appendix B.

Note.— As the M burst message uses a separate logical channel from that employed for user data,
the DLS sublayer is bypassed for these messages.

5.7.3.2  LME SERVICE SYSTEM PARAMETERS

The system parameters used in the LME sublayer shall be as specified in Table 5-60a.

5.7.3.2.1    Parameter NL1 (maximum net entry request retry. The Net Entry Request message shall
be retransmitted no more than NL1 times. When the number of Net Entry Request retransmissions exceeds
NL1 before a Net Entry Response message is received, subnetwork layer system management entity
(i.e., SN-SME) shall be informed.

5.7.3.2.2    Counter NL2 (polling reply counter). Counter NL2 shall represent the maximum number
of consecutive polls issued by the ground station to a single aircraft station without receiving a response.
When the number of polls exceeds NL2, the Implicit Link procedures identified in Section 5.7.2.6.2 shall be
performed.

5.7.3.2.3    Timer TL3 (disconnect delay timer). Timer TL3 defines the time interval that the LME shall
wait before the link is changed to disconnect state, and a Leave_Event is sent to the local router.

Note.— Used by the LME to support link redirection across multiple ground stations.

5.7.3.2.4    Timer TL4 (polling interval). Timer TL4 shall represent the maximum number of elapsed
MAC cycles between receipt of two consecutive polls. Upon expiration of this timer the upper layers shall
be notified.

5.7.3.2.5    Parameter WE (net entry retransmission delay. The parameter WE specifies the number
of MAC cycles that an aircraft radio shall wait before attempting a Net Entry Request message
retransmission.
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5.7.3.3 EXCHANGE IDENTITY (XID) PARAMETER FORMAT 

The user data field of CTRL_CMD and CTRL_RSP frames shall be encoded as defined in ISO8885 and
shall only include the parameters described in Sections 5.7.3.3.1 through 5.7.3.3.5. The CTRL frame
containing the XID parameters shall be delivered using the V/D (data) burst. The following order is implied
within the parameters: 

a) Bit order in each parameter value shall be indicated by subscript numbers. Bit 1 shall
indicate the least significant bit.

b) Bits shall be transmitted octet by octet, starting with the parameter id, and within each
octet the rightmost bit (as shown in the tables) shall be transmitted first.

Note.— XID parameters are extracted from the DLS sublayer CTRL frames and sent to the LME.

5.7.3.3.1    Public parameters

5.7.3.3.1.1    General public parameters. The general public parameters’ XID information field shall
be encoded as defined in ISO8885, with the addition of private parameter data link layer subfields as defined
in ISO8885. The format identifier, hexadecimal 82, shall be used (per ISO 4335.2, Annex C) to identify the
public parameter list identified in ISO8885. The VDL shall use the public parameter group ID of hexadecimal
80 to indicate negotiation of the common parameters. The public parameter set ID shall be included in CTRL
frames if other public parameters are included; the public parameter set ID shall not be included in the CTRL
frame if other public parameters are not included. Only the public parameters Unique Identifier (also known
as Parameter Set Identifier), Maximum information field length - transmit and receive (N1), Acknowledgment
timer (T1), and Retransmission attempts (N2) shall apply to the VDL Mode 3 system. 

5.7.3.3.1.2    Mode 3 public parameters

5.7.3.3.1.2.1    Mode 3 public parameter set identifier. The Mode 3 parameter set shall be identified
by the ISO IA5 character string “8885:1993:Mode3” encoded per Table 5-61. This parameter shall be
included whenever any of the Mode 3 public parameters are sent. It shall be the first Mode 3 public
parameter sent per ISO 8885.

5.7.3.3.1.2.2    Timer T1 (delay before retransmission) parameter. The value of the aircraft Timer T1
(counted in MAC cycles and used by aircraft) shall be encoded as an unsigned 8-bit integer per Table 5-62:

Note.— The ground T1 time is fixed for performance reasons and to allow for the assumption of
reservation of the appropriate random access M bursts for acknowledgement of data reception.

5.7.3.3.1.2.3    Timer T_ack (maximum delay allowable for acknowledgement) parameter. The value
of Timer T_ack in MAC cycles (used by the ground station) shall be encoded as an unsigned 8-bit integer
per Table 5-63.
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5.7.3.3.2    Private parameters. The VDL private parameter identifier shall allow simple identification
of the purpose of the parameters defined in Table 5-8.

5.7.3.3.3    Mode 2 private parameters. The following Mode 2 parameters shall also be available for
use by the Mode 3 System. 

5.7.3.3.3.1    General purpose information private parameters. Mode 3 shall use a subset of the
Mode 2 general purpose information private parameters defined below to allow aircraft and ground-based
LMEs to transfer basic information to each other.

5.7.3.3.3.1.1    Parameter set identification parameter. Use of any of the private parameters shall
require the inclusion of the Parameter Set identification parameter encoded per Table 5-64. For VDL Mode
2 private parameters, the value field shall contain the ISO IA5 character capital “V” (56 hex), as opposed
to the ISO IA5 character capital "W" shown in Table 5-64. This parameter shall be included whenever any
of the Mode 2 private parameters are sent. All Mode 2 private parameters shall be the first of the group.

Note.— This Section replicates Mode 2 requirements specified in Section 5.4.2.4.1 of the Manual
on VDL Mode 2 Technical Specifications and provides clarification as to how it is used within the
Mode 3 context.

5.7.3.3.3.1.2    Signal quality parameter (SQP). This parameter defines the received signal quality value
of the last received transmission from the destination of the XID. It shall be encoded as a 4-bit integer as per
Table 5-13a. If the transmitting LME included the SQP parameter in the CTRL_CMD frame, then the
responding LME shall also include it in the respective CTRL_RSP frame. See Annex 10, Vol. III Part 1,
Chapter 6, Section 6.4.1.1.4 for details on how to generate the SQP value.

Note 1.— This parameter will be used for testing purposes.

Note 2.— This Section replicates Mode 2 requirements specified in Section 5.4.2.4.3 of the
Manual on VDL Mode 2 Technical Specifications.

5.7.3.3.3.1.3    LCR cause parameter. This parameter defines the reason why the link connection was
rejected. The parameter, which may be repeated, shall consist of a rejection cause code (c bits), backoff
delay time in seconds (d bits), and any additional data required by the various parameters. It is encoded as
per Table 5-18a. Cause codes 00 hex to 7F hex shall apply to the responding station; cause codes 80 hex to
FF hex shall apply to the responding system and shall be encoded as per Table 5-19a. An LME receiving an
LCR Cause parameter less than 80 hex shall not transmit another CTRL_CMD to that peer station for the
duration of time designated in the LCR Cause parameter. An LME receiving an LCR Cause parameter
greater than 7F hex shall not transmit another CTRL_CMD to that peer system for the duration of time
designated in the LCR Cause parameter.

Note 1.— An aircraft LME received a station-based cause code from one ground station
may immediately transmit the same CTRL CMD to another ground station of the same ground system.
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Note 2.— This Section expands upon Mode 2 requirements specified in Section 5.4.2.4.7
of the Manual on VDL Mode 2 Technical Specifications.

5.7.3.3.3.2    Aircraft-initiated information private parameters. An aircraft LME shall use aircraft
initiated information parameters to inform the ground about that aircraft’s capabilities or desires. Ground
LME’s shall not send these parameters.

5.7.3.3.3.2.1    Modulation support parameter. This parameter defines the modulation schemes
supported. This parameter shall be sent on link establishment. It shall be encoded as shown in Tables 5-20
and 5-21.

Note.— This Section replicates Mode 2 requirements specified in Section 5.4.2.5.1 of the Manual
on VDL Mode 2 Technical Specifications.

5.7.3.3.4    Mode 3 private parameters

5.7.3.3.4.1    General purpose information private parameters. Both aircraft and ground LMEs shall
use general purpose information private parameters to transfer Mode 3 basic information to each other.

5.7.3.3.4.1.1    Private parameter set identifier. This parameter shall be required whenever any of the
Mode 3 private parameters are to be sent. It shall be the first parameter sent per Table 5-64.

5.7.3.3.4.1.2    Algorithm version number parameter. This parameter shall be used by the aircraft and
ground station to indicate vocoder algorithm versions supported. This parameter shall be encoded as a variable
length bit-field per Table 5-65a with each bit being set to indicate support for a specific algorithm version per
Table 5-65b.

5.7.3.3.4.1.3    Network initialization parameter. The network initialization parameter defines the
network support which the avionics VDL Mode 3 installation can perform. It is used to pass any necessary
information to initialize the subnetwork protocol or any compression. Table 5-66a defines the format of this
parameter set. The length field shall contain the number of networks present. For each network, a length field
shall indicate the number of subparameters. If no subparameters are needed for a network, then that
network’s length field shall indicate zero.

Note 1.— As many networks as applicable can appear, as defined in Table 5-66b. 

Note 2.— It is assumed that the ground system will support all options and the aircraft
system will support at least one.

A Network Type value of zero indicates that the VDL Mode 3 system is carrying ISO8208 packets which
shall be transferred to an ATN ISO8208 data communication equipment (DCE) at the remote end. The
ISO8208 packets shall be compressed using the VDL Mode 3 PLP Compression as defined in
Section 6.7.2.1. A Network Type value of one indicates that the VDL Mode 3 system is carrying ATN
CLNP packets which shall be transferred to an ATN-conformant CLNP service at the remote end. The
CLNP packets shall be compressed using the VDL Mode 3 compression as defined in Section 6.7.2.2. A
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Network Type value of two indicates that: (1) The VDL Mode 3 system is carrying ISO8208 packets which
shall be transferred to an ATN ISO8208 DCE at the remote end; and (2) No compression is performed.
Similarly, a Network Type value of three indicates that the VDL Mode 3 system is carrying ATN CLNP
packets which shall be transferred to an ATN-conformant CLNP service at the remote end with no
compression. A Network Type Value of four indicates that no (sub)network protocol shall be used. Data shall
be sent to the remote end unmodified with no (sub)network operands.

Note 3.— The ATN designation tells the VDL Mode 3 system to support any ATN-specific
requirements. For example, ATN join and leave events will be generated when network types of 0, 1,
2, or 3 are sent from the aircraft to the ground.

Note 4.— An indication of ‘No Compression’ in this parameter only indicates that the VDL
Mode 3 subnetwork performs no compression. This does not indicate or prohibit any compression by
the network or higher layers.

Note 5.— Aircraft will support the raw interface and one or both network interfaces (CLNP
or ISO8208 with and without compression). The ground station will support all Network Types

Note 6.— The use of the raw interface requires that the largest packet received with the
addition of the payload and DLS frame header be a maximum of 930 bytes as no segmentation of the
data is possible.

5.7.3.3.4.1.4    Connection check parameter. This parameter shall be used to inform peer link entities
of the correlation of local identifiers with ICAO aircraft station addresses per Table 5-67. The length field
identifies the number of 4 octet Local ID/ICAO Address correlations included. The value field shall contain
one or more Local ID/ICAO address pairs, according to the length field. If an aircraft is requesting to identify
the local identifier for a specific ICAO address, the Local ID of 61 should be used. If the ground station has
no Local ID correlated with a specified ICAO address, it shall respond with a Local ID of 61 to indicate no
correlation.

5.7.3.3.4.1.5    Version parameter. This parameter shall be used to indicate the protocol version being
supported by the transmitting protocol. The parameter shall be encoded per Table 5-67b. The value subfield
shall be encoded per Table 5-67c.

5.7.3.3.4.1.6    Authentication parameter. This parameter shall be used to optionally authentication XID
transactions. The parameter shall be encoded per Table 5-67d, with the variable-length value field containing
a single octet Type subfield to identify the method of authentication being used per Table 5-67e and the
remainder of the value field being used for the signature. If the Authentication Type subfield indicates 'None
Supported', the Signature subfield shall not be included.

5.7.3.3.4.2    Air-initiated information private parameters. An aircraft LME shall use aircraft-initiated
information private parameters to inform the ground about the aircraft's Mode 3 capabilities or desires.
Ground LMEs shall not send these parameters.
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5.7.3.3.4.2.1    Expedited recovery parameter. The Expedited Recovery parameter shall be used by the
aircraft to communicate its MAC sublayer state to allow the ground MAC sublayer to reload its state
information. Table 5-68 defines the format of this parameter. The aircraft address shall be the 24-bit ICAO
aircraft station address. The Reservation Status field shall include a 2-bit priority field and a 4-bit Number of
Slots field indicating at what priority and how many slots are needed for any outstanding data requests for the
aircraft. Upon reception by the ground station, this information shall be forwarded to the MAC sublayer.

5.7.3.3.4.2.2    t (Truncation) parameter. The value of t (in MAC cycles used by aircraft) shall be
encoded as an unsigned 8-bit integer per Table 5-69.

5.7.3.3.4.2.3    f (Free running) parameter. The value of f (in MAC cycles used by aircraft) shall be
encoded as an unsigned 8-bit integer per Table 5-70a.

5.7.3.3.4.2.4    Former_GNIp parameter. The former_GNIp parameter shall be encoded as an unsigned
8-bit integer per Table 5-70b. The high order 2 bits must be zero, resulting in a range of 0 to 63 values.

5.7.3.3.4.3    Ground-initiated modification private parameters. A ground LME shall use the
ground-initiated modification parameters to change the value of various Mode 3 parameters in one or more
aircraft. Aircraft LMEs shall not send an XID with these parameters.

5.7.3.3.4.3.1    NM1 (maximum retry) parameter. The value of NM1 (used by aircraft) shall be encoded
as an unassigned 8-bit integer per Table 5-71

5.7.3.3.4.3.2    RR (reservation request randomizer) parameter. The value of RR (used by aircraft)
shall be encoded as an unsigned 8-bit integer per Table 5-72. This negotiation shall only affect the parameter
for the current system configuration.

5.7.3.3.4.3.3    WR (reservation request delay) parameter. The value of WR (counted in MAC cycles
and used by aircraft) shall be encoded as an unsigned 8-bit integer per Table 5-73. This negotiation shall only
affect the parameter for the current system configuration.

5.7.3.3.4.3.4    RE (net entry randomizer) parameter. The value of RE (used by aircraft) shall be
encoded as an unsigned 8-bit integer per Table 5-74. This negotiation shall only affect the parameter for the
current system configuration.

5.7.3.3.4.3.5    RL (leaving net randomizer) parameter. The value of RL (used by aircraft) shall be
encoded as an unsigned 8-bit integer per Table 5-75. This negotiation shall only affect the parameter for the
current system configuration.

5.7.3.3.4.3.6    Timer T3 (link initialization time) parameter. The value of timer T3 (in MAC cycles
used by aircraft) shall be encoded as an unsigned 8-bit integer per Table 5-76.

5.7.3.3.4.3.7    NL1 (maximum net entry request retry) parameter. The value of parameter NL1 (used
by aircraft) shall be encoded as an unsigned 8-bit integer per Table 5-77.
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5.7.3.3.4.3.8    Timer TL3 (disconnect delay timer) parameter. The value of timer TL3 (in seconds used
by aircraft) shall be encoded as an unsigned 8-bit integer per Table 5-78.

5.7.3.3.4.3.9    Timer TL4 (polling interval) parameter. The value of timer TL4 (in seconds used by
aircraft) shall be encoded as an unsigned 16-bit integer per Table 5-79.

5.7.3.3.4.3.10    WE (net entry request delay) parameter. The value of WE (in MAC cycles used by
aircraft) shall be encoded as an unsigned 8-bit integer per Table 5-80. This negotiation shall only affect the
parameter for the current system configuration.

5.7.3.3.4.3.11    Operative_GNIp parameter. The operative_GNIp parameter shall be encoded as an
unsigned 8-bit integer per Table 5-81. The high order 2 bits must be zero, resulting in a range of 0 to 63
values.

5.7.3.3.4.3.12    Aircraft_TMbB parameter. The Aircraft_TMbB parameter shall be encoded as an
unsigned 16-bit integer as per Table 5-82. The Aircraft_TMbB parameter is a timer with each increment
representing one second.

5.7.3.3.4.3.13    MbB_Operations_Permitted. The MbB_Operations_Permitted parameter shall be
encoded as an unsigned 8-bit integer per Table 5-83. There are two permissible values. The encoding of 01
hex corresponds to the logical value of TRUE. The encoding of 00 hex corresponds to the logical value of
FALSE.

5.7.3.3.5    Ground-initiated information private parameters. A Mode 3 ground LME shall use
ground-initiated information private parameters to inform one or more aircraft LMEs about that ground
system’s capabilities. Aircraft LMEs shall not send these parameters.

5.7.3.3.5.1    Counter NL2 (polling reply) parameter. The NL2 counter, used by the ground station,
shall be encoded as an unsigned 8-bit integer per Table 5-84.

6. SUBNETWORK LAYER
PROTOCOLS AND SERVICES

6.1 Architecture

General information on the VDL subnetwork layer protocol architecture is standardized in the VDL SARPs,
Annex 10 Vol. III, Part I, Chapter 6. Detailed specifications for VDL Mode 3 are provided in Section 6.7
(Subnetwork layer protocol for VDL Mode 3) of this Manual.

Editorial Note.— Sections 6.2 to 6.6 deleted
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6.7 Subnetwork layer protocol for VDL Mode 3

6.7.1   Payload identification

For each Information frame sent by the VDL Mode 3 system, a payload identification octet shall be defined
as in Figure 6-1. This octet shall be the first octet appearing in the user data field of the Information frame.
The user data as described by the payload octet shall immediately follow. The Type field shall identify the
network protocol of the user data.

6.7.2  Compression signaling

For each network packet transferred, an indication that the packet is compressed or not compressed shall
exist. The Type Specific Information Field located in the Payload octet shall be reserved for this purpose. A
value of all zeros (0000 binary) shall be reserved to indicate that no compression information is present, i.e.
the data is not compressed. A value of zero shall be used when transferring ATN data in ISO8208 packets.
Additional values for the Type Specific Information Field are possible and are dependent on the compression
scheme employed. These values shall be defined with the compression documentation, as necessary. 

Note.— The compression scheme employed for a particular network type is signaled in a DLS
Control frame during net entry. The non-zero values of the Type-Specific Information Field of Figure
6-1 have meaning only with respect to the specific compression defined for a network protocol.

6.7.2.1    ISO 8208 compression. The compression technique to be used for ISO 8208 shall be defined
in Appendix E. Appendix E defines the architecture, procedures, and packet formats for packets received
from or sent to the local DTE when ISO 8208 compression is signaled. The term “ISO 8208” when used
throughout Appendix E refers to the ISO Standard, “Information Technology – Data Communications – X.25
Packet Layer Protocol for Data terminal Equipment, Reference Number ISO/IEC 8208: 1990(E).”

6.7.2.2    CLNP compression. The compression technique to be used for CLNP packets shall be defined
in Appendix F. The Type-Specific  Information subfield of the Payload octet shall be encoded per Figure F-3.
For non-compressed CLNP, the Type-Specific Information subfield shall be binary 0000.

6.7.2.3    Raw payload type. The type-specific information field shall be set to all zeros whenever a
payload of raw is specified.

6.7.3 Make-before-break (MbB) operation.

Make-before-Break refers to a set of protocols that allow the VDL Mode 3 system to provide uninterrupted
availability when an aircraft transitions between regions served by different ATN routers. MbB maintains
user availability by providing a path from ground end-systems, to a ground ATN router, to the attached GNI
that no longer has radio contact with the aircraft, to the GNI that presently has radio contact, to the aircraft
ATN router, and finally to the aircraft end-system. Simultaneously, a path from a different ground ATN router
to its attached GNI that presently has radio contact, and finally to the aircraft ATN router, is maintained for
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the purposes of network initiation. After network initiation, the latter path can be used by end-system
applications. 

6.7.3.1 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS.

MbB capability shall be required for those aircraft that have installed ATN conformant routers that are
running the InterDomain Routing Protocol (IDRP, ISO10747).

MbB operations shall be applied on an aircraft by aircraft basis. 

6.7.3.1.1    Addressing. For the group of GNIs that are associated with the same ATN router, a primary
GNI, represented as GNIp, shall be designated. Each GNIp shall be assigned a non-zero identifier that is
unique with respect to the set of GNIps that an aircraft can contact at any one time. The identifier shall be
6 bits in length and is denoted the ground subnetwork address per Section 5.6.2.4.1. The group of GNIs
associated with a GNIp is denoted the GNIp-group.

6.7.3.1.2    GNIp-group parameter set. All GNIs within a GNIp-group shall uplink as part of the link
establishment negotiation, an MbB parameter set. The MbB parameter set shall consist of the following three
parameters.

1) Operative_GNIp: The ground subnetwork address of the GNIp. The
operative_GNIp is the same for all GNIs within the GNIp group.

2) Aircraft_TMbB: A timer value which determines the duration within the aircraft
of MbB operations involving the operative_GNIp.

3) MbB_Operations_Permitted: A declaration that the communicating GNIp can
support MbB operations with the GNIp identified by the former_GNIp parameter
(see Section 6.7.3.2.1).

6.7.3.2 MBB AVIONICS REQUIREMENTS.

The aircraft VDL Mode 3 system shall provide sufficient information to the local ATN router so that the
router can maintain the correspondence between the NET of the remote ground router and the attached GNIp

ground network address. 
Note.— The following methods are suggested in order to determine the correspondence.

1. Join Event messages are generated and sent to the local ATN router, whenever the CTRL_RSP_LE
frame is received following the receipt of a Net Entry Response M burst message of type “no
previous link”. The link address, provided within the Join Event message, is that of the provided
operative_GNIp XID parameter. The ATN router will subsequently send an ISH packet with the
destination defined as the ground subnetwork address, i.e., the operative_GNIp. This elicits an ISH
from the ground ATN router, which is received by the aircraft router. The NET of the ground
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router contained in the ISH packet can now be associated with the initiating Join Event message
and its provided link address. 

2. The VDL Mode 3 avionics supplies the ground subnetwork address of the encapsulating frame for
all packets transferred to the local ATN router.

3. The NET of the remote router includes within the system identifier field sufficient information to
deduce the ground subnetwork address. 6.7.3.2.1  Initialization. An aircraft requesting MbB
operations shall include the XID parameter “former_GNIp” as part of all initial link negotiation procedures
as defined in Section 5.7.2.1.3. The value of the former_GNIp is that of the latest operative_GNIp

parameter, determined during the last link establishment. If the MbB parameter set is missing, incomplete,
or contact with the GNI that last performed link establishment has not been possible during the last TL3
(see Section 5.7.3.2) seconds, the former_GNIp parameter shall be set to zero.

6.7.3.2.2    Determining MbB applicability in the aircraft. An aircraft shall participate in MbB
operations with a GNIp, when during link establishment the following conditions are met.

1) A complete MbB parameter set is received

2) The received MbB_Operations_Permitted parameter has a value of TRUE.

3) The former_GNIp parameter is of non-zero value.

4) The received operative_GNIp parameter is non-zero.

5) The former_GNIp and operative_GNIp are not equal.

If these conditions are not met, the aircraft shall not participate in MbB operations. 

6.7.3.2.3    Aircraft MbB-operation. Once the aircraft has determined that it is participating in MbB
operations for a particular GNIp-group the following shall occur. 

1) The aircraft shall delay the generation of a Leave Event Message for the former_GNIp until one
of the following events takes place: 

a) Aircraft_TMbB seconds pass after the beginning of participation in MbB operations.

b) A new MbB parameter set is received via an XID transfer that contains an
operative_GNIP identifier not matching the stored former_GNIP.

c) The MbB_Operations_Permitted parameter value is FALSE as a result of the uplink of
a new MbB parameter set.

2) Each subnetwork packet received from the local ATN router shall be encapsulated in a frame
header, as defined in Section 5.6.2.1. The Ground Subnetwork Address field in the DLS sublayer
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frame header shall be set to the next hop link address value accompanying the packet received
from the ATN router.

3) If CLNP compression is occurring, the aircraft CLNP compression utility shall be provided the
ground subnetwork address for each packet. This is done to assure the uniqueness of the index
number for each GNIP and to restrict compression restart operation on reception of a restart
packet to the indices associated with the originating GNIp.

Note.— Each packet forwarded to the VDL Mode 3 avionics system by the local ATN router will
contain the next hop destination address to use. The next hop destination defines the ground
subnetwork address field in each VDL Mode 3 frame, and is known as a result of the router interface
procedures described in Section 6.7.3.2, Note 1. In this way established and newly required end-system
communications will use the path corresponding to the former_GNIP. While IDRP initialization will
occur using the path corresponding to the operative_GNIP. Once IDRP has initialized, both former and
operative GNIP paths will be used until the Aircraft_TMbB timer expires and the former_GNIP path is
withdrawn.

6.7.3.3 GNIP REQUIREMENTS.

Any GNIp that supports MbB operations shall keep a list of all surrounding GNIps (not including itself) with
which it is capable of communicating for the purposes of MbB. This list is denoted the MbB-list.

6.7.3.3.1    Determining MbB applicability on the ground. The operative_GNIp is that GNIp through
which communications is actively occurring, i.e., the aircraft has presently entered the net of a GNI within
the GNIp-group. Whenever, (1) an aircraft begins the link establishment protocol, as per Sections 5.7.2.1 and
6.7.3, (2) the operative_GNIP has sent a Net Entry Response of type “no previous link”, as per
Section 5.7.2.1.2, and (3) a CTRL_CMD_LE has been received, the operative_GNIP shall examine the
downlinked former_GNIp XID parameter of the CTRL_CMD_LE frame. If the parameter value matches
a GNIP identifier on the MbB-list, the operative_GNIP will set the MbB_Operations_Permitted parameter
to TRUE. Otherwise this parameter’s value is FALSE. The MbB parameter set, as defined in Section 6.7.3.1,
is then uplinked according to the XID procedures defined in Section 5.7.2.2.2.1.1. All subsequent XID
parameter exchanges occurring with any GNI that is a member of the GNIp-group shall contain the MbB
parameter set.

Note.— After a CTRL_RSP_LE is received with a MbB parameter set, the aircraft will update the
value of the former_GNIp with that of the operative_GNIp parameter and use this value in subsequent
link establishment parameter exchanges. This means that the GNIp must only use the first value
received to determine the necessary GNI with which to switch. 

6.7.3.3.2    Compatibility with aircraft not requesting MbB capability . If the former_GNIp parameter
is not among the downlinked XID parameters, then the operative_GNIp shall not include the MbB parameter
set in any XID exchanges and shall not perform any MbB operations in support of the aircraft.

6.7.3.3.3    Operative_GNIp requirements  Upon acknowledgement by the aircraft of successful receipt
of the MbB parameter set, the operative_GNIP performs the following actions.
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1) The GNIp shall supercede any existing switching information involving the aircraft with the more
recent information. 

2) The GNIp shall (re)initialize the Operative_TMbB timer. This parameter defines the maximum length
of time during which the operative_GNIp performs switching functions in support of MbB.

3) The GNIp shall send a message to the former_GNIP identified in the link establishment XID
exchange. This message informs the former_GNIP of the operative_GNIP for the aircraft. 

4) The GNIp shall provide complete A-CLDL functions for all frames transmitted or received from the
aircraft, as long as the ground subnetwork address is in the MbB-list. 

5) The GNIp shall deliver each frame successfully received from the A-CLDL function to the GNIP

identified in the ground subnetwork address field of the frame header, so long as it is in the MbB-list.

6) The GNIp shall compress packets received from the locally attached ATN router and encapsulate
the result in a DLS sublayer frame. The ground subnetwork address value associated with the
operative_GNIP is used when constructing the frame header associated with each packet. 

7) The GNIp shall decompress packets received from the aircraft (i.e., packets contained in frames
with a ground subnetwork address value of the operative_GNIP), as required and forward to the
local ATN router. 

8) The GNIp shall forward frames received from the former_GNIP to the aircraft identified in the
frame header, providing all necessary DLS support.

9) The GNIp shall set the MbB_Operations_Permitted parameter to FALSE, if at any time the
following occurs.

a) The local ATN router notifies the operative_GNIP that IDRP has completed initialization.

b) The ground subnetwork address field value for a frame received from an aircraft is one with
which the GNIp does not have MbB capability. 

c) After sending a message of type “previous link preserved”, a CTRL_CMD_LE message is
received with a former_GNIp parameter value that is not equal to the ground subnetwork address
of the operative_GNIp thereby implying a change in the GNIP when there should not be.

d) Communications for the purposes of MbB operations ceases with the former_GNIp for any
reason.

In which case the new MbB_Operations_Permitted value shall be immediately transmitted to the aircraft
using the addressed link modification procedures of Section 5.7.2.2.2.
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10) The GNIp shall cease MbB operations for the aircraft in question after Operative_TMbB seconds

6.7.3.3.4    Former_GNIp requirements. The former_GNIP shall perform the following actions upon
receipt from the operative_GNIp of a message indicating that MbB operations are to begin for an aircraft.

1) The GNIp shall supercede any existing switching information involving the aircraft with the more
recent information.

2) The GNIp shall activate the former_TMbB timer and shall delay the generation of a Leave Event
Message until the former_TMbB timer expires (see Note).

3) The GNIp shall confirm the receipt of the message with the new (operative) GNIP.

4) The GNIp shall compress any packets addressed to the aircraft as required, and send the resulting
compressed packet and corresponding frames to the operative_GNIP. The ground subnetwork
address field in the frame header is set to the value associated with the former_GNIP.

5) The GNIp shall de-encapsulate frames received from the operative_GNIP, decompress the resulting
packets, and deliver the uncompressed packet to the local ATN router associated with the
former_GNIP. 

6) The GNIp shall cease MbB operations after former_TMbB seconds.

Note.— While the ATN router is initializing using the operative_GNIP, the ATN will be advertising
one path to the aircraft. This will be the path through the former_GNIP. During this time, any data
transmitted to the aircraft from any location in the ATN will be forwarded to the ATN router connected
to the former_GNIP, which in turn will deliver the data to the operative_GNIP. When IDRP has finished
initializing, and the former_TMbB timer has not expired, two paths to the aircraft will be advertised
throughout the ATN; one using the ATN router attached to the former_GNIP, the other the ATN router
attached to the operative_GNIP. Each path will have a different quality of service associated with it,
distinguished by the path distance, or hop count. For this reason, messages to be sent to the aircraft
and originating in a control center associated with the operative_GNIP will be sent to the ATN router
attached to the operative_GNIP. Because, the hop count will be at least one less than that of the path
to the ATN router attached to the former_GNIP. Most, if not all, ATC messages will thus be using the
operative_GNIP when the former_TMbB timer expires. When the timer does expire, the path associated
with the former_GNIP will be withdrawn, as a result of the generation of a Leave Event Message by
the former_GNIP. At this point, all data will use the operative_GNIP, as its associated ATN router is the
only one being advertised as capable of reaching the aircraft in question. 

6.7.3.4 RECOMMENDED MbB PARAMETER VALUES

Table 6-4 documents the timing parameter range, increment and default values of the system timers used in
the MbB operations. These timers shall be implemented so as to allow for the range, incremental and default
values as indicated.
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Note.— The value of the aircraft_TMbB timer must be larger than the expected time it takes the
IDRP protocol to initialize and for the subsequent new router to be advertised throughout the ATN.
The relationship of the 3 timers must be as follows.

operative_TMbB>>former_TMbB>>aircraft_TMbB

Continued switching operation by the GNIps after IDRP has initialized is not detrimental to the system. All
CLNP packets will be routed correctly, if not efficiently. Thus, the operative_TMbB and former_TMbB
timers’ primary use is to flush the involved GNIps switching tables of dated information.

7 VDL MODE 3 MOBILE
SUBNETWORK DEPENDENT

CONVERGENCE FUNCTION (SNDCF)

Editorial Note.— Section 7.1 deleted

7.2 VDL Mode 3 SNDCF

7.2.1 Introduction

The VDL Mode 3 mobile shall support one or more of the defined SNDCFs. The first is an ISO 8208 based
SNDCF and corresponds to that described in the ATN SARPs for mobile SNDCF. Procedures for this
SNDCF are defined in Section 7.2.2. The second type of SNDCF, denoted frame-based SNDCF, shall use
the procedures defined in Section 7.2.3.

Note.— The SNDCF is termed frame-based because it uses the VDL Mode 3 frames without the need
for an additional protocol (viz. ISO 8208 SNDCF) to transfer network packets. The frame-based
SNDCF achieves independence from the network protocol by identifying the payload of each frame.
Upon receipt of a frame, the payload field is examined and control is passed to the protocol identified.

7.2.2 The ISO 8208 SNDCF Interface

The VDL Mode 3 shall support the ISO 8208 SNDCF for mobile subnetworks as defined in the ATN SARPs,
Sub-Volume V, Section 5.7.6.
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7.2.3 The Frame-Based SNDCF Interface

The interface used between the network layer and the VDL Mode 3 frame-based SNDCF shall be a local
issue. The interface shall be capable of indicating (1) the network protocol being used to transfer data to the
remote peer and (2) whether the network packet presented to the VDL system is to be transferred as a
broadcast frame or as a unicast (point-to-point) frame. In the case of a unicast frame, the address of the
destination shall be provided as part of the SNDCF interface procedures. When the destination is an aircraft,
the address provided must be specific enough to allow a one-to-one conversion to the 24 bit ICAO aircraft
station address used internally by VDL Mode 3.

7.2.3.1. Frame-Based SNDCF Support for Broadcast and Unicast Network Packets

The frame-based SNDCF shall be capable of transferring to its remote peer both broadcast and unicast
network data. Network data identified as broadcast shall be sent using the frame broadcast address. In the
case of uplink traffic, network data identified as unicast shall be sent with the frame destination address set
to the aircraft identifier specified by the frame-based SNDCF interface protocol. Downlink traffic will use
the ground station identifier of record as the frame address for unicast data. 

7.2.3.2. ATN Router Support

7.2.3.2.1 JOIN/LEAVE EVENTS

An aircraft shall indicate that it requires ATN connectivity during net entry using the DLS Control frame as
defined in Section 5.7.3.3.4.1.3. The GNI, upon notification from an aircraft that ATN router connectivity is
required, shall perform a join event for that aircraft with the local ATN router. When an aircraft leaves the
jurisdiction of a GNI, a leave event shall occur both in the avionics and ground VDL Mode 3 equipment.

7.2.3.2.2 PAYLOAD IDENTIFICATION

When ATN connectivity is in effect the VDL Mode 3 frame-based SNDCF shall be capable of transferring
all types of CLNP packets. When transferring CLNP packets the procedures of Section 6.7.1 shall be used
to identify each frame payload as a CLNP packet.

7.2.3.2.3 DISPOSITION OF CLNP PACKETS

When ATN connectivity has been specified during the net entry procedures, all CLNP network packets
received by the SNDCF from its remote peer(s) shall be transferred to the local ATN router.

7.2.3.2.4 ISH PACKETS

ES-IS or IS-IS packets presented to the VDL Mode 3 system shall be transferred as broadcast or unicast
packets as signaled by the ATN router. 

7.2.3.2.5 CLNP COMPRESSION
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Compression of CLNP packets within the frame-based SNDCF shall be supported. Compression of CLNP
packets shall be performed whenever ATN connectivity is specified and shall be performed according to the
procedures defined in Appendix F. Compression shall be performed on both broadcast and unicast packets.
The use of compression shall be signaled during net entry, using the procedures described in
Section 5.7.3.3.4.1.3. The compression status of each CLNP packet shall be indicated according to the
procedures defined in Section 6.7.1. 

8 VOICE UNIT FOR MODE 3

8.1 Services

Voice Unit services for VDL Mode 3 are specified in Annex 10 Vol. III, Part I, Chapter 6. Detailed Voice
Unit specifications are provided in the following sections.

8. 2 Speech encoding

The Voice Unit shall analyze, encode and forward error correct the user’s speech at a total bit rate of 4800
bps.

8.2.1 Speech encoding algorithm

The Voice Unit shall incorporate and default to the Augmented Multiband Excitation (AMBE) vocoder
algorithm, version AMBE-ATC-10, from Digital Voice Systems, Incorporated (DVSI) for speech
compression unless commanded otherwise.

Note 1.— The AMBE algorithm is subject to patents. See SARPs, Annex 10, Vol. III Part 1
Chapter 6 for more details.

Note 2.— The FEC parity bits are included in the 4800 bps transmission rate.

Comment — The algorithm must use a voice frame size compatible with the TDMA frame of 120 ms. 

8.2.2 Voice burst framing

Exactly six (6) voice frames shall be transmitted in a single V/D (voice) burst during full rate operations (TS1
and TS3). Exactly five (5) voice frames shall be transmitted in a single V/D (voice) burst during truncated
voice mode operations (TS2).

8.2.3 Vocoder Frame Bit Ordering

The 96 bits of the vocoder frame shall be ordered as follows:
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For the DVSI VC-20 ATC-10B implementation, the vocoder encoder frame shall consist of the concatenation
of 4-bit words output from the vocoder board each transmitted msb first. The VC-20 ATC-10B vocoder
decoder frame shall consist of the concatenation of twenty four 4-bit words input to the vocoder board each
received msb first. For the VC-20 ATC-10B implementation, the 4-bit control words which precede each
vocoder frame shall not be considered part of the 96-bit vocoder frame. 

All other implementations shall conform to this bit ordering.

Note.— Implementers are advised to contact Digital Voice Systems, Incorporated to ensure correct
bit ordering if additional guidance is required.

8.3 Parameters

The net parameters listed in this Section shall be used to control the operation of the Voice Unit.

8.3.1 Group ID

For receive, the Group ID shall be used to control squelch operation in order to filter out any received V/D
(voice) bursts which do not match the Group ID provided by the LME upon net entry.

For transmit, the Header segment of the V/D (voice) burst shall be encoded with the Group ID provided by
the LME upon net entry.

If the net entry procedure has not been executed, the value of Group ID shall be the same as the value of Slot
ID upon net initialization.

8.3.2  Squelch window

The squelch window shall be used to control squelch operation in order to allow the Voice Unit to reject
undesired V/D (voice) bursts based on their timing.

The coding and use of the Squelch Window field shall be as provided in Section B.2.1.7. 

8.3.3 Algorithm version number

The XID parameter per Table 5-65a shall be used if the default is not used.

8.4 Description of procedures

8.4.1 Link establishment

8.4.1.1    Link initialization.  Upon Net Initialization (see Section 5.7.2.1.1), the aircraft LME shall
provide the Voice Unit with the net parameters as part of the LME’s net initialization procedure. These
parameters shall be the Slot ID and Squelch window.
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8.4.1.2    Net entry. Upon net entry, the aircraft LME shall provide the Voice Unit the Local User ID
parameter.

8.4.2 Timing

Voice frames, on which the analysis and synthesis functions are based, shall be synchronized to the timing
of V/D (voice) burst transmission. When receiving a speech transmission, the Voice Unit shall derive voice
frame timing from the received V/D (voice) bursts.

8.4.2.1    Transmit delay. The delay between speech input and output of the associated V/D (voice) burst
shall be less than or equal to 175 ms. This delay is measured from the input of the audio signal to the radio
to the beginning of the transmission of the user data for the first vocoder frame in the TDMA frame.

Note.— This delay budget includes up to 35 ms additional delay for ground network functions, such
as modem buffering and ground telecommunications delay. It is recognized that some ground
implementations may exceed this, however, studies have indicated that an additional 80 ms of delay
can be incurred without significant impact to air traffic control operations.

8.4.2.2    Receive delay. The delay between the reception of the V/D (voice) burst and the output of
speech shall be less than or equal to 40 ms. The speech shall be delayed sufficiently to handle the maximum
variation in propagation delays in combination with maximum clock timing drift to ensure that the vocoder
synthesis clock will remain a constant period throughout the PTT cycle. This delay is measured from the
reception of the first bit of vocoder user date in the TDMA frame to the point at which that audio begins being
played through the user’s output device (e.g., speaker, headset).

Note.— The delay budget includes up to 35 ms additional delay for ground network functions, such
as modem buffering and ground telecommunications delay. It is recognized that some ground
implementations may exceed this, however, studies have indicated that an additional 80 ms of delay
can be incurred without significant impact to air traffic control operations.

8.4.3 Voice transmit function

Upon PTT activation, the voice unit shall set the Request-to-Send (RTS) flag to notify the MAC sublayer that
the voice unit would like to transmit. The voice unit shall also check the Cleared-to-Send (CTS) flag to
determine if the channel is available. For non-3T configurations, the MAC sublayer shall set the CTS flag
when the Voice Signal field of the uplink beacon indicates Voice channel idle and either the V/D (voice)
burst in the previous TDMA frame was not present, or the V/D (voice) header indicated an EOM. Otherwise,
the CTS shall be cleared. The setting of the CTS flag for each TDMA frame shall coincide with the MAC
timing associated with when the V/D (voice) burst is to be transmitted per Tables 5-49, 5-50, and 5-51 as
appropriate. If the channel is available (i.e.,_CTS indication set), the voice unit shall transmit the V/D (voice)
burst. If, upon PTT, the channel is occupied (CTS flag cleared), the user shall be notified. The final V/D
(voice) burst transmitted as a result of release of PTT shall be indicated by setting the EOM flag in the
Header Segment of the burst.
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8.4.3.1    Demand-assigned circuits. For the 3T configuration, setting the RTS flag shall cause the MAC
layer to generate a voice Reservation Request message. When the corresponding response is received, the
CTS flag shall be set, signaling when the speech should be transmitted. The CTS flag shall signal during every
TDMA frame to provide timing synchronization with the assigned user group. 

8.4.3.2    Vocoder processing. If the Voice Unit is notified that it is to operate in the truncated voice
mode, the Voice Unit shall truncate the data normally contained in the V/D (voice) burst as indicated below:

8.4.3.2.1   Truncated mode encoding. The Voice Unit shall reduce the rate of the clocking signal to the
vocoder to 5/6 of it normal rate, thereby reducing the output data to a 4000 bps rate. 

Note.— This has the effect of increasing the voice frame size to 24ms for truncated operation and
only generating five vocoder frames per TDMA frame.

8.4.3.2.2   Truncated mode decoding. The Voice Unit shall decode the truncated voice mode bursts and
regenerate speech. 

Upon detection that the received V/D (voice) burst is a TS2 burst, the Voice Unit should reduce the rate of
the clocking signal to the vocoder to 5/6 of it normal rate to process the burst, thereby allowing the synthesis
operation to reproduce the output speech from a 4000 bps rate. 

Note 1.— This has the effect of increasing the voice frame size to 24ms for truncated operation
and only generating five vocoder frames per TDMA frame. 

Note 2.— The specific decode algorithm for the truncated voice mode operation is listed as
a recommendation only, so that vendors might have the flexibility to improve upon the performance
of the system. However, they must still comply with the encoding format for interoperability reasons.

Note 3.— Some implementations may take more time for the clock to stabilize after being
slewed than is available to maintain data flow. This may incur clipping of the first voice frame, while
the clock stabilizes. 

8.4.3.2.3    Truncated mode formatting. The Voice Unit shall delay transmission of truncated bursts by
16 symbol periods relative to the nominal CTS signal.

Note.— This allows for 16 symbol periods of positive or negative timing drift.

The MID field of the V/D (voice) burst header shall be set to Downlink voice: TS2 to indicate to the receiver
that the burst is truncated. 

If the Voice Unit is notified that it is to operate in normal or free running mode, the voice unit shall transmit
full length V/D (voice) burst. In normal mode, the MID field of the V/D (voice) burst header shall be set to
Uplink voice for ground VDL and Downlink voice: TS1 for aircraft VDL. In free running mode, the MID field
of the V/D (voice) burst header shall be set to Downlink voice: TS3. The Voice Unit shall transmit the bursts
at the nominal CTS signal.
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8.4.3.3    Access pre-emption. If the CTS indication is lost during transmission (signalling a ground
pre-emption), the voice unit shall cease transmitting and shall process any received V/D (voice) bursts. The
ability to transmit voice shall be inhibited until PTT is reset by the user. 

8.4.4 Voice receive function

8.4.4.1 PRE-PROCESSING

8.4.4.1.1    Source filtering. The Squelch Window parameter shall be applied as specified by the LME.
If the voice burst is outside the squelch window defined in Table 8-1 for 4-slot configurations and Table 8-2
for 3-slot configurations, the burst shall be assumed to be co-channel interference and shall be suppressed.

8.4.4.1.2    Vocoder processing. A received V/D (voice) burst with MID field of Uplink voice, Downlink
voice: TS1, or Downlink voice: TS3 shall be processed at the normal vocoder rate of 4800 bps. A received
V/D (voice) burst with MID field of Downlink voice: TS2 shall be processed at the truncated rate of 4000
bps. 

8.4.4.1.3    Source identification. The user shall be notified of the source of the received voice message
(ground or air) based on the entire Message ID field. 

8.4.4.2    Voice synthesis. The Voice Unit shall buffer and delay the speech sufficiently to maintain a
constant period for the analysis and synthesis clocks of the vocoder regardless of the varying propagation
delay, and relative clock timing drifts between transmitter and receiver. 

If bursts are missing, the voice unit shall slowly attenuate the speech to silence (or pseudo-noise). The Voice
Unit shall resume normal operation when receipt of the V/D (voice) bursts continues.

TABLES FOR THE MANUAL ON VHF DIGITAL
LINK (VDL) MODE 3 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Editorial Note.— Various tables moved to the manual on technical details for VDL Mode 1/ 2. No
renumbering has been undertaken.

Table 5-8 VDL private parameters

Bit 8 Bit 7 Purpose

0 0 General purpose information private parameter

0 1 Ground-initiated modification private parameter

1 0 Aircraft-initiated information private parameter
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1 1 Ground-initiated information private parameter

  Note.— ISO 8885 defines the group identifier of the private
parameter function to be the hexadecimal value F0.

Table 5-13a. Signal quality parameter

Parameter ID 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 SQP

Parameter length 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Parameter value 0 0 0 0 q4 q3 q2 q1

The contents of the SQP value field (q bits) are as defined in Section 5.7.3.3.3.1.2.

Table 5-18a. LCR cause parameter

Parameter ID 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 LCR cause

Parameter length n8 n7 n6 n5 n4 n3 n2 n1

Parameter value c8 c7 c6 c5 c4 c3 c2 c1 cause

d16 d15 d14 d13 d12 d11 d10 d9 delay

d8 d7 d6 d5 d4 d3 d2 d1

a8 a7 a6 a5 a4 a3 a2 a1 additional data

Table 5-19a. Cause code table

Cause Function Additional data encoding

00h Bad local parameter.
    The additional data block, which may be repeated,
contains the GI and PI of a parameter which cannot be
satisfied by this ground station. This cause will not be
sent for an illegal Connection Management parameter.

g8

p8

g7

p7

g6

p6

g5

p5

g4

p4

g3

p3

g2

p2

g1

p1

01h Out of link layer resources. undefined
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Cause Function Additional data encoding

02h Out of packet layer resources.

03h Terrestrial network not available.

04h Terrestrial network congestion.

05h Cannot support autotune.

06h Station cannot support initiating handoff.

07-7Eh Reserved

7Fh Other unspecified local reason.

80h Bad global parameter.
    The additional data block, which may be repeated,
contains the GI and PI of a parameter which cannot be
satisfied by any ground station in the system. This cause
will not be sent for an illegal Connection Management
parameter.

identical to cause code 00

81h Protocol Violation.
The first octet of the additional data block contains:
1 - C=0 if CTRL_CMD; C=1 if CTRL_

CTRL_RSP;
2 - P=0;
3 - Disconnected bit (d bit) shall be set to 1 if the

LME has no links with the remote LME (the
unexpected bit shall also be set to 1);

4 - Illegal bit (i bit) shall be set to 1 if the LME
receives an illegal XID;

5 - Unexpected bit (u bit) shall be set to 1 if the
LME receives a legal XID which is not legal in
the context in which it was received.

    After transmitting or receiving an LCR with this cause
code, an LME shall delete all of its links.

0 0 0 u i d p c

82h Ground system out of resources.

83-FEh Reserved

FFh Other unspecified system reason.

Table 5-20. Modulation support parameter
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Parameter ID 1 0 0 0  0 0 0 1 Modulation support

Parameter length 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Parameter value 0 0 0 0 m4 m3 m2 m1

Table 5-21. Modulation scheme and bit rate

Bit Name Encoding

1 Reserved Set to 0

2 D8PSK 0 (Not Mode 2)

1 Mode 2, 31 500 bits/s

3 D8PSK 0 (Not Mode 3)

1 Mode 3, 31 500 bits/s

4 Reserved Set to 0

Note.— More than one modulation scheme may be supported by an
aircraft.

Table 5-47. System Configurations

System
Config.

User Groups
Supported/

Identifying Time
Slots*

Services to 
Each Group

V/D Slots
Assigned to
Each Group

Normal
Range

4V 4/(A, B, C, D) Dedicated voice ckt A, B, C, or D

3V1D 3/(A, B, C) Dedicated voice ckt
w/shared data ckt

A/D, B/D, or
C/D

2V2D 2/(A, B) Dedicated voice ckt
w/dedicated data ckt

A/C or B/D

3T 1/( A) Demand assigned
voice and data

B/C/D

Long Range 3V 3/(A, B, C) Dedicated voice ckt A, B, or C
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System
Config.

User Groups
Supported/

Identifying Time
Slots*

Services to 
Each Group

V/D Slots
Assigned to
Each Group

3S 1/(A, B, C) Dedicated voice
circuit with 3 station
diversity

A/B/C

2S1X 1/(A, C) Dedicated voice
circuit with 2 station

diversity

A/C

2V1D 2/(A, B) Dedicated voice ckt
w/shared data ckt

A/C or B/C

* The term “identifying time slots” is defined as the value in the Slot Number field in the Beacon2 word
of the uplink M channel.

Table 5-48. Logical Burst Access Channel (LBAC)
Descriptions for Configurations other

than 3T, 3S, and 2S1X

LBAC#
*

Applicability Description

1 air only M downlink burst used for poll response or Random Access (RA)

2 Air, ground V/D (voice) burst even TDMA frame

3 air only M downlink burst used for ACK or RA even TDMA frame

4 Air, ground V/D (data) burst even TDMA frame

5 Ground only M uplink burst and timing reference point

6 Air, ground V/D (voice) burst odd TDMA frame

7 air only M downlink burst used for ACK or RA odd TDMA frame

8 Air, ground V/D (data) burst odd TDMA frame

* Used to identify burst opportunities in Table 5-49.
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Table 5-49. LBAC Timing Offset Values for Configurations
other than 3T, 3S, and 2S1X 

System
Config.

User
Group

Slot
ID

Media Access Timing for Each LBAC (See Section 5.5.2.5.1) Relative to 
Timing Reference Point (Symbol Periods)

Even Frame Odd Frame

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

4 Slots Per Frame (Normal Range)

4V A-D -1260 -1195 N/A N/A 0 65 N/A N/A

3V1D A -1260 -1195 -315 -250 0 65 945 1010

B -1260 -1195 -630 -565 0 65 630 695

C -1260 -1195 -945 -880 0 65 315 380

2V2D A-B -1260 -1195 -630 -565 0 65 630 695

3 Slots Per Frame (Long Range)

3V A-C -1260 -1142 N/A N/A 0 118 N/A N/A

2V1D A -1260 -1142 -420 -302 0 118 840 958

B -1260 -1142 -840 -722 0 118 420 538

Table 5-50. LBAC Description and Timing for 3T Configuration 

LBAC# Applicability Description Media Access Timing for
Each LBAC Relative to
Timing Reference Point

(Symbol Periods)

1 air only M downlink RA -1260

2 air only M downlink poll response
or RA

-1182

3 air only M downlink poll response
or RA

-1104

4 air only M downlink poll response
or RA

-1026

5 air only M downlink ACK or RA -945
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LBAC# Applicability Description Media Access Timing for
Each LBAC Relative to
Timing Reference Point

(Symbol Periods)

6 air/ground V/D even frame (D only) -880

7 air only M downlink ACK or RA -630

8 air/ground V/D even frame (D only) -565

9 air only M downlink ACK or RA -315

10 air/ground V/D even frame (V or
D)

-250

11 ground only M uplink, Timing
Reference Point

0

12 ground only M uplink handoff check 201

13 air only M downlink ACK or RA 315

14 air/ground V/D odd frame (D only) 380

15 air only M downlink ACK or RA 630

16 air/ground V/D odd frame (D only) 695

17 air only M downlink ACK or RA 945

18 air/ground V/D odd frame (V or D) 1010

Note.— See the Implementation Aspects for further description of 3T timing.

Table 5-51a. LBAC Description and Timing for 3S Configurations

LBAC
#

Applicability Description Media Access Timing for Each
LBAC Relative to Timing
Reference Point (Symbol

Periods)

1 Air only M downlink poll response or RA -1260

2 Air, ground V/D (voice) even frame -1142

3 Ground only V/D (voice) even frame -722

4 Ground only V/D (voice) even frame -302
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LBAC
#

Applicability Description Media Access Timing for Each
LBAC Relative to Timing
Reference Point (Symbol

Periods)

5 Ground only M uplink and timing reference point 0

6 Air, ground V/D (voice) odd frame 118

7 Ground only M uplink and timing reference point 420

8 Ground only V/D (voice) odd frame 538

9 Ground only M uplink and timing reference point 840

10 Ground only V/D (voice) odd frame 958

Table 5-51b. LBAC Description and Timing for 2S1X portion of Configuration 

LBAC
#

Applicability Description Media Access Timing for Each
LBAC Relative to Timing
Reference Point (Symbol

Periods)

1 Air only M downlink poll response or RA -1260

2 Air, ground V/D (voice) even frame -1142

3 Ground only V/D (voice) even frame -302

4 Ground only M uplink and timing reference point 0

5 Air, ground V/D (voice) odd frame 118

6 Ground only M uplink and timing reference point 840

7 Ground only V/D (voice) odd frame 958

Table 5-51c Relative Timing Relationship for TRPs
of Different User Groups for All System Configurations

Relative Timings Among TRPs of Different User Groups (Symbol Periods)

User Group ID 4V 3V1D 2V2D 3T* 3V 3S** 2S1X**
*

2V1D

A 0 0 0 N/A 0 0 0 0

B 315 315 315 0 420 420 N/A 420
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C 630 630 N/A 0 840 840 840 N/A

D 945 N/A N/A 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A

* For 3T configuration, Group IDs B, C, and D are treated as one user group.
** For 3S configuration, Group IDs A, B, and C are treated as one user group.
*** For 2S1X configuration, Group ID’s A and C are treated as one user group.

Table 5-52. Access Rules for M Downlink

Configu-
ration

LBAC
#

Utilization of LBAC

RA ACK

Other
than

3T, 3S,
and 2S1X

1 LBAC 5 in previous MAC cycle did
not request a poll response

No acknowledgement allowed

3 LBAC 4 in previous MAC cycle did
not have an uplink V/D (data) burst
Header segment with EOM* = 1 

LBAC 4 in previous MAC cycle had
an uplink V/D (data) burst Header
segment with EOM = 1

7 LBAC 8 in previous MAC cycle did
not have an uplink V/D (data) burst
Header segment with EOM = 1

LBAC 8 in previous MAC cycle had
an uplink V/D (data) burst Header
segment with EOM = 1

3T 1 Unconditional RA No acknowledgement allowed

2 LBAC 11 in previous MAC cycle did
not request a poll response

No acknowledgement allowed

3 LBAC 11 in previous MAC cycle did
not request a poll response

No acknowledgement allowed

4 LBAC 11 in previous MAC cycle did
not request a poll response

No acknowledgement allowed

5 LBAC 6 in previous MAC cycle did
not have an uplink V/D (data) burst
Header segment with EOM = 1

LBAC 6 in previous MAC cycle had
an uplink V/D (data) burst Header
segment with EOM = 1

7 LBAC 8 in previous MAC cycle did
not have an uplink V/D (data) burst
Header segment with EOM = 1

LBAC 8 in previous MAC cycle had
an uplink V/D (data) burst Header
segment with EOM = 1
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Configu-
ration

LBAC
#

Utilization of LBAC

RA ACK

9 LBAC 10 in previous MAC cycle did
not have an uplink V/D (data) burst
Header segment with EOM = 1

LBAC 10 in previous MAC cycle had
an uplink V/D (data) burst Header
segment with EOM = 1

13 LBAC 14 in previous MAC cycle did
not have an uplink V/D (data) burst
Header segment with EOM = 1

LBAC 14 in previous MAC cycle had
an uplink V/D (data) burst Header
segment with EOM = 1

15 LBAC 16 in previous MAC cycle did
not have an uplink V/D (data) burst
Header segment with EOM = 1

LBAC 16 in previous MAC cycle had
an uplink V/D (data) burst Header
segment with EOM = 1

17 LBAC 18 in previous MAC cycle did
not have an uplink V/D (data) burst
Header segment with EOM = 1

LBAC 18 in previous MAC cycle had
an uplink V/D (data) burst Header
segment with EOM = 1

3S 1 LBAC 5, 7, or 9 in previous MAC
cycle did not request a poll response

No acknowledgement allowed

2S1X 1 LBAC 4 in previous MAC cycle did
not request a poll response

No acknowledgement allowed

* Defined in Section 3.1.2 of Appendix B.

Table 5-53a. Aircraft MAC Service System Parameters

Symbol Parameter
Name

Min. Max. Mode 3
Default

Increment

t Truncation
(MAC cycles)

1 256 50* 1

f  Free Running
(MAC cycles)

1 256 250* 1

NM1 Maximum
Reservation

Request Retry

1 128 20 1

RE Net Entry
Randomizer

1 256 ** 1
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RR Reservation
Request

Randomizer

1 256 ** 1

RL Leaving Net
Randomizer

1 256 ** 1

WR Reservation
Request Delay
(MAC Cycle)

1 256 ** 1

* Based on the specified clock accuracy of 5 PPM for aircraft radios and 2 PPM for ground
radios, plus 1 PPM timing shift due to a 1 Mach aircraft.

** Value depends upon system configurations and is defined in Table 5-53b.

Table 5-53b. Aircraft MAC Service System Parameters

System Configuration

Symbol Parameter Name 4V 3V1
D

2V2
D

3T 3V 2V1
D

3S 2S1X

RE Net Entry
Randomizer

3 8 8 8 3 8 3 3

RR Reservation
Request

Randomizer

3 8 8 8 3 8 3 3

RL Leaving Net
Randomizer

3 8 8 8 3 8 3 3

WR Reservation
Request Delay
(MAC cycle)

1 2 2 2 1 2 1 1

Note 1.— RE, RR, RL, and WR are system configuration dependent.
Note 2.— Units for RE, RR, RL are in number of available time slots.

Table 5-54a. Rules for CTCs Maintenance

Timing
Received in
MAC cycle n-1

Action to update
CTC1 in MAC cycle
n

Action to update
CTC2 in MAC cycle
n

Action to update
CTC3 in MAC cycle
n

Primary Reset to 0 Reset to 0 Reset to 0 
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Alternate Increment Reset to 0 if time is
accepted, else
increment

Reset to 0

None Increment Increment Increment 

Note.— The rule for accepting Alternate Timing is defined in Section 5.5.4.1.2

Table 5-54b. Timing States for Non-3T Configurations

Timing state CTC1 value CTC3 value

Initial TS0*** Max(f** -50, t*) max(f** -50, t*)

Normal TS1 0 # CTC1< t* 0 # CTC3 < t*

Truncate TS2 CTC1 $ t* CTC3 > f**

Free Running TS3 CTC1 $ t* CTC3 $ f**

* Defined in Section 5.5.3.1
** Defined in Section 5.5.3.2
*** Net Initialization state, special rules apply (see Section 5.7.2.1.1)

Table 5-54c. Timing States for 3T Configuration

Timing state CTC1 value CTC3 value

Initial TS0*** Max(f** -50, t*) max(f** -50, t*)

Normal TS1 0 # CTC1< t* 0 # CTC3 < t*

Transition
(Non-Transmit)

CTC1 $ t* CTC3 < f**

Free Running TS3 CTC1 $ t* CTC3 $ f**

* Defined in Section 5.5.3.1
** Defined in Section 5.5.3.2
*** Net Initialization state, special rules apply (see Section 5.7.2.1.1)

Note.— The timing state controls operation of the Voice Unit (Section 8).

Table 5-55. Conditions for Voice Media Access (Aircraft VDL)

Voice Signal Field* Encoding
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Timing State Ground Access Occupied by Aircraft
User

Voice Channel Idle

Initial TS0** No Access No Access No Access 

Normal TS1 No Access Access permitted if
access granted in

previous MAC cycle

Access

Truncate TS2**
(non-3T)

Access Access Access

Transition**(3T
only)

No access No access No access

Free Running TS3** Access Access Access

* Defined in Appendix B, Section 2.1.3.
** The aircraft VDL does not receive Voice Signal Field Encoding information in these cases.

Table 5-56  MAC Data Frame Transmission System Parameters

Symbol Parameter Name Minimum Maximum Mode 3 Default Increment

T1
(MAC
cycles)

Delay before
retransmission
(ground)

1 40 2 1

Delay before
retransmission
(aircraft)

2 40 10 1

T_ack
(MAC
cycles)

Maximum delay
allowable for ACK
(ground only)

1 40 9 1

N2 Maximum number of
successive T1 timer
expirations

1 20 3* 1

* For T1 (ground) = 2 and T1 (aircraft) = 10.

Note.— Upon T1 timer expiration and depending upon the message priorities of the current message
queues, the new frame group generated by the DLS sublayer to be sent to the MAC sublayer for
transmission may not include the previously transmitted acknowledged frames, which are associated
with event of the T1 timer expiration.

Table 5-57. VDL Mode 3/ATN Priority Mapping
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Bit Field ATN Priority VDL PLP
Priority

VDL Mode 3 Priority

11 14. Network/Systems Management Management

10 13. Distress Communications
12. Urgent Communications
11. High Priority Flight Safety Messages
10. Normal Priority Flight Safety Messages

HIGH Urgent/Flight Safety

01 9. Meteorological Communications
8. Flight Regularity Communications

Meteorological and
Flight Regularity

00 7. Aeronautical Information Service Messages 
6. Network/Systems Administration*
5. Aeronautical Administration Messages*
4. <unassigned>
3. Urgent Priority Administrative and UN
Charter Communications*
2. High Priority Administrative and
State/Government Communications*
1. Normal Priority Administrative*
0. Low Priority Administrative*

LOW  Aeronautical
Information

* AM(R)S frequencies are restricted to safety of flight messaging, hence regulations currently prohibit the
use of priorities 0-6 over the VHF aeronautical band.

Table 5-58. DLS System Parameters

Symbol Parameter Name Minimum Maximum Mode 3
Default

Increment

T3 Link initialization time
(MAC cycle)

1 30 25 1

N1* Maximum from-aircraft
and to-aircraft frame

group size

16 octets 930 octets 930 octets 1 octet

* N1 is defined to be the maximum size of a frame group including frame headers of the individual
component frames. In the case of a single ungrouped frame the maximum frame size excluding its frame
header is 924 octets. 

Table 5-59a. XID Parameters

Air initiated
Link establishment

Link connection
rejection
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Source Aircraft New
groundStation

Any station

Destination Proposed ground
station

Aircraft Any station

XID parameters GI PI CTRL_CMD_L
E 

CTRL_RSP_L
E

CTRL_RSP_LCR
CTRL_CMD_LC

R

Public parameters
(8885:1993:Mode 3)

Parameter set ID 80h 01h N/A O N/A

N1-downlink 80h 05h N/A O N/A

N1-uplink 80h 06h N/A O N/A

Counter N2 80h 0Ah N/A O N/A

Timer T1 80h 09h N/A O N/A

T-ack 80h 08h N/A 0 N/A

Private parameters (V)

Parameter set ID F0h 00h O O M

SQP F0h 02h O O N/A

LCR cause F0h 06h N/A N/A M

Modulation support F0h 81h O N/A N/A

Private parameters (W)

Parameter set ID F0h 00h M M O

Algorithm version number F0h 01h O O O

Network initialization F0h 02h M M N/A

Connection check F0h 03h N/A N/A N/A

Version F0h 04h O O O

Authentication F0h 05h O O O

NM1 F0h 42h N/A O N/A

RR F0h 43h N/A O N/A
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WR F0h 44h N/A O N/A

RE F0h 46h N/A O N/A

RL F0h 47h N/A O N/A

Timer T3 F0h 48h N/A O N/A

NL1 F0h 49h N/A O N/A

Timer TL3 F0h 4Ah N/A O N/A

Timer TL4 F0h 4Bh N/A O N/A

WE F0h 4Ch N/A O N/A

Operative_GNIp F0h 4Fh O O N/A

Aircraft_TMbB F0h 50h O O N/A

MbB_Operations_Permitt
ed

F0h 51h O O N/A

Expedited recovery F0h 80h O N/A N/A

t F0h 81h O N/A N/A

f F0h 82h O N/A N/A

Former_GNIp F0h 83h O O N/A

Counter NL2 F0h C1h N/A O N/A

Key for Table 5-59a above:

Abbreviations used:

GI = ISO 8885 Group Identifier
PI = ISO 8885 Parameter Identifier
M = Mandatory
O = Optional
N/A = Not applicable
h = hexadecimal
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Table 5-59b. XID Parameters

Addressed link parameter modification Broadcast link
parameter

modification

Source Current
groundstation

Aircraft Current ground
station

Destination Aircraft Current
groundStation

Aircraft

XID parameters GI PI CTRL_CMD_LP
M 

CTRL_RSP_LPM CTRL_CMD_LP
M(GSIF) 

Public parameters 
(8885:1993:Mode3)

Parameter set ID 80h 01h O N/A O

N1-downlink 80h 05h O N/A O

N1-uplink 80h 06h O N/A O

Counter N2 80h 0Ah O N/A O

Timer T1 80h 09h O N/A O

T-ack 80h 08h N/A 0 N/A

Private parameters (V)

Parameter set ID F0h 00h O O O

SQP F0h 02h O O O

LCR cause F0h 06h N/A N/A N/A

Modulation support F0h 81h N/A N/A N/A

Private parameters (W)

Parameter set ID F0h 00h O O O

Algorithm version
number

F0h 01h O N/A O

Network initialization F0h 02h O O O

Connection check F0h 03h O O O

Version F0h 04h N/A N/A O
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Addressed link parameter modification Broadcast link
parameter

modification

Source Current
groundstation

Aircraft Current ground
station

Destination Aircraft Current
groundStation

Aircraft

XID parameters GI PI CTRL_CMD_LP
M 

CTRL_RSP_LPM CTRL_CMD_LP
M(GSIF) 

Authentication F0h 05h O O O

NM1 F0h 42h O N/A O

RR F0h 43h O N/A O

WR F0h 44h O N/A O

RE F0h 46h O N/A O

RL F0h 47h O N/A O

Timer T3 F0h 48h O N/A O

NL1 F0h 49h O N/A O

Timer TL3 F0h 4Ah O N/A O

Timer TL4 F0h 4Bh O N/A O

WE F0h 4Ch O N/A O

Operative_GNIp F0h 4Fh O O O

Aircraft_TMbB F0h 50h O O O

MbB_Operations_Per
mitted

F0h 51h O O O

Expedited recovery F0h 80h N/A N/A N/A

t F0h 81h O N/A O

f F0h 82h O N/A O

Former_GNIp F0h 83h O O O

Counter NL2 F0h C1h O N/A O
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Key for Table 5-59b above:

Abbreviations used:

GI = ISO 8885 Group Identifier
PI = ISO 8885 Parameter Identifier
M = Mandatory
O = Optional
N/A = Not applicable
h = hexadecimal

Table 5-60a. LME System Parameters

Symbol Parameter Name Minimum Maximum Mode 3
Default

Increment

WE Net Entry Request Delay
(MAC cycle)

1 256 0 1

NL1
(air)

Maximum net entry request
retry

1 128 20 1

NL2
(gnd)

Polling reply counter 1 255 3 1

TL3 Disconnect delay timer 5 s 30 s 10 s 1 s

TL4
(air)

Polling interval
(MAC_cycles)

1 300 120 1

*Table 5-60b. Aircraft LME Service System Parameters

System Configuration

Symbol Parameter Name 4V 3V1
D

2V2
D

3T 3V 2V1
D

3S 2S1
X

WE Net Entry Request
Delay (MAC
cycle)

1 2 2 2 1 2 1 1

Table 5-61. Mode 3 Public Parameter Set Identifier

Parameter ID 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 Mode 3 public parameter set

Parameter length 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
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Parameter value 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 character ‘8’

0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 character ‘8’

0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 character ‘8’

0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 character ‘5’

0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 character ‘:’

0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 character ‘1’

0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 character ‘9’

0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 character ‘9’

0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 character ‘3’

0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 character ‘:’

0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 character ‘M’

0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 character ‘o’

0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 character ‘d’

0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 character ‘e’

0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 character ‘3’

Table 5-62. Timer T1 parameter

Parameter ID 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 Timer T1 (aircraft)

Parameter length 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Parameter value v8 v7 v6 v5 v4 v3 v2 v1 Value

Note.— The ground T1 timer is fixed for performance reasons and to allow for the assumption of
reservation of the appropriate random access M bursts for acknowledgement of data reception.

Table 5-63. Timer T_ack parameter

Parameter ID 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 Timer T_ack

Parameter length 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Parameter value v8 v7 v6 v5 v4 v3 v2 v1 Value
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Table 5-64. Parameter set identification

Parameter ID 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Parameter set identification

Parameter length 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Parameter value 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 Character W

Table 5-65a. Algorithm version number parameter

Parameter ID 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 Algorithm Ver. No.

Parameter length n8 n7 n6 n5 n4 n3 n2 n1

Parameter value b8 b7 b6 b5 b4 b3 b2 b1 Value

Table 5-65b. Vocoder algorithm version encoding

Bit # Algorithm Version

1 AMBE-ATC-10

2 Not currently specified

3 Not currently specified

4 Not currently specified

5 Not currently specified

6 Not currently specified

7 Not currently specified

8 Not currently specified

Table 5-66a. Network initialization

Parameter ID 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 Network Initialization

Parameter length n8 n7 n6 n5 n4 n3 n2 n1 Number of networks 

Network type T8 T7 T6 T5 T4 T3 T2 T1 May contain multiple
networks 

Network length S8 S7 S6 S5 S4 S3 S2 S1 Number of subparameters 
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Subparameter ID I8 I7 I6 I5 I4 I3 I2 I1 May contain multiple
subparameters for each
network

Subparameter length L8 L7 L6 L5 L4 L3 L2 L1 Length of Value in octets

Subparameter value v8 v7 v6 v5 v4 v3 v2 v1 Value

Table 5-66b. Network type values

Network Type Protocol

0000 0000 ATN/ISO8208/VDL Mode 3 PLP Compression

0000 0001 ATN/ISO8473/VDL Mode 3 CLNP Compression

0000 0010 ATN/ISO8208 (No Subnetwork Compression)

0000 0011 ATN/ISO8473 (No Subnetwork Compression)

0000 0100 Raw/VDL

0000 0101 to 1111 1111 Reserved

Table 5-67. Connection check parameter

Parameter ID 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 Connection Check

Parameter length n8 n7 n6 n5 n4 n3 n2 n1

Parameter value L8 L7 L6 L5 L4 L3 L2 L1 Local ID

a24 a23 a22 a21 a20 a19 a18 a1

7

ICAO address

a16 a15 a14 a13 a12 a11 a10 a9

a8 a7 a6 a5 a4 a3 a2 a1

Table 5-67b. Version parameter

Parameter ID 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 Version

Parameter length 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Parameter value n8 n7 n6 n5 n4 n3 n2 n1

Table 5-67c. Version values
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Version Value Protocol Version

0000 0000 4.0, dated November 2001

0000 0001 to 1111 1111 Reserved

Table 5-67d. Authentication parameter

Parameter ID 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 Authentication

Parameter length n8 n7 n6 n5 n4 n3 n2 n1

Parameter value t8 t7 t6 t5 t4 t3 t2 t1 Type

sn sn-1 sn-2 sn-3 sn-4 sn-5 sn-6 sn-7

s8 s7 s6 s5 s4 s3 s2 s1 Signature

Table 5-67e. Authentication type

Authentication Type Authentication Protocol 

0000 0000 None Supported

0000 0001 User Agreed

0000 0010 to 1111 1111 Reserved

Table 5-68. Expedited recovery parameter

Parameter ID 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Expedited Recovery

Parameter length 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1

Parameter Value v8 v7 v6 v5 v4 v3 v2 v1 Local Identifier

a24 a23 a22 a21 a20 a19 a18 a17 Aircraft Address

a16 a15 a14 a13 a12 a11 a10 a9

a8 a7 a6 a5 a4 a3 a2 a1

0 0 p2 p1 s4 s3 s2 s1 Reservation Status

Table 5-69. t parameter
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Parameter ID 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 t

Parameter length 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Parameter value v8 v7 v6 v5 v4 v3 v2 v1 value

Table 5-70a. f parameter

Parameter ID 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 f

Parameter length 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Parameter value v8 v7 v6 v5 v4 v3 v2 v1 value

Table 5-70b. Former_GNIp parameter

Parameter ID 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 former_GNIp

Parameter length 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Parameter value v8 v7 v6 v5 v4 v3 v2 v1 value

Table 5-71. NM1 parameter

Parameter ID 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 NM1

Parameter length 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Parameter value v8 v7 v6 v5 v4 v3 v2 v1 value

Table 5-72. RR parameter

Parameter ID 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 RR

Parameter length 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Parameter value v8 v7 v6 v5 v4 v3 v2 v1 value

Table 5-73. WR parameter

Parameter ID 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 WR

Parameter length 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Parameter value v8 v7 v6 v5 v4 v3 v2 v1 value
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Table 5-74. RE parameter

Parameter ID 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 RE

Parameter length 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Parameter value v8 v7 v6 v5 v4 v3 v2 v1 value

Table 5-75. RL parameter

Parameter ID 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 RL

Parameter length 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Parameter value v8 v7 v6 v5 v4 v3 v2 v1 value

Table 5-76. Timer T3 parameter

Parameter ID 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 Timer T3

Parameter length 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Parameter value v8 v7 v6 v5 v4 v3 v2 v1 value

Table 5-77. NL1 parameter

Parameter ID 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 NL1

Parameter length 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Parameter value v8 v7 v6 v5 v4 v3 v2 v1 value

Table 5-78. Timer TL3 parameter

Parameter ID 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 Timer TL3

Parameter length 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Parameter value v8 v7 v6 v5 v4 v3 v2 v1 value

Table 5-79. Timer TL4 parameter

Parameter ID 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 Timer TL4

Parameter length 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
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Parameter value v16 v15 v14 v13 v12 v11 v10 v9 value

v8 v7 v6 v5 v4 v3 v2 v1

Table 5-80. WE parameter

Parameter ID 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 WE

Parameter length 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Parameter value v8 v7 v6 v5 v4 v3 v2 v1 value

Table 5-81 Counter NL2 parameter

Parameter ID 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 Counter NL2

Parameter length 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Parameter value v8 v7 v6 v5 v4 v3 v2 v1 value

Table 5-82. Operative_GNIp parameter

Parameter ID 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 operative_GNIp

Parameter length 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Parameter value v8 v7 v6 v5 v4 v3 v2 v1 value

Table 5-83. Aircraft_TMbB parameter

Parameter ID 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 aircraft_TMbB

Parameter length 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

Parameter value v16 v15 v14 v13 v12 v11 v10 v9 value

v8 v7 v6 v5 v4 v3 v2 v1

Table 5-84. MbB_Operations_Permitted parameter

Parameter ID 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 MbB_Operations_Per
mitted

Parameter length 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Parameter value v8 v7 v6 v5 v4 v3 v2 v1 value
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Table 6-4. Recommended MbB Parameter Values

Minimum
Value

Maximum
Value

Increment Default Value Units

aircraft_TMbB 0 7200 1 300 Seconds

operative_TMbB 0 7200 1 360 Seconds

former_TMbB 0 7200 1 420 Seconds

Table 8-1. Source filtering squelch window matrix for 4-slot configurations

Aircraft Receiver State Squelch Window (Note 1) Ground Receiver
State Squelch
Window (Note 1)

State
Message Type

TS1
(Note 2)

TS2
(Note 2, Note 3)

TS3 TS1
(Note 2)

Uplink voice -1 to +1 -33 to +1 Wide Open
(Note 4)

NA

Downlink voice: TS1 -2 to +4(n+1) -34 to +4(n+1) Wide Open
(Note 4)

-1 to +(4n+3)

Downlink voice: TS2 -2 to +4(n+9) -34 to +4(n+9) Wide Open
(Note 4)

-1 to +(4n+35)

Downlink voice: TS3 Wide Open
(Note 4)

Wide Open
(Note 4)

Wide Open
(Note 4)

Wide Open
(Note 4)

Note 1.— Each squelch window is defined relative to the nominal burst time in symbols
Note 2.— n = squelch window parameter
Note 3.— If n is unknown, then the default value is 6. N=7 is not a valid Squelch Window
parameter.
Note 4.— Receive any such message with “correct” group ID if not already receiving a voice
message
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Table 8-2. Source filtering squelch window matrix for 3-Slot configurations

Aircraft Receiver State Squelch Window (Note 1) Ground Receiver
State Squelch
Window (Note 1)

State
Message Type

TS1
(Note 2)

TS2
(Note 2, Note 3)

TS3 TS1
(Note 2)

Uplink voice -1 to +1 -33 to +1 Wide Open
(Note 4)

NA

Downlink voice: TS1 -2 to +8(n+1) -34 to +8(n+1) Wide Open
(Note 4)

-1 to +(8n+7)

Downlink voice: TS2 -2 to +8(n+5) -34 to +8(n+5) Wide Open
(Note 4)

-1 to +(8n+39)

Downlink voice: TS3 Wide Open
(Note 4)

Wide Open
(Note 4)

Wide Open
(Note 4)

Wide Open
(Note 4)

Note 1.— Each squelch window is defined relative to the nominal burst time in symbols
Note 2.— n = squelch window parameter
Note 3.— If n is unknown, then the default value is 7
Note 4.— Receive any such message with “correct” group ID if not already receiving a voice
message
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RU:  Ramp-up and power stabilization
RD:  Ramp-down

Symbol Periods5 16 16 2

S
Syst
Data

RU RD

5 2

S
Syst
Data

RU RD

GuardGuard

5 16 16 2

S
Syst
Data

RU RD

5 16 16 2

S
Syst
Data

RU RD

GuardGuard

78 78 78 81 Symbol Periods

[Also for M(2) and M(3)]

30 ms

M Burst
(1)

M Burst
(2)

M Burst
(3)

M Burst
(4)

S  =  S1 or S1*  for M(1) (Annex 101);
        S1, S2*, or S1* for M(2), M(3), and M(4)

Figure  5-2b Four Management (M) Bursts and Slot Components (Downlink of 3T)

RU:  Ramp-up and power stabilization
RD:  Ramp-down

M Burst H Burst
GuardGuard

5 16 128 2

Synchronization Sequence
(Annex 10

1
)

S2* System Data
RU RD

5 16

Handoff Check
     Message

40

30 ms

2 Symbol Periods

S2*

RU RD

Figure 5-2c Bursts and Slot Components for Management (M) and
Handoff Check Message (H) Bursts (Uplink of 3T)

FIGURES FOR THE MANUAL ON VHF DIGITAL LINK (VDL)
MODE 3 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

1. Sections referred to in this figure are in Annex 10 Vol. III, Part I, Chapter 6.
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Figure 5-3c  Frame Structure for Long Range Configurations (Section 5.5.2.4)

Figure 5-3b  Frame structure for Normal Range 3T Configuration
Configuration (Section 5.5.2.4)

Even frame (120 ms)
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Slots B and D are the same as Slot C

Figure 5-3a Frame Structure for Normal Range Non-3T Configurations (Section
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Slots B and D are the same as Slot C

MAC cycle (240 ms)

Slots B, C, and D are the same as Slot A

Slots B and C are the same as Slot A
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ACK

ACKData

    A1     B1     C1     D1     A2     B2     C2     D2     A3     B3     C3     D3

Data

    A1     B1     C1     D1     A2     B2     C2     D2     A3     B3     C3     D3

Figure 5-4. M-burst ACK timing

First
bit

trans-
mitted
9

Bit Number

Description Octet 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

FCS/Aircraft 1 Aircraft Station Address

Address 2 XOR

Field 3 24-bit FCS

Link Control 4 Address Type T MF Frame Type/Priority

Data Control 1 5 Ground Subnetwork Address DL [MSB]

Data Control 2 6 Data Length (DL) [LSB], N

Information 7..N+6 User Data

Link control field bit encoding

Frame type 4 5 6 7 8

Management CTRL_CMD (Control
Command)

T MF 0 0

CTRL_RSP (Control
Response)

T MF 1 0 1

reserved T MF 0 0 1

ACK (Acknowledge) T MF 1 1 1

Data frame INFO (Information) T MF Priority 0

Figure 5-6. VDL Mode 3 link control field
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Type-specific Info Type

BIT PROTOCOL
0000 ISO8208
0001 ISO8473
0010 Raw
0011 - 1111 Reserved

Figure 6-1.    Payload octet

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Type-specific Info Type
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APPENDIX A — REFERENCES

1.    REFERENCES

References to Standards from the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) are as specified
(including date published) below. These ISO Standards shall apply to the extent specified in the SARPs.

2.    NORMATIVE REFERENCES

These SARPs reference the following ISO documents:

ISO Title
Date

published

646 Information technology — ISO 7-bit coded character set for
information interchange

12/91

3309 HDLC Procedures — Frame Structure, Version 3 12/93

4335 HDLC Elements of Procedures, Version 3 12/93

7498 OSI Basic Reference Model, Version 1 11/94

7809 HDLC Procedures — Consolidation of Classes of Procedures,
Version 1

12/93

8208 Information Processing Systems — Data Communications — X.25
Packet Level Protocol for Data Terminal Equipment

3/90
2nd ed.

8885 HDLC Procedures — General Purpose XID Frame Information
Field Content and Format, Version [1]

12/93

8886.3 OSI Data Link Service Definition, Version 3 6/92

10039 Local Area Networks — MAC Service Definition, Version 1 6/91

3.    BACKGROUND REFERENCES

The following documents are listed as reference material.

Originator Title
Date

published

CCIR Report 384-3, Annex III

CCSDS Telemetry Channel Coding, Recommendation for Space Data
System Standards, Consultative Committee for Space Date Systems,
CCSDS 101.0-B-3, Blue Book

5/92
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APPENDIX B — FORMAT AND USAGE OF THE SYSTEM
DATA AND HEADER SEGMENTS FOR MODE 3 OPERATION

The System Data segment of the M bursts and the Header segment of the V/D bursts is used for controlling
access to the channel (Manual on VDL Mode 3 Technical Specifications, Section 5.5), for link management
functions (Manual on VDL Mode 3 Technical Specifications, Section 5.7), for controlling voice operation
(Manual on VDL Mode 3 Technical Specifications Section 8) and for acknowledging uplink data transfer.
The formats for and usage of these burst segments is given in this Appendix.

B.1 General Formatting

B.1.1 Unused reserved (spare) bits

Any unused reserved (spare) bit fields which are not defined to a specific value shall be defaulted to value
zero.

B.1.2 Bit Ordering

Bit fields in this Appendix shall be encoded such that the most significant bit is in the highest bit number
position. For binary data listed in tables, the left-most bit shall be considered the most significant bit.

B.2 M burst

B.2.1 Non-3T configuration M uplink system data segment (generic elements)

The non-3T configuration uplink System Data segment consists of 48 bits or 6 octets. The first three octets,
including Message ID, System Configuration, Voice Signal, Aircraft ID (poll), Slot ID, Ground Station Code,
and Squelch Window, are common for all uplink messages. The remaining 3 octets are assigned depending
on the message type of the M uplink burst. Figure B-1 displays the non-3T configuration generic uplink
System Data segment format. 

first bit
transmitted

Bit Number

Octet No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 Message ID Voice signal Aircraft ID (Poll)

2 Aircraft ID (Poll) (cont.) System Configuration

3 Slot ID Ground Station Code Squelch Window

4

(Message Dependent)5

6
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Figure B-1. Non-3T configuration generic M uplink system data sSegment

B.2.1.1    Message ID. The coding of the Message ID field is given in Table B-1. This field is used to
aid the receiver in identifying the burst type.

Table B-1. M burst messages

Message
ID

M bursts Section # of
this appendix

0 Normal message 2.2

0001 Net entry response message
(no previous link)

2.3

Uplink 0010 Net entry response message
(previous link preserved)

2.3

0011 Next net command message 2.4

0100 Recovery message 2.5

0101 Handoff check message 2.6

0110-0111 Spare

Identified by
separate

sync
sequence

Net entry request message 2.9

1000* Reservation request message 2.10

Downlink 1001* Acknowledgement message 2.11

1010* Leaving net message 2.12

1011-1111* Spare

1000** 4-slot configuration poll
response

2.10

1001** Spare 

1010** 3-slot configuration poll
response 

2.10

1011** Spare 
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Message
ID

M bursts Section # of
this appendix

1100** 3T configuration poll response 2.10 

1101** Spare 

1110** Spare 

1111** Next net ACK 2.13

* Identified by standard synchronization sequence defined in Annex 10 Vol III, Part I, Chapter 6.
** Identified by special synchronization sequence for poll responses defined in Annex 10 Vol III, Part I,

Chapter 6.

B.2.1.2    System configuration. The system configuration is a 4 bit data field. The list of defined system
configurations is given in Table B-2 below.

Table B-2. System configuration codes

Code System configuration

0 4V

1 3S 

10 3V1D

11 2V2D

100 3T

101 3V

110 2V1D

111 2S1X

1000-1111 Spare

B.2.1.3    Voice signal. The voice signal field is used by the ground station to maintain a degree of
control over the voice channel. The valid codes are listed in Table B-3 below.

Table B-3. Voice signal codes

Code Description

0 Ground access (clears mobiles off)
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1 Occupied by aircraft user

10 Voice channel idle

11  Spare

B.2.1.4    Aircraft ID (poll). The Aircraft ID is a 6 bit field used to uniquely identify aircraft of a given
user group. It is assigned by the ground station as part of the net entry process. The valid Aircraft IDs are
listed in Table B-4 below:

Table B-4. Aircraft ID codes

Code Description

0 Ground

1-60 Aircraft user

61 Discrete addressing not supported

62 Discrete addressing not supported (use
Alternative Validity Window)

63 Broadcast

As part of the generic portion of the M uplink system data segment, this field is used to poll a selected
aircraft. When polled, an aircraft transmits a M downlink message in the next MAC cycle without contention.

B.2.1.5    Slot ID. The slot ID indicates the slot the message is associated with in order to provide the
VDL receiver with proper TDMA frame alignment. The valid codes are described in Table B-5 below.

Table B-5. Slot ID codes

Code Descriptio
n

0 Slot A

1 Slot B

10 Slot C

11 Slot D

B.2.1.6    Ground station code. The ground station code is a 3 bit field used to identify the ground station
transmitting the burst. A check of this code by the receiver against the code obtained during Net Entry allows
discrimination against transmissions from cochannel stations in other service volumes that could possibly be
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received due to anomalous propagation. Assignment of these codes to ground stations is a spectrum
engineering matter.

Comment — If this cochannel protection is found to be unnecessary during validation, then this field
will be dropped.

B.2.1.7    Squelch window. The Squelch Window provides a mechanism to suppress certain received
voice messages as cochannel interference based on the time of arrival of the V/D (voice) bursts. The Squelch
Window specifies the range, expressed in symbol periods, within which the first symbol of the synchronization
sequence of a voice burst must occur. Voice bursts with the first symbol of the synchronization sequence
arriving outside the Squelch Window shall be suppressed. The Squelch Window parameter n is equal to the
numerical value of the 3-bit Squelch Window field. To find the Squelch Window range for a given Squelch
Window code, substitute the value n in Table  8-1 and Table 8-2 for the corresponding system configurations,
aircraft VDL timing states, and the message type of the incoming voice traffic.

B.2.2 Normal message

The normal message shown in Figure B-2, is used to poll an aircraft and signal reservations. Two reservation
response opportunities are included in a normal message. Each Reservation Response field consists of 12 bits.

Each Reservation Response field can signal the actual allocation of channel resources to a requesting aircraft.

first bit
transmitted

Bit Number

Octet No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 Message ID Voice Signal Aircraft ID (Poll)

2 Aircraft ID (Poll) (cont.) System Configuration

3 Slot ID Ground Station Code Squelch Window

4 Reservation Response #1

5 Reservation Response #1 (cont.) Reservation Response #2

6 Reservation Response #2 (cont.)

Figure B-2. M uplink (normal message)

B.2.2.1    Reservation response. The Reservation Response field contains four subfields as follows: 

C Group ID (2 bits): The Group ID is coded identically as the Slot ID (Section B.2.1.5). In this case
it is used in conjunction with the Aircraft ID (listed below) to uniquely identify the aircraft across
all user groups supported on the frequency by the ground station.
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Note.— The Group ID and the Aircraft ID fields are collectively referred to as the Local User ID.

C Aircraft ID (6 bits): Section B.2.1.4 defines the valid codes. When the Reservation Response
field is not used, the value of 0 shall be used in the Aircraft ID field.

C Reserved Slot (4 bits): This subfield indicates the slot for which V/D (data) burst access has been
scheduled to begin. This subfield is coded as indicated below:

Table B-6. Reserved slot subfield encoding

Code Description

0 No Reservation Information

1 RACK

10 Spare

11 Spare

100 Data Reservation (start in even B-slot)

101 Data Reservation (start in odd B-slot)

110 Data Reservation (start in even B-slot, skip D)

111 Data Reservation (start in odd B-slot, skip D)

1000 Data Reservation (start in even C-slot)

1001 Data Reservation (start in odd C-slot)

1010 Data Reservation (start in even C-slot, skip D)

1011 Data Reservation (start in odd C-slot, skip D)

1100 Data Reservation (start in even D-slot)

1101 Data Reservation (start in odd D-slot)

1110 Voice Reservation (start in even D-slot)

1111 Voice Reservation (start in odd D-slot)

Note.— For non-3T configurations, use only the codes with the third bit set to 0. For system
configuration 2V2D, allowable values are 0000, 0001, 1000, 1001, 1100, and 1101. For system
configuration 3V1D, allowable values are 0000, 0001, 1100, and 1101. For system configuration
2V1D, allowable values are 0000, 0001, 1000, and 1001.

B.2.3 Net entry response messageB.2.3Net Entry Response Message
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This message type is used to acknowledge the Net Entry Request message and to assign the Local User ID
to the requesting aircraft. This Local User ID is the combination of the Slot ID field and the Aircraft ID field.
The aircraft ICAO address is attached to allow the receiver to validate the message. This message is shown
in Figure B-3.

first bit
transmitted

Bit Number

Octet No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 Message ID Voice Signal Aircraft ID (Poll)

2 Aircraft ID (Poll) (cont.) System Configuration

3 Slot ID Ground Station Code Squelch Window

4
ICAO Aircraft Address

5

6

Figure B-3. M Uplink (Net Entry Response Message)

Note.— Two separate Message IDs are used for this message. If the new ground station is unable
to redirect the link from the previous ground station Message ID = 0001, “no previous link,” is used.
If the new ground station can support redirection of the link from the previous ground station Message
ID = 0010, “previous link preserved” is used.

B.2.4 Next net command message

The Next Net Command message shown in Figure_B-4, is delivered by the ground station to a particular
aircraft user to identify the slot and frequency of the next net connection.

B.2.4.1    Next net. The Next Net field is 12 bits. It contains two subfields: Next Group ID (2 bits) and
Frequency (10 bits). The Next Group ID field is the same as defined in Section B.2.2.1 when the Net Type
field is set to 1 (TDMA). However, when the Net Type field is set to 0 (AM), the field shall be set as defined
in Table B-7 below. For a frequency X in megahertz, the Frequency field is encoded as 40(X-112).

Note.— For 8.33 kHz channels that are not a multiple of a 25 kHz channel, the value of X used for
encoding shall be that of the next lowest 25 kHz channel. The frequencies of these 8.33 kHz channels
are uniquely identified by use of the Next Group ID field.

Table B-7. Next Net Subfield Encoding when Net Type field set to 0 (AM)

Next Group ID Field Description Frequency

0 25 kHz X
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1 8.33 kHz X

10 8.33 kHz X+0.00833

11 8.33 kHz X+0.01666

B.2.4.2    Local user ID. The Local User ID field consists of the Group ID and the Aircraft ID fields
(see Section B.2.2.1).

B.2.4.3    Net type. This field indicates whether the next net is a TDMA net or simply an AM frequency.
A 0 indicates AM and a 1 indicates TDMA.

first bit Bit Number
transmitted

Octet No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 Message ID Voice Signal Aircraft ID (Poll)

2 Aircraft ID (Poll) (cont.) System Configuration

3 Slot ID Ground Station Code Squelch Window

4 Next Net

5
Next Net (continue)

Net
Type

Next Ground Station Code

6 Local User ID

Figure B-4. M Uplink (Next Net Command Message)

B.2.5 Recovery message

This message is used to inform aircraft that the ground station is in the link recovery state. This message
invokes recovery procedures in the aircraft LME as standardized in Section 5.7. This message is shown in
Figure B-5. 

first bit Bit Number
transmitted

Octet No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 Message ID Voice Signal Aircraft ID (Poll)

2 Aircraft ID (Poll) (cont.) System Configuration

3 Slot ID Ground Station Code Squelch Window
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4 Reservation Response #1

5 Reservation Response #1 (cont.) Reservation Response #2

6 Reservation Response #2 (cont.)

Figure B-5. M Uplink (Recovery Message)

B.2.6 Handoff check message

The Handoff Check message, Figure B-6, is used only in System Configuration 3T in order to facilitate link
management when the ground station is not supporting specific air traffic control sectors or user groups. The
Handoff Check message contains information on proximate VDL ground stations to be scanned. If more than
four stations are adjacent to the station in question, the frequencies can be rotated every fifth MAC cycle (1.2
sec).

first bit Bit Number
transmitted

Octet No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 Message ID Ground Station Code Spare

2 Ground Subnetwork Address Adjacent
Frequency 1

3 Adjacent Frequency 1 (cont.)

4 Spare Adjacent Frequency 2

5
Adjacent Frequency 2 (cont.) Spare

Adjacent
Frequency 3

6 Adjacent Frequency 3 (cont.)

7 Spare Adjacent Frequency 4

8 Adjacent Frequency 4 (cont.)

Figure B-6. M Uplink (Handoff Check Message)

B.2.6.1 GROUND SUBNETWORK ADDRESS

This field consists of the 6 bit ground subnetwork address of the GNI used by the ground station to
communicate with the router. See Section 5.6.2.4.1 for more information.

B.2.6.2 ADJACENT FREQUENCY
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Each Adjacent Frequency field consists of 10 bit frequency for the adjacent nets. The frequencies are
numbered 1-4 to alert aircraft to the frequencies of four adjacent nets to the current radio. Adjacent
Frequency fields that are unused are set to all “1’s”.

Note.— In order to support link management, all stations must be time synced in order that the
Handoff Check message can be heard by all aircraft at the same point in the MAC cycle. This is
accomplished by scanning to frequencies of adjacent ground stations during the established time
(LBAC #12) of each MAC cycle.

B.2.7 3T Configuration M uplink system data segment (generic elements)

The 3T configuration uplink System Data segment consists of 192 bits or 24 octets. The fourth through the
sixth semi-octets, including the System Configuration, Slot ID, Ground Station Code, and Squelch Window,
are common to all uplink messages. Semi-octets 1 through 3 and 7 through 12 are used to control activities
in User Group B. Semi-octets 1 through 3 controls polling access for users in User Group B. Semi-octets 7
through 12 can be Net Entry Response messages, Next Net Command message, or Recovery message.
Similarly, semi-octets 13 through 21 are devoted to User Group C; semi-octets 22 through 30 are devoted to
User Group D. Figure B-7 displays the 3T configuration generic uplink System Data segment format.

first bit Bit Number
transmitted

Octet No. Semi-octet 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 1, 2 Message ID (B) Voice Signal (B) Aircraft ID (Poll) (B)

2 3, 4 Aircraft ID (Poll) (B) (cont.) System Configuration

3 5, 6 Slot ID Ground Station Code Squelch Window

4 7, 8

Group B Message5 9, 10

6 11, 12

7 13, 14 Message ID (C) Voice Signal (C) Aircraft ID (Poll) (C)

8 15, 16 Adjacent Frequency 4 (cont.)

9 17, 18
Group C Message

10 19, 20

11 21, 22 Message ID (D)

12 23, 24 Voice Signal (D) Aircraft ID (Poll) (D)

13 25, 26

Group D Message14 27, 28

15 29, 30

16 31, 32 Reservation #1
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17 33, 34 Reservation #1 (cont.) Reservation #2

18 35, 36 Reservation #2 (cont.)

19 37, 38 Reservation #3

20 39, 40 Reservation #3 (cont.) Reservation #4

21 41, 42 Reservation #4 (cont.)

22 43, 44 Reservation #5

23 45, 46 Reservation #5 (cont.) Reservation #6

24 47, 48 Reservation #6 (cont.)

Figure B-7. 3T Configuration Generic M Uplink System Data Segment
B.2.8 M downlink system data segment (generic elements)

The downlink System Data Segment consists of 24 bits or 3 octets. The Message ID, Ground Station Code,
and Local User ID fields are common to all downlink messages except the Net Entry Request message.
These fields are defined in Sections B.2.1.1, B.2.1.6 and B.2.2.1, respectively.

B.2.9 Net entry request message

The Net Entry Request message consists of 24 bits containing only the ICAO address of the transmitting
aircraft. To eliminate the need for a Message ID field and still allow the receiver to ascertain the message
type, a separate synchronization sequence is used (See Annex 10 Vol III, Part I Chapter 6,
Section 6.4.3.3.2.2.1.2). This message is shown in Figure B-8.

first bit Bit Number
transmitted

Octet No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1

2 ICAO Aircraft Address

3

Figure B-8. M Downlink (Net Entry Request Message)

B.2.10 Poll response and reservation request messages

The Poll Response is used by the aircraft to respond to a poll contained in a M Uplink (Normal Message).
The slot Reservation Request is used by the aircraft to request authorization to transmit data. The Poll
Response and Reservation Request messages use the same message format as shown in Figure B-9. 
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first bit Bit Number
transmitted

Octet No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 Message ID Local User ID

2 Local User ID (cont.) Ground Station Code Voice
Request

3 Voice
Request
(cont.)

Number of Slots Requested Spare Data Priority

Figure B-9. Poll Response and M Downlink (Reservation Request Message)

B.2.10.1    Number of slots requested. The Number of Slots Requested field is used to allow the station
requesting the reservation to indicate the number of V/D (data) bursts required to complete the pending
downlink data transmission. Up to 15 V/D (data) bursts can be requested.

B.2.10.2    Data priority. This field consists of 2 bits. It defines the frame group priority level. Up to 4
different priorities can be specified. (See AMSS reference.)

Note.— The 16 ATN message priorities are grouped into 4 VDL frame priority groups. VDL data
frame priority is requested in a 2-bit data priority field shown in Figure B-9.

B.2.10.3    Voice request. The Voice Request field is a 2 bit field. The valid codes are listed as follow:

Code Description

0 No request

1 Request routine access

10 Request priority access

11 Spare

The most significant bit shall be sent in octet 2 while the least significant bit shall be sent in octet 3.

B.2.11 Acknowledgement message

The Acknowledgement message shown in Figure F-10, is used by the aircraft to acknowledge a V/D (data)
burst sequence.

first bit Bit Number
transmitted
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Octet No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 Message ID Local User ID

2 Local User ID (cont.) Ground Station Code Voice
Request

3 Voice
Request
(cont.)

Spare Spare

Figure B-10. M Downlink (Acknowledgement Message)

B.2.12 Leaving net message

The Leaving Net message is shown in Figure B-11. It is used by the aircraft to notify the ground station that
the aircraft is leaving the net. 

first bit Bit Number
transmitted

Octet No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 Message ID Local User ID

2 Local User ID (cont.) Ground Station Code Spare

3 Spare (cont.) Spare

Figure B-11. M Downlink (Leaving Net Message)

B.2.13 Next Net ACK message

The Next Net ACK message is shown in Figure B-12. It is used by the aircraft to acknowledge the receipt
of the Next Net message to the ground station. 

first bit Bit Number
transmitted

Octet No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 Message ID Local User ID

2 Local User ID (cont.) Ground Station Code Spare

3 Spare (cont.)

Figure B-12. M Downlink (Next Net ACK Message)
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B.3 V/D burst

B.3.1 V/D (voice) burst header segment

The Header segment of the V/D (voice) burst is shown in Figure B-13.

first bit Bit Number
transmitted

Octet No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 Message ID = XX0 Local User ID

2 Local User ID (cont.) EOM

Figure B-13. V/D (Voice) Burst Header Segment

B.3.1.1    Message ID. This field is used to identify V/D bursts. The coding of this field is shown below.

Message ID V/D Burst Type

0 Uplink voice

1 Downlink voice: TS1

10 Downlink voice: TS2

11 Downlink voice: TS3

100 Uplink data - Acknowledged

101 Downlink data -
Acknowledged

110 Uplink data - Unacknowledged

111 Downlink data -
Unacknowledged

B.3.1.2    EOM. This field is used to signal the last burst in a voice or data message. Binary 1 shall
indicate the last burst.

B.3.2 V/D (data) burst header segment

The Header segment of the V/D (data) burst is shown in Figure B-14.
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first bit Bit Number
transmitted

Octet No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 Message ID = XX1 Ground Station Code Segment Number

2 Segment Number Spare EOM

Figure B-14. V/D (Data) Burst Header Segment

B.3.2.1    Segment number. This field is used to allow the receiver to reassemble the segments of the
V/D (data) burst sequence into a DPDU for transfer to the DLS sublayer.

— — — — — — — —
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APPENDIX C — RANDOM NUMBER GENERATION ALGORITHM

Certain functions of the radio system related to RA require the generation of a “random” number. For
instance, in all configurations the radio normally must choose which slot to use for a Net Entry Request. To
ensure that different radios generate different numbers, the algorithm for generating random numbers is based
on the unique 24-bit ICAO address.

The algorithm generates a new 12-bit number at each access as follows. First, the 24-bit address is

broken into 2 12-bit pieces (  and ) so that( )a 0 ( )a 1

( ) ( )ICAO Address =  a a4096 1 0⋅ +

These are used to generate two sequences of numbers using the recursion relations

( ) ( ) ( )( )M n M n - a  = + +4093 1 0 1 411mod

,( ) ( ) ( )( )N n N n - a  = + +4021 1 1 1 409mod

with . These are then combined to give a single random number( ) ( )M N0 0 0= =

.( ) ( ) ( )( )K n M n N n= + mod 409

This ensures that two radios will never choose the same pseudorandom number repeatedly.

This algorithm produces 224 unique sequences, each of which is nearly uniform in distribution. No two
sequences have any long subsequences in common, no matter what their relative time offset might be. These
sequences can be used to derive sequences of numbers drawn from a smaller alphabet. Suppose, for example,
that a sequence of numbers between 0 and 8 (inclusive) must be generated for random access in

configuration 2V2D. Such a number can be derived from  by invoking the formula( )K n

( ) ( )
R n Int

K n
= ⋅











4099
9

where  means the integer part of the argument.( )Int
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— — — — — — — —
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APPENDIX D — RANDOM ACCESS DOWNLINK M BURST
ELECTION ALGORITHMS FOR AIRCRAFT RADIO

The generic process for selecting an appropriate random access downlink M burst to transmit a Net Entry
Request (E), a Reservation Request (R), and a Leaving Net (L) type messages shall be as described below.
The process for selecting an appropriate downlink M burst for subsequent retransmission of a Net Entry
message and a Reservation Request message shall also be as described below.

Step 1. Request for a RA downlink M burst arrives at MAC layer prior to LBACx in MAC cycle N.

Initial Transmission 

Step 2. Aircraft radio shall choose a random integer, r, which obeys 0£ r£ Rn, using algorithm of Appendix
C. Rn shall be a MAC Service System (or LME) Parameter dependent on configuration and process type
(n = E, R, or L), I.e., RE for Net Entry, RR for Reservation Request, and RL for Leaving Net.

Step 3. Aircraft radio shall skip r available RA opportunities and transmit in the next available RA downlink
M burst, e.g., in LBACy in MAC cycle Z.

Step 4. For Net Entry and Reservation Request, the aircraft radio shall wait for Wn (n = E or R) MAC
cycles, respectively, for appropriate reply from the ground station until LBACy in MAC cycle Z+Wn before
attempting to retransmit the net entry or reservation request message. The parameter Wn shall be a MAC
Service (or LME) System Parameter dependent on configuration and process type (n = E or R), i.e., WE for
Net Entry and WR for Reservation Request. If a valid response is received on or before LBACy in MAC
cycle Z+Wn the process shall be terminated.

Retransmission 

Step 5. If a valid response is not received by LBACy in MAC cycle Z + Wn, where Z and Wn are defined
in Step 4, the Net Entry or Reservation Request message shall be retransmitted by repeating the above
procedures beginning in Step 2.

Note 1.— The available LBACs depend on process type (Net Entry, Reservation Request, or Leave Net)
and configuration. LBACs scheduled for Poll Responses and downlink ACKs are removed from the
lists. The initial list includes all downlink M burst LBACs available to the relevant net. 

Note 2.— Steps 4 and 5 are not applicable to Leaving Net since a Leaving Net message requires no
reply.

Note 3.— Failure to detect a downlink V/D (data) burst with an EOM indication may cause a aircraft
VDL to transmit in a downlink RA M channel, which has been reserved for downlink ACK for another
aircraft and corrupt the downlink ACK transmission. Duplicate messages will occur as a result.
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— — — — — — — —
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APPENDIX E — ISO 8208 COMPRESSION DEFINITION

E.1 ISO 8208 compressor architecture

The ISO 8208 compressor provides a connection oriented packet data service that supports the ATN ISO
8208 mobile SNDCF. The ISO 8208 compressor provides reliable sequenced delivery of packets in support
of ATN mobile SNDCF compression procedures and additionally provides subnetwork compression of ISO
8208 packets for increased bandwidth utilization. The ISO 8208 compressor provides packet multiplexing to
further increase subnetwork efficiency and provides error detection and recovery from dropped,
missequenced or duplicate packets. The ISO 8208 compressor architecture consists of the following elements
for both ground and aircraft systems:

C ISO 8208 DCE
C Internetworking (IW) functions
C XDCE (VDL Mode 3 Packet Layer Protocol)

The ISO 8208 compressor architecture is illustrated in Figure E.1-1. As indicated in Figure E.1-1, the Aircraft
Network Interface (ANI) and Ground Network Interface (GNI) refer to the complete functionality required
to interface to an ATN router, which implements the ATN ISO 8208 mobile SNDCF and DTE, to the VDL
Mode 3 subnetwork. In the context of this appendix, ANI and GNI refer to this functionality when ISO 8208
compression is signaled. XNI is a general term that applies to function of both the ANI and GNI.

E.1.1 ISO 8208 compression formatting

This appendix defines the ISO 8208 compression performed for ISO 8208 packets received from the local
DCE for transfer over the VDL Mode 3 system that indicate the appropriate subnetwork compression. ISO
8208 compression shall be signaled by the Payload Identification octet, the 1st octet of user data in the
Information frame of the Data link layer. 

E.1.2 ISO 8208 compression header definition

ISO 8208 Compression header definition shall be defined as protocol type field 0000 (binary) indicating ISO
8208 protocol and Compression type field 0001 (binary) indicating VPLP compression.

E.2 Data exchange interfaces 

E.2.1 DTE ISO 8208 Interface. 

E.2.1.1    General. The interface between the XNI and ATN Router DTE(s) shall conform to the
ISO 8208 packet layer protocol. Accordingly, the XNI shall contain an ISO 8208 DCE.

Note.— The ATN router contains a DTE.
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E.2.2 DTE address requirements 

E.2.2.1    Ground DTE address. The ground DTE address shall have a total length of 3 Binary Coded
Decimal (BCD) digits, as follows:

X0 X1 X2 (X0 shall be the most significant digit)

Ground DTE address shall be in the range of 0 through 255.

Note.— Assignment of the DTE addresses shall be a local issue.

E.2.2.2 MOBILE DTE ADDRESS 

The mobile DTE address shall have a total length of 10 BCD digits, as follows:

X0 X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 (X0 shall be the most significant digit)

The digits X0 to X7 shall contain the ICAO 24 bit aircraft address coded in BCD. The digits X8 X9 shall
identify a sub-address for specific DTEs onboard an aircraft received as XID parameter (ADS E.10.1). This
sub-address shall be in the range of 0 through 15. The following sub-address assignments shall be used:

0 ATN router

01 to 15 Unassigned
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E.2.2.2.1    Illegal DTE address. DTE addresses outside of the defined ranges or not conforming to the
formats for the ground and mobile DTE addresses specified in Sections E.2.2.1.and E.2.2.2 shall be defined
to be illegal DTE addresses. The detection of an illegal DTE address in a CALL REQUEST Packet shall lead
to a rejection of the call.

E.3 Packet layer protocol requirements of the DTE/DCE interface 

E.3.1 Capabilities

The interface between the DTE and the DCE shall conform to ISO 8208 with the following capabilities:

C Expedited Data Delivery, I.e. the use of INTERRUPT Packets with a User Data Field of up
to 32 bytes.

C Priority with up to 2 levels

C Fast Select

C Fast Select with restricted response

Other ISO 8208 facilities and the D-bit and the Q-bit shall not be invoked for transfer over the VDL Mode 3
packet layer protocol.
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E.3.2 Parameter values

The timers and counter parameters for the DTE/DCE interface shall a local matter. 

E.4 DCE operation

Note.— The DCE process within the XNI acts as a peer process to the DTE. The DCE supports the
operations of the DTE with the capabilities specified in Section E.4.1. The following requirements do
not specify format definitions and flow control on the DTE/DCE interface. The specifications and
definitions of ISO 8208 apply for these cases.

E.4.1 State transitions

The DCE shall operate as a state machine. Upon entering a state, the DCE shall perform the actions specified
in Table E.4-1. If a state transition is specified, the actions taken shall be as specified in Tables E.11-1 through
Table E.11-10.

E.4.2 Disposition of packets 

E.4.2.1    Receipt from DTE. Upon receipt of a packet from the DTE, the packet shall be forwarded or
not forwarded to the XDCE (GDCE/ADCE) (via the internetworking function) according to the parenthetical
instructions contained in Tables E.11-1 to E.11-6. If no parenthetical instruction is listed or if the parenthetical
instruction indicates “do not forward”, the packet shall be discarded.

E.4.2.2    Receipt from XDCE. Upon receipt of a packet from the XDCE (via the internetworking
function), the packet shall be forwarded or not forwarded to the DTE according to the parenthetical
instructions contained in Tables E.11-7 to E.11-10. If no parenthetical instruction is listed or if the
parenthetical instruction indicates “do not forward”, the packet shall be discarded.

READY AND RESTART STATES r1 r2 r3

CALL SETUP AND CLEARING STATES p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 p6

DATA TRANSFER STATES d1 d2 d3

INTERRUPT & CONTROL STATES f1 f2 g1 g2 i1 i2 j1 j2

Note.— State r1, p4 and d1 are states that provide to the lower level of the DCE state hierarchy

Figure E.4-1. DCE Substate Hierarchy

E.5 VDL Mode 3 packet layer processing 

E.5.1 General requirements 
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E.5.1.1 CHANNEL NUMBER POOLS 

E.5.1.1.1    XNI Channel Pool. The XNI shall maintain several SVC channel number pools; the
DCE/DTE (ISO 8208) interface uses one set. Its organization, structure and use shall be as defined in the
ISO 8208 standard. The other channel pools shall be used on the ADCE/GDCE interface.

E.5.1.1.2    GNI Channel Pool. The GNI shall manage a pool of temporary channel numbers in the range
of 1 to 3, for each ground DTE/ANI pair. CALL REQUESTs generated by the GNI shall contain the ground
DTE address and a temporary channel number allocated from the pool of that ground DTE. The GNI shall
not reuse a temporary channel allocated to an SVC that is still in the Call Request state. The ANI shall use
the ground DTE address to distinguish the temporary channels numbers used by the various ground DTEs.
If a CALL REQUEST Packet is received from a GNI with a temporary channel number that is the same as
one used in a previous request from the same ground DTE (I.e., the aircraft DTE has yet to accept the call)
then the latest request shall be discarded by the ANI.

Note 1.— The use of temporary channel numbers allows the GNI to have up to 3 CALL
REQUESTs in progress at the same time for a particular DTE and ANI combination. It also allows the
GNI or ANI to clear a channel before the assigned channel number is known.

Note 2.— The ANI may be in contact with multiple ground DTEs at any one time. All the
ground DTEs use temporary channel numbers ranging from 1 to 3.

E.5.1.1.3    ANI Channel Number. The ANI shall assign a permanent channel number (in the range of
0 to 15) to all SVCs and shall inform the GNI of the assigned number by including it in the CALL REQUEST
by ANI or CALL ACCEPT by ANI Packets. The temporary channel number shall be included in the CALL
ACCEPT by ANI together with the permanent channel number in order to define the association of these
channel numbers. The ANI shall continue to associate a temporary channel with a permanent channel of an
SVC until a CALL REQUEST from the same ground DTE is received that contains the same temporary
channel number. A temporary channel numbers of zero in the CLEAR REQUEST by ANI, CLEAR
REQUEST by GNI of the CLEAR CONFIRAMATION by ANI Packet shall indicate that the permanent
channel number is to be used. A non-zero temporary channel number in these packets shall indicate that the
temporary channel number shall be used and the permanent channel number shall be ignored.

E.5.1.1.4    DTE/DCE Channel Number. The channel number used by the DTE/DCE interface and that
used by the ADCE/GDCE interface shall be assigned independently. The Internetworking process shall
maintain an association Table between the DTE/DCE and the ADCE/GDCE channel numbers.

E.5.1.2    Receive ready and receive not ready conditions. The ISO 8208 interface and the
ADCE/GDCE interface management procedures shall be independent operations since each system must
be able to respond to separate receive ready and receive not ready indications.

E.5.1.3 PROCESSING OF M-BIT SEQUENCES 

Note.— M-bit processing is used for the orderly sequencing of reformatted DATA Packets.
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M-bit sequence processing shall be applied on a per channel basis. 

E.5.1.3.1    M-Bit processing

Note.— The packet size used on the DTE/DCE interface can be different from that used on the
ADCE/GDCE interface.

E.5.1.3.1.1    Reformatted Data packets. M-bit processing shall be used when DATA Packets are
reformatted. M-bit processing shall be conducted per the specifications contained in the ISO 8208 standard.
The M-bit sequence processing shall apply on a per channel basis. The M-bit set to ONE shall indicate that
a User Data Field continues in the subsequent DATA Packet.

E.5.1.3.1.2    Combining packets. If the packet size for the XDCE interface is larger than that used on
the DTE/DCE interface, packets shall be combined to the extent possible as dictated by the M-bit, when
transmitting a VDL Mode 3 DATA Packet. If the packet size is smaller on the XDCE interface than that
defined on the DTE/DCE interface, packets shall be fragmented to fit into the smaller VDL Mode 3 packet
using M-bit assembly.

E.5.1.3.1.3    Filled and More packets. A packet shall be combined with subsequent packets if the
packet is filled and more packets exist in the M-bit sequence (M-bit = ONE). A packet smaller than the
maximum packet size defined for this SVC (partial packet) shall only be allowed when the M-bit indicates
the end of an M-bit sequence. A received packet smaller than the maximum packet size with M-bit equal to
ONE shall cause a reset to be generated as specified in ISO 8208.

E.5.1.3.1.4    Recommendation.— In order to decrease the delivery delay, reformatting should be
performed on the partial receipt of an M-bit sequence, rather than delay reformatting until the
complete M-bit sequence is received.

E.5.2 Internetworking process 

The internetworking process is divided into two subprocesses: uplink formatting and downlink formatting. For
the ANI, the uplink process shall reformat VDL Mode 3 packets into ISO 8208 packets and the downlink
process shall reformat ISO 8208 packets into VDL Mode 3 packets. For the GNI, the uplink process shall
reformat ISO 8208 packets into VDL Mode 3 packets and the downlink process shall reformat VDL Mode 3
packets into ISO 8208 packets.

E.5.2.1 CALL REQUEST BY ANI 

E.5.2.1.1    Translation into VDL Mode 3 packets.

E.5.2.1.1.1    General. Reception by the ANI internetwork process of an ISO 8208 CALL REQUEST
Packet from the local DCE shall result in the generation of a corresponding VDL Mode 3 CALL REQUEST
by the ANI Packet as follows:
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MSB Bit Number LSB

Octet 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

1 DP VP SP ST FILL

2 P FILL SN

3 CH AM

4 AG

5 FS FILL

6 + n FDv

In formatting the VDL Mode 3 packet the information shall be derived as follows.

E.5.2.1.1.2    Data packet type (DP). This field shall be set to 0.

E.5.2.1.1.3    VSP packet type (VP). This field shall be set to 1.

E.5.2.1.1.4    Supervisory packet (SP). This field shall be set to 1.

E.5.2.1.1.5    Supervisory type (ST). This field shall be set to 0.

E.5.2.1.1.6    Priority (P). This field shall be set to 0 for low priority SVC and to 1 for a high priority
SVC. The value for this packet shall be obtained from the Priority Facility of the ISO 8208 Packet. This field
shall be set to 0 if the ISO 8208 packet does not contain the Priority Facility or if a priority other than 0 or 1
is specified

E.5.2.1.1.7    Sequence number (SN). For a particular SVC, each packet shall be numbered.

E.5.2.1.1.8    Channel number (CH). The channel number shall be chosen from the pool of SVC channel
numbers available to the ANI. The pool shall consist of 16 values from 0 to 15. The highest available channel
number shall be chosen from the pool. An available channel shall be defined as one in state p1. The
correspondence between the channel number used by the VDL Mode 3 subnetwork and the number used
by the DTE/DCE interface shall be maintained while the channel is active.

E.5.2.1.1.9    Address, mobile (AM). This address shall be the mobile DTE sub-address in range of 0
to 15. The address value shall be extracted from the 2 least significant digits of the calling DTE address
contained in the ISO 8208 packet and converted to binary representation.

E.5.2.1.1.10    Address, ground (AG). This address shall be the ground DTE address in the range of 0
to 255. The address shall be extracted from the called DTE address contained in the ground Route
Initialization exchange and is converted to binary representation.
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E.5.2.1.1.11    Fill Field. The Fill Field shall be used to align subsequent data fields on byte boundaries.

E.5.2.1.1.12    Fast select field (FS). A value of zero shall indicate that the packet does not contain the
Fast Select data and the Fill and FD Fields are not present. A value of one or two shall indicate that the
packet contains Fast Select data and the Fill and FD Fields are present. A value of one indicates normal Fast
Select operation. A value of two indicates Fast Select with restricted response. An FS value of three is
undefined.

E.5.2.1.1.13    Fast select user data (FD). This field shall only be present if the FS Field is set to the
value of ONE. The Fast Select User Data Field shall be transferred from the ISO 8208 packet to the VDL
Mode 3 packet.

E.5.2.1.2    Translation into ISO 8208 packets

E.5.2.1.2.1    General. Reception by the GNI internetworking process of a VDL Mode 3 CALL
REQUEST by ADLP Packet from the GDCE shall result in the generation of a corresponding ISO 8208
CALL REQUEST Packet to the local DCE. The translation from the VDL Mode 3 packet to the ISO 8208
packet shall be the inverse of the processing specified in Section E.5.2.1.1 with the exceptions as specified
in the following paragraph.

E.5.2.1.2.2    Called DTE, calling DTE address and length fields. The calling DTE address shall be
composed of the 24-bit ICAO address and the value contained in the AM Field of the VDL Mode 3 packet,
each converted to BCD. The called DTE address shall be the ground DTE address contained in the AG Field
of the VDL Mode 3 packet, converted to BCD. The Length field shall be as defined in ISO 8208.

E.5.2.2 CALL REQUEST BY GNI 

E.5.2.2.1    Translation into VDL Mode 3 packets.

E.5.2.2.1.1    General. Reception by the GNI internetworking process of an ISO 8208 CALL REQUEST
Packet from the local DCE shall result in the generation of a corresponding VDL Mode 3 CALL REQUEST
by GNI Packet(s).

MSB Bit Number LSB

Octet 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

1 DP VP SP ST FILL

2 P FILL SN

3 FILL TC AM

4 AG

5 FS FILL
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6 + n FDv

Fields shown in the packet format and not specified in the following paragraphs shall be set as specified in
E.5.2.1.

E.5.2.2.1.2    Data packet type (DP). This field shall be set to 0.

E.5.2.2.1.3    VSP packet type (VP). This field shall be set to 1.

E.5.2.2.1.4    Supervisory packet (SP). This field shall be set to 1.

E.5.2.2.1.5    Supervisory type (ST). This field shall be set to 0.

E.5.2.2.1.6    Temporary channel number field (TC). This field shall be used to distinguish multiple call
request from a GNI. The ANI internetwork process, upon receipt of a temporary channel number, shall assign
a channel number from those presently in the Ready State, p1.

E.5.2.2.1.7    Address, ground (AG). This address shall be the ground DTE address in the range of 0
to 255. The address shall be extracted from the calling DTE address contained in the ISO 8208 packet and
converted to binary representation.

E.5.2.2.1.8    Address, mobile (AM). This address shall be the mobile DTE sub address in the range of
0 to 15. The address shall be extracted from the 2 least significant digits of the called DTE address contained
in the ISO 8208 packet and converted to binary representation.

E.5.2.2.2    Translation into ISO 8208 packets

E.5.2.2.2.1    General. Reception by the ANI internetwork process of a VDL Mode 3 CALL REQUEST
by GNI Packet from the ADCE shall result in the generation of a corresponding ISO 8208 CALL REQUEST
Packet to the local DCE. The translation from the VDL Mode 3 packet to the ISO 8208 packet shall be the
inverse of the processing defined in E.5.2.2.1 with the exceptions as specified in the following paragraph.

E.5.2.2.2.2    Called DTE, calling DTE address and lengths fields. The called DTE address shall be
composed of the ICAO 24-bit aircraft address and the value contained in the AM Field of the VDL Mode
3 packet, each converted to BCD. The calling DTE address shall be the ground DTE address contained in
the AG Field of the VDL Mode 3 packet, converted to BCD. The Length Field shall be as defined in ISO
8208.

E.5.2.3 CALL ACCEPT BY ANI 

E.5.2.3.1    Translation into VDL Mode 3 packets
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E.5.2.3.1.1    General. Reception by the ANI Internetworking process of an ISO 8208 CALL ACCEPT
Packet from the local DCE shall result in the generation of a corresponding VDL Mode 3 CALL ACCEPT
by ANI Packet as follows:

MSB Bit Number LSB

Octet 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

1 DP VP SP ST FILL

2 TC SN

3 CH AM

4 AG

5 + n FDv

Fields shown in the packet format and not specified in the following paragraphs shall be set as specified in
E.5.2.1.

E.5.2.3.1.2    Data packet type (DP). This field shall be set to 0.

E.5.2.3.1.3    VSP packet type (VP). This field shall be set to 1.

E.5.2.3.1.4    Supervisory packet (SP). This field shall be set to 1.

E.5.2.3.1.5    Supervisory type (ST). This field shall be set to 1.

E.5.2.3.1.6    Temporary channel number (TC). The TC value in the originating CALL REQUEST by
GNI Packet shall be returned to the GNI along with the channel number (CH) assigned by the ANI.

E.5.2.3.1.7    Channel number (CH). The CH field shall be set equal to the channel number assigned
by the ANI as determined during the CALL REQUEST procedures for the VDL Mode 3 connection.

E.5.2.3.1.8    Address, mobile and address, ground. The AM and AG values in the originating CALL
REQUEST by GNI Packet shall be returned in these fields. When present, DTE addresses in the ISO 8208
CALL ACCEPT Packet shall be ignored.

E.5.2.3.2    Translation into ISO 8208 packets

E.5.2.3.2.1    General. Reception by the GNI Internetworking process of a VDL Mode 3 CALL
ACCEPT by ANI Packet from the GDCE shall result in the generation of a corresponding ISO 8208 CALL
ACCEPT Packet to the local DCE. The translation from the VDL Mode 3 packet to the ISO 8208 packet
shall be in the inverse of the processing defined in the following paragraph.
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E.5.2.3.2.2    Called DTE, calling DTE address and length fields. The called DTE address shall be
composed of the 24-bit ICAO aircraft address and the value contained in the AM Field of the VDL Mode 3
packet, each converted to BCD. The calling DTE address shall be the ground DTE address contained in the
AG Field of the VDL Mode 3 packet, converted to BCD. The length field shall be as defined in ISO 8208.

E.5.2.4 CALL ACCEPT BY GNI 

E.5.2.4.1    Translation into VDL Mode 3 packets

E.5.2.4.1.1    General. Reception by the GNI Internetwork Process of an ISO 8208 CALL ACCEPT
Packet from the local DCE shall result in the generation of a corresponding VDL Mode 3 CALL ACCEPT
by GNI Packet as follows:

MSB Bit Number LSB

Octet 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

1 DP VP SP ST FILL

2 FILL SN

3 CH AM

4 AG

5 + n FDv

Fields shown in the packet format and not specified in the following paragraphs shall be set as
specified in E.5.2.1.

E.5.2.4.1.2    Data packet type (DP). This field shall be set to 0.

E.5.2.4.1.3    VSP packet type (VP). This field shall be set to 1.

E.5.2.4.1.4    Supervisory packet (SP). This field shall be set to 1.

E.5.2.4.1.5    Supervisory type (ST). This field shall be set to 1.

E.5.2.4.1.6    Address, mobile and address, ground. The AM and AG values in the originating CALL
REQUEST by ANI Packet shall be returned in these fields. When present, DTE addresses in the ISO 8208
CALL ACCEPT Packet shall be ignored.

E.5.2.4.2    Translation into ISO 8208 packets

E.5.2.4.2.1    General. Reception by the ANI internetwork Process of a VDL Mode 3 CALL ACCEPT
by GNI Packet from the ADCE shall result in the generation of a corresponding ISO 8208 CALL ACCEPT
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Packet to the local DCE. The translation from the VDL Mode 3 packet to the ISO 8208 packet shall be the
inverse of the processing defined in E.5.2.4.1 with the exceptions as specified in the following paragraph.

E.5.2.4.2.2    Called DTE, calling DTE address and length fields. The calling DTE address shall be
composed of the 24-bit ICAO aircraft address and the value contained in the AM Field of the VDL Mode 3
packet, each converted to BCD. The called DTE address shall be the ground DTE address contained in the
AG Field of the VDL Mode 3 packet, converted to BCD. The Length field shall be as defined in ISO 8208.

E.5.2.5 CLEAR REQUEST BY ANI 

E.5.2.5.1    Translation into VDL Mode 3 packets

E.5.2.5.1.1    General. Reception by the ANI Intertworking Process of an ISO 8208 CLEAR REQUEST
Packet from the local DCE shall result in the generation of a corresponding VDL Mode 3 CLEAR
REQUEST by ANI Packet as follows:

MSB Bit Number LSB

Octet 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

1 DP VP SP ST FILL

2 TC SN

3 CH AM

4 AG

5 CC

6 DC

7 + n FDv

Fields shown in the packet format and not specified in the following paragraphs shall be set as specified in
E.5.2.1 and E.5.2.2.

E.5.2.5.1.2    Data packet type (DP). This field shall be set to 0.

E.5.2.5.1.3    VSP packet type (VP). This field shall be set to 1.

E.5.2.5.1.4    Supervisory packet (SP). This field shall be set to 1.

E.5.2.5.1.5    Supervisory type (ST). This field shall be set to 2.

E.5.2.5.1.6    Address, ground or address, mobile. The AG and AM values in the originating CALL
REQUEST by ANI or CALL REQUEST by GNI packets shall be returned in these fields. When present,
DTE addresses in the ISO 8208 CLEAR REQUEST Packet shall be ignored.
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E.5.2.5.1.7    Clearing cause (CC) and diagnostic code (DC) fields. These fields shall be transferred
without modification from the ISO 8208 packet to the VDL Mode 3 packet when the DTE has initiated the
clear procedure. If the XNI has initiated the clear procedure, the Clearing Cause Field shall be set to “Out
of Order” and the Diagnostic field shall be as defined in the state tables for the DCE and XDCE. The coding
and definition of these fields shall be as specified in ISO 8208.

E.5.2.5.2    Translation into ISO 8208 packets

E.5.2.5.2.1    General. Reception by the GNI Internetwork Process of a VDL Mode 3 CLEAR
REQUEST by ANI Packet from the local GDCE shall result in the generation of a corresponding ISO 8208
CLEAR REQUEST Packet to the local DCE. The translation from the VDL Mode 3 packet to the ISO 8208
packet shall be the inverse of the processing defined in E.5.2.5.1.

E.5.2.5.2.2    Called DTE, calling DTE and length fields. These fields shall be omitted in the ISO 8208
CLEAR REQUEST Packet.

E.5.2.6 CLEAR REQUEST BY GNI 

E.5.2.6.1    Translation into VDL Mode 3 packets

E.5.2.6.1.1     General. Reception by the GNI internetworking process of an ISO 8208 CLEAR
REQUEST Packet from the local DCE shall result in the generation of a corresponding VDL Mode 3
CLEAR REQUEST by GNI Packet as follows:

MSB Bit Number LSB

Octet 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

1 DP VP SP ST FILL

2 TC SN

3 CH AM

4 AG

5 CC

6 DC

7 + n FDv

Fields shown in the packet format and not specified in the following paragraphs shall be set as specified in
E.5.2.1 and E.5.2.2.

E.5.2.6.1.2    Data packet type (DP). This field shall be set to 0.

E.5.2.6.1.3    VSP packet type (VP). This field shall be set to 1.
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E.5.2.6.1.4    Supervisory packet (SP). This field shall be set to 1.

E.5.2.6.1.5    Supervisory type (ST). This field shall be set to 2.

E.5.2.6.2    Translation into ISO 8208 Packets

E.5.2.6.2.1    General. Reception by the ANI Intenetworking Process of a VDL Mode 3 CLEAR
REQUEST by GNI Packet from the local ADCE shall result in the generation of a corresponding ISO 8208
CLEAR REQUEST Packet to the local DCE. The translation from the VDL Mode 3 packet to the ISO 8208
packet shall be the inverse of processing defined in E.5.2.6.1.

E.5.2.6.2.2    Called DTE, calling DTE and length fields. These fields shall be omitted in the ISO 8208
CLEAR REQUEST Packet.

E.5.2.7 DATA PACKET 

E.5.2.7.1    Translation into VDL Mode 3 packets

E.5.2.7.1.1    General. Reception by the XNI internetworking process of ISO 8208 DATA Packet(s)
from the local DCE shall result in the generation of corresponding VDL Mode 3 DATA Packet(s) as follows:

MSB Bit Number LSB

Octet 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

1 DP M SN

2 PS PR

3 CH FILL

4 + n DATAv

E.5.2.7.1.2    Data packet type (DP). This field shall be set to 1.

E.5.2.7.1.3    M field (M). A value of ONE shall indicated that the packet is part of an M-bit sequence
with more packets in the sequence to follow. A value of ZERO shall indicate that the sequence ends with this
packet. The appropriate value shall be placed in the M-bit Field of the VDL Mode 3 Packet.

E.5.2.7.1.4    Sequence number (SN). The Sequence number Field shall be set as specified in paragraph
E.5.2.1.1.7.

E.5.2.7.1.5    Packet send sequence number (PS). The Packet Send Sequence Number Field shall be
set as specified in E.6.4.4.
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E.5.2.7.1.6    Packet receive sequence number (PR). The Packet Receive Sequence Number Field shall
be set as specified in E.6.4.4.

E.5.2.7.1.7    Channel number (CH). The Channel Number Field shall contain the VDL Mode 3 channel
number that corresponds to the incoming ISO 8208 DATA Packet channel number.

E.5.2.7.1.8    Fill (Fill:4). This field shall be set as specified in E.5.2.1.1.11.

E.5.2.7.1.9    User data (UD). The users data shall be transferred from the ISO 8208 packet to the VDL
Mode 3 packet utilizing the M-bit packet assembly processing as required.

E.5.2.7.2    Translation into ISO 8208 packets. Reception by the XNI Internetworking Process of VDL
Mode 3 DATA Packets from the local XDCE shall result in the generation of corresponding ISO 8208
DATA Packet(s) to the local DCE. The translation from VDL Mode 3 packet(s) to the ISO 8208 packet(s)
shall be the inverse of the processing defined in E.5.2.7.1.

E.5.2.8  INTERRUPT 

E.5.2.8.1    Translation into VDL Mode 3 packets

E.5.2.8.1.1    General. Reception by the XNI Internetworking Process of an ISO 8208 INTERRUPT
Packet from the local DCE shall result in the generation of a corresponding VDL Mode 3 INTERRUPT
Packet as follows:

MSB Bit Number LSB

Octet 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

1 DP VP SP ST FILL

2 FILL SN

3 CH FILL

4 + n UDv

Fields shown in the packet format and not specified in the following paragraphs shall be set as
specified in E.5.2.1.

E.5.2.8.1.2    Data packet type (DP). This field shall be set to 0

E.5.2.8.1.3    VSP Packet Type (VP). This field shall be set to 1

E.5.2.8.1.4    Supervisory packet (SP). This field shall be set to 3.

E.5.2.8.1.5    Supervisory type (ST). This field shall be set to 1.
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E.5.2.8.1.6    User data (UD). The user data shall be transferred from the ISO 8208 packet to the VDL
Mode 3 packet.

E.5.2.8.2    Translation into ISO 8208 packets. Reception by the XNI Internetworking process of a
VDL Mode 3 INTERRUPT Packet from the local XDCE shall result in the generation of a corresponding
ISO 8208 INTERRUPT Packet to the local DCE. The translation from the VDL Mode 3 packet to the ISO
8208 packet shall be the inverse of the processing defined in E.5.2.8.1.

E.5.2.9  INTERRUPT CONFIRMATION 

E.5.2.9.1    Translation into VDL Mode 3 packets

E.5.2.9.1.1    General. Reception by the XNI Internetworking Process of an ISO 8208 INTERRUPT
CONFIRMATION Packet from the local DCE shall result in the generation of a corresponding VDL Mode 3
INTERRUPT CONFIRMATION Packet as follows:

MSB Bit Number LSB

Octet 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

1 DP VP SP ST SS

2 FILL SN

3 CH FILL

Fields shown in the packet format and not specified in the following paragraphs shall be set as
specified in E.5.2.1.

E.5.2.9.1.2    Data packet type (DP). This field shall be set to 0

E.5.2.9.1.3    VSP packet type (VP). This field shall be set to 1

E.5.2.9.1.4    Supervisory packet (SP). This field shall be set to 3.

E.5.2.9.1.5    Supervisory type (ST). This field shall be set to 3.
E.5.2.9.1.6    Supervisory subset (SS). This field shall be set to 2.

E.5.2.9.2    Translation into ISO 8208 packets. Reception by the XNI Internetworking process of a
VDL Mode 3 INTERRUPT CONFIRMATION Packet from the local XDCE shall result in the generation
of a corresponding ISO 8208 INTERRUPT CONFIRMATION Packet to the local DCE. The translation
from the VDL Mode 3 packet to the ISO 8208 packet shall be the inverse of the processing defined in
E.5.2.9.1.
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E.5.2.10  RESET REQUEST 

E.5.2.10.1    Translation into VDL Mode 3 packets

E.5.2.10.1.1    General. Reception by the XNI Internetworking Process of an ISO 8208 RESET
REQUEST Packet from the local DCE shall result in the generation of a corresponding VDL Mode 3 RESET
REQUEST Packet as follows:

MSB Bit Number LSB

Octet 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

1 DP VP SP ST SS

2 FILL SN

3 CH FILL

Fields shown in the packet format and not specified in the following paragraphs shall be set as
specified in E.5.2.1.

E.5.2.10.1.2    Data packet type (DP). This field shall be set to 0

E.5.2.10.1.3    VSP packet type (VP). This field shall be set to 1

E.5.2.10.1.4    Supervisory packet (SP). This field shall be set to 2.

E.5.2.10.1.5    Supervisory type (ST). This field shall be set to 2.

E.5.2.10.1.6    Reset cause code (RC) and diagnostic code (DC). The Reset Cause and Diagnostic
Codes used in the VDL Mode 3 RESET REQUUEST Packet shall be as specified in the ISO 8208 packet
when the reset procedure is initiated by the DTE. If the reset procedure originates with the DCE, the DCE
state tables specify the Diagnostic Fields coding. In this case, bit 8 of the Reset Cause field shall be set to 0.

E.5.2.10.2    Translation into ISO 8208 packets. Reception by the XNI Internetworking process of a
VDL Mode 3 RESET REQUEST Packet from the local XDCE shall result in the generation of a
corresponding ISO 8208 RESET REQUEST Packet to the local DCE. The translation from the VDL Mode
3 packet to the ISO 8208 packet shall be the inverse of the processing defined in E.5.2.10.1.
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E.5.2.11  ISO 8208 RESTART REQUEST TO VDL MODE 3 CLEAR REQUEST 

The receipt of an ISO 8208 RESTART REQUEST from the local DCE shall result in the internetworking
function generating a VDL Mode 3 CLEAR REQUEST by ANI or VDL Mode 3 CLEAR REQUEST by
GNI for all SVCs associated with the requesting DTE. The fields of the CLEAR REQUEST Packets shall
be set as specified in E.5.2.5 and E.5.2.6.

Note.— There are no restart states in the VDL Mode 3 packet layer protocol.

E.5.3  Packets local to the VDL Mode 3 subnetwork. 

Packets defined in this Section shall not result in the generation of an ISO 8208 packet.

E.5.3.1  VDL MODE 3 RECEIVE READY 

E.5.3.1.1    General. The VDL Mode 3 RECEIVE READY Packet arriving from the XNI is not related to
the control of the DTE/DCE interface and shall not cause the generation of an ISO 8208 packet. The format
of this packet shall be as follows:

MSB Bit Number LSB

Octet 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

1 DP VP SP ST FILL

2 FILL SN

3 CH PR

Fields shown in the packet format and not specified in the following paragraphs shall be set as
specified in E.5.2.1. The packet shall be processed as specified in E.6.5.

E.5.3.1.2    Data packet type (DP). This field shall be set to 0

E.5.3.1.3    VSP packet type (VP). This field shall be set to 1.

E.5.3.1.4    Supervisory packet (SP). This field shall be set to 2.

E.5.3.1.5    Supervisory type (ST). This field shall be set to 0.

E.5.3.1.6    Packet receive sequence number (PR). This field shall be set as specified in E.6.4.4

E.5.3.2  VDL MODE 3 RECEIVE NOT READY
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E.5.3.2.1    General. The VDL Mode 3 RECEIVE NOT READY Packet arriving from the XNI is not
related to the control of the DTE/DCE interface and shall not cause the generation of an ISO 8208 packet.
The format of this packet shall be as follows:

MSB Bit Number LSB

Octet 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

1 DP VP SP ST FILL

2 FILL SN

3 CH PR

Fields shown in the packet format and not specified in the following paragraphs shall be set as
specified in E.5.2.1. The packet shall be processed as specified in E.6.5.

E.5.3.2.2    Data packet type (DP). This field shall be set to 0.

E.5.3.2.3    VSP packet type (VP). This field shall be set to 1.

E.5.3.2.4    Supervisory packet (SP). This field shall be set to 2.

E.5.3.2.5    Supervisory type (ST). This field shall be set to 1.

E.5.3.2.6    Packet receive sequence number (PR). This field shall be set as specified in E.6.4.4

E.5.3.3  VDL MODE 3 CLEAR CONFIRMATION 

E.5.3.3.1    General. The format of this packet shall be as follows:

MSB Bit Number LSB

Octet 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

1 DP VP SP ST FILL

2 TC SN

3 CH AM

4 AG

Fields shown in the packet format and not specified in the following paragraphs shall be set as
specified in E.5.2.1 and E.5.2.5. The packet shall be processed as specified in E.6.3.
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E.5.3.3.2    Data packet type (DP). This field shall be set to 0.

E.5.3.3.3    VSP packet type (VP). This field shall be set to 1.

E.5.3.3.4    Supervisory packet (SP). This field shall be set to 1.

E.5.3.3.5    Supervisory type (ST). This field shall be set to 3.

E.5.3.4  VDL MODE 3 RESET CONFIRMATION 

E.5.3.4.1    General. The format of this packet shall be as follows:

MSB Bit Number LSB

Octet 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

1 DP VP SP ST FILL

2 FILL SN

3 CH FILL

Fields shown in the packet format and not specified in the following paragraphs shall be set as
specified in E.5.2.1. The packet shall be processed as specified in E.6.7.

E.5.3.4.2    Data packet type (DP). This field shall be set to 0.

E.5.3.4.3    VSP packet type (VP). This field shall be set to 1.

E.5.3.4.4    Supervisory packet (SP). This field shall be set to 2.

E.5.3.4.5   Supervisory type (ST). This field shall be set to 3.

E.5.3.5  VDL MODE 3 REJECT PACKET 

E.5.3.5.1    General. The format of this packet shall be as follows:

MSB Bit Number LSB

Octet 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

1 DP VP SP ST SS

2 FILL SN

3 CH PR
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Fields shown in the packet format and not specified in the following paragraphs shall be set as
specified in E.5.2.1. The packet shall be processed as specified in E.6.8.

E.5.3.5.2    Data packet type (DP). This field shall be set to 0.

E.5.3.5.3    VSP packet type (VP). This field shall be set to 1.

E.5.3.5.4    Supervisory packet (SP). This field shall be set to 3.

E.5.3.5.5   Supervisory type (ST). This field shall be set to 3.

E.5.3.5.6    Supervisory subset (SS). This field shall be set to 1.

E.5.3.5.7    Packet receive sequence number (PR). This field shall be set as specified in E.6.4.4

E.6  XDCE operations 

Note.— The ADCE process within the ANI acts as a peer process to the GDCE process in the GNI.

E.6.1  State transitions

The XDCE shall operate as a state machine. Upon entering a state, the XDCE shall perform the actions
specified in Table E.6-1. If a state transition is specified, the actions taken shall be as specified in
Table E.11-11 through Table E.11-18.

Note 1.— The next state transition (if any) that occurs when the XDCE receives a packet
from the peer XDCE is specified by Table E.11-11 through Table E.11-15. The same transitions are
defined in Table E.11-16 through Table E.11–18 when the XDCE receives a packet from the DCE (via
the Internetworking Process).

Note 2.— The XDCE state hierarchy is the same as for the DCE as presented in Figure
E.4-1, except that states r2, r3 and p5 are omitted.

E.6.2  Disposition of packets 

Upon receipt of a packet from the peer XDCE, the packet shall be forwarded or not forwarded to the DCE
(via the internetworking Process) according to the parenthetical instructions contained in Tables E.11-11 to
E.11-15. If no parenthetical instruction is listed or if the parenthetical instruction indicates “do not forward”,
the packet shall be discarded.

E.6.3  SVC call setup and clear procedure.

E.6.3.1    Setup procedures. Upon receipt of a CALL REQUEST from the DCE or peer XDCE, the
XDCE shall determine if sufficient resources exist to operate the SVC. This shall include: sufficient buffer
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space and an available p1 state SVC. Upon acceptance of the CALL REQUEST from the DCE, the VDL
Mode 3 CALL REQUEST Packet shall be forwarded to the Link Level. Upon acceptance of a CALL
REQUEST from the peer XDCE, the VDL Mode 3 CALL REQUEST shall be sent to the internetworking
process.

E.6.3.2    Aborting a call request. If the DTE and the peer XDCE abort a call before they have
received a CALL ACCEPT Packet, they shall indicate this condition by issuing a CLEAR REQUEST
Packet. Procedures for handling these cases shall be as specified in Table E.11-12.

E.6.3.3  VIRTUAL CALL CLEARING

E.6.3.3.1    Unsupported Call Request (XDCE). If the XDCE receives a CALL REQUEST from the
Internetworking Process that it cannot support, it shall initiate a CLEAR REQUEST Packet that is sent to
the DCE for transfer to the DTE (the DCE thus enters the DCE Clear Request to DTE State p7). The
diagnostic and cause codes shall be set as follows:

a) No Channel Number Available, DC=71, CC=133

b) Buffer Space Not Available, DC=71, CC=133

c) Facility Not Available, DC=65, CC=131

d) Illegal Called Address, DC=67, CC=141

e) Illegal Calling Address, DC=68, CC=141

f) DTE Not Operational, DC=162, CC=141

In all cases, bit 8 of the Cause Field shall be set to ONE to indicated that the problem originated in the VDL
Mode 3 Subnetwork and not the DTE.

E.6.3.3.2    Unsupported peer Call Request. If the XDCE receives a CALL REQUEST Packet from
the peer XDCE (via the Internetworking Process) which it cannot support, it shall enter the state p7. The
Cause Field shall be as specified above.

E.6.3.4    Clear confirmation. When the XDCE receives a CLEAR CONFIRMATION Packet, the
remaining allocated resources to manage the SVC shall be released and the SVC shall be returned to the p1
State. CLEAR CONFIRMATION Packets shall not be transferred to the DCE.

E.6.3.5    Clear collision. A clear collision occurs at the XDCE when it receives a CLEAR REQUEST
Packet from the DCE and then receives a CLEAR REQUEST Packet from the peer XDCE (or vice versa).
In this event the XDCE does not expect to receive a CLEAR CONFIRMATION Packet for this SVC and
shall consider the clearing complete.

Table E.6-1. DCE Actions at State Transition
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DCE
STAT

E

STATE
DEFINITION

ACTION THAT SHALL BE TAKEN WHEN ENTERING
THE STATE

r1 PACKET LEVEL
READY

Return all SVCs to the p1 state (see p1 state explanation).

r2 DTE RESTART
REQUEST

Return each SVC to the p1 state (see p1 state explanation). Issue
a RESTART CONFIRMATION to the DTE.

r3 DCE RESTART
REQUEST

Issue a RESTART REQUEST to the DTE. Unless entered via
the r2 state, send a RESTART REQUEST to the internetworking
process. 

P1 READY Release all resources assigned to SVC. Break the correspondence
between the DTE/DCE SVC and the ADCE/GDCE SVC (the
ADCE/GDCE SVC may not yet be in the p1 state).

P2 DTE CALL
REQUEST

Determine if sufficient resources exist to support the request; if so,
allocate resources and forward CALL REQUEST packet to the
internetworking process; if not, enter DCE CLEAR REQUEST to
DTE state (p7). Determination of resources and allocation is as
defined in ISO 8208.

P3 DCE CALL
REQUEST

Determine if sufficient resources exist to support the request; if so
allocate resources and forward CALL REQUEST packet to the
DTE; if not, send a CLEAR REQUEST packet to the
reformatting process. Determination of resources and allocation is
as defined in ISO 8208.

P4 DATA TRANSFER No action.

P5 CALL COLLISION Reassign outgoing call to another SVC (the DTE in its call collision
state ignores the incoming call) and enters the DCE CALL
REQUEST state (p3) for that new SVC.

P6 DTE CLEAR
REQUEST

Release all resources assigned to the SVC, send a CLEAR
CONFIRMATION packet tot the DTE and enter p1 state.

P7 DCE CLEAR
REQUEST to DTE

Forward CLEAR REQUEST packet to DTE

d1 FLOW CONTROL
READY

No action.

d2 DTE RESET
REQUEST

Remove Data Packets transmitted to the DTE from window;
discard any DATA packets that represent partially transmitted M-
bit sequences and discard any INTERRUPT packet awaiting
transfer to the DTE; reset all window counters to zero; set any
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DCE
STAT

E

STATE
DEFINITION

ACTION THAT SHALL BE TAKEN WHEN ENTERING
THE STATE

timers and retransmission parameters relating to DATA and
INTERRUPT transfer to their initial value. Send RESET
CONFIRMATION packet to DTE. Return SVC to d1 state.

d3 DCE RESET
REQUEST to DTE

Remove Data Packets transmitted to the DTE from window;
discard any DATA packets that represent partially transmitted M-
bit sequences and discard any INTERRUPT packet awaiting
transfer to the DTE; reset all window counters to zero; set any
timers and retransmission parameters relating to DATA and
INTERRUPT transfer to their initial value. Forward RESET
REQUEST packet to DTE. 

i1 DTE INTERRUPT
READY

No action.

i1 DTE INTERRUPT
SEND

Forward INTERRUPT packet received from DTE to
internetworking process.

j1 DCE INTERRUPT
READY

No action.

j2 DCE INTERRUPT
SENT

Forward INTERRUPT packet received from internetworking
process to DTE

f1 DCE RECEIVE
READY

No action.

f2 DCE RECEIVE NOT
READY

No action.

g1 DTE RECEIVE
READY

No action.

g2 DTE RECEIVE NOT
READY

No action.
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E.6.4.  Data transfer and interrupt procedures

E.6.4.1  GENERAL

E.6.4.1.1    Independent SVC. Data transfer and interrupt procedures shall apply independently to each
SVC. The contents of the User Data Field shall be passed transparently to the DCE or the peer XDCE. Data
shall be transferred in the order dictated by the sequence numbers assigned to the data packets.
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E.6.4.1.2    Flow Control Ready State . To transfer packets, the SVC shall be in a Flow Control Ready
State (d1).

E.6.4.2  VDL MODE 3 PACKET SIZE 

E.6.4.2.1    Maximum size. The maximum size of a VDL Mode 3 data packet shall be 923 octets in
length. The 923 octet maximum data packet size coupled with the 6 octet overhead of the Single Information
frame and one octet payload identification creates the 930 octet maximum imposed by the TDMA MAC layer
and its ability to send up to 15 slots, each RS (72,62) encoded for a single data access. 

E.6.4.2.2    Less than maximum size. The VDL Mode 3 subnetwork shall allow packets of less than the
maximum size to be transferred.

E.6.4.3    Flow control window size. The flow control window size of the VDL Mode 3 subnetwork
shall be independent of that used on the DTE/DCE interface. The VDL Mode 3 subnetwork window size
shall be 15 packets in the uplink and downlink directions.

E.6.4.4  SVC FLOW CONTROL 

E.6.4.4.1    Sequence number. Flow control shall be managed by means of a sequence number for
received packets (PR) and one for packets that have been sent (PS). A sequence number (PS) shall be
assigned for each VDL Mode 3 DATA Packet generated by the XNI for each SVC. The first VDL Mode
3 DATA Packet transferred by the XDCE to the Link level when the SVC has just entered the Flow Control
Ready State shall be numbered zero. The first VDL Mode 3 packet received from the peer XDCE after an
SVC has just entered the Flow Control Ready State shall be numbered zero. Subsequent packets shall be
numbered consecutively.

E.6.4.4.2    VDL Mode 3 Data packets. A source of VDL Mode 3 DATA Packets (the ADCE or
GDCE) shall not send (without permission from the receiver) more VDL Mode 3 DATA Packets than would
fill the flow control window. The receiver shall give explicit permission to send more packets.

E.6.4.4.3    Permission information. The permission information shall be in the form of the next expected
packet sequence number, and shall be denoted PR. If a receiver wishes to update the window and it has data
to transmit tot the sender, a VDL Mode 3 Packet shall be used for Information transfer. If the window must
be updated and no data is to be sent, a VDL Mode 3 RECEIVE READY (RR) or VDL Mode 3 RECEIVE
NOT READY (RNR) Packet shall be sent. At this point the ‘sliding window’ shall be moved to begin at the
new PR value. The XDCE shall no be authorize to transfer 15 more packets without acknowledgement.

E.6.4.4.4    Next VDL Mode 3 Data packet. When the sequence number (PS) of the next VDL Mode
3 DATA Packet to be sent is in the range PR<PS<PR+14 (modulo 16), the sequence number shall be defined
to be “in the window” and the XDCE shall be authorized to transmit the packet. Otherwise the sequence
number (PS) of the packet shall be defined to be “outside the window” and the XDCE shall not transmit the
packet to the peer XDCE.
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E.6.4.4.5    Next in sequence, within the window. When the sequence number (PS) of the packet
received is next in sequence and within the window, the XDCE shall accept this packet. Receipt of a packet
with a sequence number (PS)

a) outside the window, or

b) out of sequence, or

c) not equal to zero for the first data packet after entering Flow control Ready state shall
be considered an error.

E.6.4.4.6    Valid PS number of VDL Mode 3 packet. The receipt of a VDL Mode 3 DATA Packet
with a valid PS number (I.e. the next PS in sequence) shall cause the lower window PR to be changed to that
PS value plus 1. The packet receive sequence number (PR), shall be conveyed to the originating XNI by a
VDL Mode 3 DATA, RECEIVE READY, RECEIVE NOT READY, or REJECT Packet. A valid PR value
shall be transmitted by the XDCE to the peer XDCE after the receipt of 8 packets provided that sufficient
buffer space exists to store 15 packets. Incrementing the PR and PS Fields shall be performed using modulo
16 arithmetic.

E.6.4.4.7    Transfer of packet. A copy of a packet shall be retained until the user data has been
successfully transferred. Following successful transfer, the PS value shall be updated.

E.6.4.4.8    Update of PR value. The PR value for user data shall be updated as soon as the required
buffer space for the window (as determined by flow control management) is available within the DCE.

E.6.4.4.9    Flow control. Flow control management shall be provided between the DCE and XDCE.

E.6.4.5  INTERRUPT PROCEDURES FOR SWITCHED VIRTUAL CIRCUITS

E.6.4.5.1    Non-use of flow control. If user data is to be sent via the Mode 3 subnetwork without
following the flow control procedures, the interrupt procedures shall be used. The interrupt procedure shall
have no effect on the normal data packet and flow control procedures. The processing of the VDL Mode 3
INTERRUPT Packet shall occur as soon as it is received by the XDCE.

Note.— The use of clear, reset, and restart procedures can cause interrupt data to be lost.

E.6.4.5.2    Interrupt processing. Interrupt processing shall have precedence over any other processing
from the SVC occurring at the time of the interrupt.

E.6.4.5.3    Unconfirmed Interrupt. The reception of a VDL Mode 3 INTERRUPT Packet before the
previous interrupt of the SVC has been confirmed (by the receipt of a VDL Mode 3 INTERRUPT
CONFIRMATION Packet) shall be defined as an error.

E.6.5  Receive ready procedure 
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E.6.5.1    Transfer of PR value, without VDL Mode 3 packet. A VDL Mode 3 RR packet shall be sent
if no VDL Mode 3 DATA Packets (that normally contain the updated PR value) are available for transmittal
and it is necessary to transfer the latest PR value. It also shall be sent to terminate a receiver not ready
condition.

E.6.5.2    Update of PR value. Receipt of the VDL Mode 3 RECEIVE READY Packet by the XDCE
shall cause the XDCE to update its value of PR for outgoing SVC. It shall not be taken as a demand for
retransmission of packets that have already been transmitted and are still in the window.

E.6.5.3    Receive Ready State . Upon receipt of the VDL Mode 3 RECEIVE READY Packet the
XDCE shall go into the ANI(GNI) Receive Ready State, g1.

E.6.6  Receive not ready procedure

E.6.6.1    Clearing of RNR. The VDL Mode 3 RECEIVE NOT READY Packet (RNR) shall be used
to indicate a temporary inability to accept additional DATA Packets for the given SVC. The VDL Mode 3
RNR condition shall be cleared by the receipt of a VDL Mode 3 RR Packet or a VDL Mode 3 REJECT
Packet.

E.6.6.2    Update of PR value. When the XDCE receives a VDL Mode 3 RNR Packet from the peer
XDCE it shall update its value of PR for the SVC and stop transmitting DATA Packets on the SVC to the
XNI. The XDCE shall go into the ANI/(GNI) Receive Not Ready State, g2.

E.6.6.3    ADCE Receive Not Ready State . The XDCE shall transmit a VDL Mode 3 RNR Packet to
the peer XDCE if it is unable to receive from the peer XDCE any more VDL Mode 3 DATA Packets on
the indicated SVC. Under these conditions the XDCE shall go into the ADCE(GDCE) Receive Not Ready
State, f2.

E.6.7  Reset procedures

E.6.7.1    Reception of Reset Request. When the XDCE receives a VDL Mode 3 RESET REQUEST
Packet from either the peer XDCE or the DCE or due to an error condition performs its own reset, the
following actions shall be taken.

a) Those VDL Mode 3 DATA Packets that have been transmitted to the peer XDCE shall
be removed from the window.

b) Those VDL Mode 3 DATA Packets that are not transmitted to the peer XDCE but are
contained in an M-bit sequence for which some packets have been transmitted shall be
deleted from the queue of DATA packets awaiting transmission.

c) Those VDL Mode 3 DATA Packets received from the peer XDCE that are part of an
incomplete M-bit sequence shall be discarded.
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d) The lower window edge shall be set to zero and the next packet sent shall have a
sequence number (PS) of zero.

e) Any outstanding VDL Mode 3 INTERRUPT Packets to or from the peer XDCE shall
be left unconfirmed.

f) Any Mode 3 INTERRUPT Packet awaiting transfer shall be discarded.

E.6.7.2    Data Transfer State . The reset procedure shall apply to the Data Transfer State. In any other
state the reset procedure shall be abandoned.

E.6.8  Reject procedures

E.6.8.1    Incorrect format. When the XDCE receives a VDL Mode 3 DATA Packet from the peer
XDCE with incorrect format of whose packet sequence number (PS) is not within the defined window or is
out of sequence, it shall discard the received packet and send a VDL Mode 3 REJECT Packet to the peer
XDCE via the Internetworking Process. The VDL Mode 3 Packet shall indicate a value of PR for which
retransmission of the VDL Mode 3 DATA Packets is to begin. The XDCE shall discard subsequent
out-of-sequence VDL Mode 3 DATA Packets whose receipt occurs while the VDL Mode 3 REJECT
Packet response is still outstanding.

E.6.8.2    Update of lower window value. When the XDCE receives a VDL Mode 3 REJECT Packet
from the peer XDCE, it shall update its lower window value with the new value of PR and begin to
(re)transmit packets with a sequence number of PR.

E.6.8.3   Reject indications. Reject indications shall not be transferred to the DCE. If the ISO 8208
interface supports the reject procedures, the reject indications occurring on the ISO 8208 interface shall not
be transferred between the DCE and the XDCE.

E.6.9  Packet resequencing and duplicate suppression

E.6.9.1    General. Resequencing shall be performed independently for the uplink and downlink transfers
of each SVC. The following variables and parameters shall be used:

SNR A 6-bit variable indicating the sequence number of a received packet on a specific SVC.
It is contained in the SN field of the packet.

NESN The next expected sequence number following a series of consecutive sequence
numbers.

HSNR The highest value of SNR in the resequencing window.
Tq Resequencing timers associated with a specific SVC.

All operations involving the sequence number (SN) shall be performed modulo 64.

E.6.9.2    Duplication window. The range of SNR values between NESN – 32 and NESN –1 inclusive
shall be denoted the duplication window.
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E.6.9.3    Resequencing window. The range of SNR values between NESN + 1 and NESN + 31
inclusive shall be denoted the resequencing window. Received packets with a sequence number value in this
range shall be stored in the resequencing window in sequence number order.

E.6.9.4  TRANSMISSION FUNCTIONS 

E.6.9.4.1    SN field initialization. For each SVC, the first packet sent to establish a connection (the first
VDL Mode 3 CALL REQUEST or first VDL Mode 3 CALL ACCEPT packet) shall cause the value of the
SN Field to be initialized to 0. The value of the SN field shall be incremented after transmission (or
retransmission) of each packet.

E.6.9.4.2    Maximum number of unacknowledged SN. The maximum number of unacknowledged
sequence numbers shall be 32 consecutive SN numbers. When this condition is reached, all further SVC
packets for that channel shall be held by the XNI until acknowledgment of successful delivery is received
from the connected radio for the oldest packet in transit.

Note.— A limit on the number of unacknowledged packets is required since the SN field is six bits
long and therefore has a maximum of 64 different values before the values repeat.

E.6.9.5  RECEIVE FUNCTIONS 

E.6.9.5.1    General. The resequencing algorithm shall maintain the variables HSNR and NESN for each
SVC. NESN shall be initialized to 0 for all SVCs and shall be reset to 0 when the SVC reenters the channel
number pool.

E.6.9.5.2    Processing of packets within the duplication window. If a packet is received with a
sequence number value within the duplication window, the packet shall be discarded.

E.6.9.5.3    Processing of packets within the resequencing window. If a packet is received with a
sequence number within the resequencing window, it shall be discarded as a duplicate if a packet with the
same sequence number has already been received and stored in the resequencing window. Otherwise, the
packet shall be stored in the resequencing window. Then, if no Tq timers are running, HSNR shall be set to
the value of SNR for this packet and a Tq timer shall be with its initial value. If a least one Tq timer is running,
and SNR for the packet is greater than or equal to HSNR + 2, an new Tq timer shall be started and the value
of HSNR shall be updated. If at least on Tq timer is running, and SNR for this packet is equal to HSNR +
1, the value of HSNR shall be updated.

E.6.9.5.4    Release of packets to the XDCE. If a packet is received with a sequence number equal to
NESN, the following procedure shall be followed:

a) This packet and any packets already stored in the resequencing window up to the next
missing sequence number, shall be passed to the XDCE and

b) NESN shall be set to 1 + the value of the sequence number of the last packet passed to
the XDCE.
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c) The Tq timer associated with any of the released packets shall be stopped.

E.6.9.6    Tq timer expiration. If a Tq timer expires, the following procedures shall be followed:

a) NESN shall be incremented until the next missing sequence number in the resequencing
window is detected.

b) Any stored packets with sequence numbers that are no longer in the resequencing
window shall be forwarded to the XDCE.

c) The Tq timer associated with any released packets shall be stopped.

E.7  Multiplexing

When multiplexing multiple VDL Mode 3 packets into a single VDL Mode 3 Data link frame. The following
procedures shall be used.

E.7.1  Multiplexing optimization, Recommendation

When multiple packets are awaiting transfer to the same XNI, they should be multiplexed into a single frame
in order to optimize throughput, provided that packets associated with SVCs of different priorities are not
multiplexed together.

E.7.2  Structure

The structure of the multiplexed packets shall be as follows:

HEADER:8 LENGTH:16 1ST PACKET:v LENGTH:16 2ND PACKET:v

E.7.2.1    Multiplexing header. The header for the multiplexed packets shall be as follows:

MSB Bit Number LSB

Octet 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

1 DP VP SP ST FILL

Where,

Data packet type (DP) = 0.
VDL Packet type (VP) = 1.
Supervisory packet (SP) = 3.
Supervisory type (ST) = 2.
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E.7.2.2    Length field . This field shall contain the length of the packet in octets. The length field shall
be defined as follows:

Length n16 n15 n14 n13 n12 n11 n10 n09

n08 n07 n06 n05 n04 n03 n02 n01

E.8  VDL Mode 3 subnetwork management

E.8.1  Ground subnetwork address — DTE address correlation 

The ANI shall construct and manage a VDL Mode 3 Ground Subnetwork Address – DTE cross reference
Table whose entries are the VDL Mode 3 data link Ground Subnetwork Address and the ground DTE
address associated with the ground ATN router. Each entry of the cross reference Table shall consist of the
6 bit Ground Subnetwork Address and the 8 bit binary representation of the Ground DTE.

E.8.2  Support for the DTE

E.8.2.1    GNI connectivity reporting. The GNI shall notify the ground DTE of the availability of a VDL
Mode 3 data link equipped aircraft (“join event”). The GNI shall also inform the ground DTE when such an
aircraft is no longer in contact via that GNI (“leave event”).

E.8.2.2    ANI connectivity reporting. The ANI shall notify the aircraft DTE whenever the last
remaining entry for a ground DTE is deleted from the Ground Subnetwork Address – DTE cross reference
table.

E.8.3  Error procedures

E.8.3.1  ACTIVE CHANNEL DETERMINATION

E.8.3.1.1    Procedure for d1 state . The XNI shall monitor the activity of all SVCs not in a READY
state (p1). If an SVC is in the (XDCE) FLOW CONTROL READY state (d1) for more than Tx seconds
(the active channel timer) without sending a VDL Mode 3 RR, RNR, DATA, of REJECT packet, then:

a) If the last packet sent was a VDL Mode 3 REJECT packet, the XNI shall resend the
VDL Mode 3 REJECT packet.

b) Otherwise, the XNI shall send a VDL Mode 3 RR or RNR packet as appropriate its
peer.

E.8.3.1.2    Procedure for other states. If an XDCE SVC is in the p2, p3, p6, p7, d2 or d3 state for more
than Tx seconds, a VDL Mode 3 CLEAR REQUEST packet shall be sent to the local DTE with CC = 137
and DC = 255. Bit 8 of the cause field shall be set to ONE.
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E.9  System timers

The values for Tx and Tq timers shall conform to the values given in Table E.9-1

Table E.9-1. VDL Mode 3 subnetwork timers

TIMER NAME TIMER LABEL NOMINAL VALUE

Active channel timer
ANI
GNI

Tx
120 sec
60 sec

Packet resequencing Tq 20 sec

E.10  Compression system parameters

The parameters used by the ISO 8208 compression shall be as listed in Table E.10-1a. The ISO 8208
compression parameters shall be determined by the XNI by exchange of the CTRL frame, if the default
values are not used. Table E.10-1a identifies which parameters are mandatory and those that are optional.
These parameters shall take the place of the subparameter ID, length, and value fields in Table 5-66a, with
the Network Type field indicating hexadecimal 00.

Table E.10-1a. ISO 8208 Compression System Parameters

Symbol Parameter Name Minimum Maximum Mode 3
Default

Increment Modification

VER Compression
Version Number

0 255 1 * 1 M

GDTE Ground DTE
Address

0 255 ** 1 M

ADSA Aircraft DTE Sub-
address

0 15 0 1 M

MBIT VDL Mode 3 M-bit
segmentation size

52 920 610 1 O

* Version 1 is the current version of this document.
** Local Ground Issue

E.10.1  ADSA (aircraft DTE sub-address field)

The aircraft Sub-Address field represents the sub-address for specific  DTEs onboard an aircraft. The XID
format for the ADSA parameter shall be defined in Table E.10-1.
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Table E.10-1. ADSA Parameter

Parameter ID 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 ADSA parameter

Parameter length 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Parameter value v8 v7 v6 v5 v4 v3 v2 v1

E.10.2  GDTE (ground DTE field)

The ground DTE address field represents the ground DTE address converted to BCD as defined in
Section E.2.2.1 The XID format for the GDTE parameter shall be defined in Table E.10-2.

Table E.10-2. GDTE Parameter

Parameter ID 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 GDTE parameter

Parameter length 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Parameter value v8 v7 v6 v5 v4 v3 v2 v1

E.10.3  VER (8208 compression version number)

The 8208 Compression Version Number identifies the version of the subnetwork compression. This appendix
identifies version 1 of 8208 compression. The XID format for the VER parameter shall be defined in
Table E.10.3.

Table E.10-3. VER Parameter

Parameter ID 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 VER parameter

Parameter length 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Parameter value v8 v7 v6 v5 v4 v3 v2 v1

E.10.4  MBIT 

The MBIT parameter shall represent the user data segmentation size used by the XNI. The MBIT parameter
is an optional parameter with a default size specified as 176 octets. The XID format for the MBIT shall be
as defined in Table E.10.4.

Note.— The 176 octet default M-bit segmentation plus 3 octet VDL Mode 3 data packet header, one
octet payload field, and six octet DLS header form a full 3 slot TDMA segment size of 186 octets
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Table E.10-4. MBIT Parameter

Parameter ID 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 GDTE parameter

Parameter length 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Parameter value v1

6

v1

5

v1

4

v1

3

v1

2

v1

1

v1

0

v0

9

v0

8

v0

7

v0

6

v0

5

v0

4

v0

3

v0

2

v0

1

E.11  DCE and XDCE state tables

E.11.1 State Table requirements

The DCE and XDCE shall function as specified in state Tables E.11-1 to E.11-18. State Tables E.11-11
through E.11-18 shall be applied to:

a) ANI state transitions when the XDCE of XNI terms in parenthesis are omitted; and

b) GNI state transitions when the terms in parenthesis are used and the XDCE or XNI
preceding them are omitted.

E.11.2  Diagnostic and cause codes 

The Table entries for certain conditions indicate a diagnostic code that shall be included in the packet
generated when entering the state indicated. The term, “D =,” shall define the diagnostic code. When “A =
DIAG,” the action taken shall be to generate an ISO 8208 DIAGNOSTIC packet and transfer it to the DTE;
the diagnostic code indicated shall define the entry in the diagnostic field of the packet. In the cause field of
any packet type, bit 8 of the cause field shall always be set to zero, indicating that the condition was detected
by the DTE/DCE interface. Unless otherwise specified, the clearing cause code and the reset cause code
shall be set as specified in ISO 8208.

Note 1.— The tables provided below specify state requirements in the following order:

E.11-1 DCE Special Cases

E.11-2 DTE Effect on DCE Restart States

E.11-3 DTE Effect on DCE Call Setup and Clearing States

E.11-4 DTE Effect on DCE Reset States

E.11-5 DTE Effect on DCE Interrupt Transfer States
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E.11-6 DTE Effect on DCE Flow Control Transfer States

E.11-7 XDCE Effect on DCE Restart States

E.11-8 XDCE Effect on DCE Call Setup and Clearing States

E.11-9 XDCE Effect on DCE Reset States

E.11-10 XDCE Effect on DCE Interrupt Transfer States

E.11-11 GNI(ANI) Effect on ADCE (GDCE) Packet Layer Ready States

E.11-12 GNI(ANI) Effect on ADCE (GDCE) Call Setup and Clearing States

E.11-13 GNI(ANI) Effect on ADCE (GDCE) Reset States

E.11-14 GNI(ANI) Effect on ADCE (GDCE) Interrupt Transfer States

E.11-15 GNI(ANI) Effect on ADCE (GDCE) Flow Control Transfer States

E.11-16 DCE Effect on ADCE (GDCE) Call Setup and Clearing States

E.11-17 DCE Effect of ADCE (GDCE) Reset States

E.11-18 DCE Effect on ADCE (GDCE) Interrupt Transfer States

Note 2.— All tables specify both ANI and GNI actions.

Note 3.— Within the VDL Mode 3 subnetwork, states p6 and d2 are transient states.

Note 4.— References to “notes” in the state tables refer to table-specific notes that follow
each state table.

Note 5.— All diagnostic and cause codes are interrupted as decimal numbers.

Note 6.— An SVC between an ADCE and a GDCE may be identified by a temporary and/or
permanent channel number, as defined in E.5.1.1.
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Table E.11-1. DCE Special Cases

Received from DTE DCE special cases
Any state

Any packet less than 2 bytes in length (including a valid
data link level frame containing no packet)

A= DIAG
D =38

Any packet with an invalid general format identifier A = DIAG
D = 40

Any packet with a valid general format identifier and
an assigned logical channel identifier (includes a logical
channel identifier of 0)

See Table E.11-2

Table E.11-2. DTE Effect on DCE Restart States

DCE restart states (see Note 5)

Packet received from DTE
PACKET

LEVEL READY
(see note 1)

r1

DTE RESTART
REQUEST

r2

DCE RESTART 
REQUEST

r3

Packets having a packet type
identifier shorter than 1 byte and
logical channel identifier not equal
to 0

See Table E.11-3 A = ERROR
S = r3
D = 38

(see Note 4)

A = DISCARD

Any packet, except RESTART,
REGISTRATION (if supported)
with a logical channel identifier of 0

A = DIAG
D = 36

A = DIAG
D = 36

A = DIAG
D = 36

Packet with a packet type identifier
that is undefined or not supported
by DCE

See Table E.11-3 A = ERROR
S = r3
D = 33

(see Note 4)

A = DISCARD

RESTART REQUEST, RESTART
CONFIRMATION, or
REGISTRATION (if supported)
packet with a logical channel
identifier unequal to 0

See Table E.11-3 A = ERROR
S = r3
D = 41

(see Note 4)

A = DISCARD

RESTART REQUEST A = NORMAL
(forward)

S = r2

A = DISCARD A = NORMAL
S = p1 or d1
(see Note 2)
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DCE restart states (see Note 5)

Packet received from DTE
PACKET

LEVEL READY
(see note 1)

r1

DTE RESTART
REQUEST

r2

DCE RESTART 
REQUEST

r3

RESTART
CONFIRMATION

A = ERROR
S = r2
D = 17

(see Note 6)

A = ERROR
S = r3
D = 18

(see Note 4)

A = NORMAL
S = p1 or D1
(see Note 2)

RESTART REQUEST OR
RESTART CONFIRMATION
packet with a format error

A = DIAG
D = 38, 39, 81, or

82

A = DISCARD A = ERROR
D = 38, 39, 81, or

82

REGISTRATION REQUEST or
REGISTRATION
CONFIRMATION packets (see
Note 3)

A = NORMAL A = NORMAL A = NORMAL

REGISTRATION REQUEST or
REGISTRATION
CONFIRMATION packet with
format error (see Note 3)

A = DIAG
D = 38, 39, 81 or

82

A = ERROR
S = r3

D = 38, 39, 81, or
82

(see Note 4)

A = ERROR
D = 38, 39, 81 or

82

Call setup, call clearing, DATA,
interrupt, flow control, or reset
packet

See Table E.11-3 A = ERROR
S = r3
D = 18

A = DISCARD

Notes.—

1. The VDL Mode 3 subnetwork has no restart states. Receipt of a RESTART REQUEST causes the
DCE to respond with a RESTART CONFIRMATION. The RESTART REQUEST packet is forwarded
to the internetworking process, which issues clear requests for all SVCs associated with the DTE.
The DCE enters the r3 state only as a result of an error detected on the DTE/DCE interface.

2. The SVC channels are returned to state p1, the PVC channels are returned to state d1.

3. The use of the registration facility is optional on the DTE/DCE interface.

4. No action is taken within the VDL Mode 3 subnetwork.

5. Table entries are defined as follows: A = action to be taken, S = the state to be entered, D = the
diagnostic code to be used in packets generated as a result of this action, DISCARD indicates the
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received packet is to be cleared for the XNI buffers, and INVALID indicates that packet/state
combination cannot occur.

6. The error procedure consists of entering the r3 state, and sending a RESTART REQUEST to the
internetworking process.

Table E.11-3. DTE Effect on DCE Call Setup and Clearing States

DCE call setup and clearing states (see Note 5)

Packet received
from DTE

READY

p1

DTE
CALL

REQUES

T

p2

DCE
CALL

REQUEST

p3

DATA
TRANSFE

R

p4

CALL
COLLISI

ON

p5

DTE
CLEAR

REQUEST

p6

DCE
CLEAR

REQUES

T to DTE
p7

Packets having a
packet type
identifier shorter
than 1 byte

A =
ERROR
S = p7
D = 38

A =
ERROR
S = p7
D = 38
(see Note
2)

A =
ERROR
S = p7
D = 38
(see Note
2)

See
Table E.11-
4

A =
ERROR
S = p7
D = 38
(see Note
2)

A =
ERROR
S = p7
D = 38
(see Note
2)

A =
DISCARD

Packets having a
packet type
identifier which is
undefined or not
supported by DCE

A =
ERROR
S = p7
D = 33

A =
ERROR
S = p7
D = 33
(see Note
2)

A =
ERROR
S = p7
D = 33
(see Note
2)

See
Table E.11-
4

A =
ERROR
S = p7
D = 33
(see Note
2)

A =
ERROR
S = p7
D = 33
(see Note
2)

A =
DISCARD

RESTART
REQUEST,
RESTART
CONFIRMATIO
N
or
REGISTRATION
packet with logical
channel identifier
unequal to 0

A =
ERROR
S = p7
D = 41

A =
ERROR
S = p7
D = 41
(see Note
2)

A =
ERROR
S = p7
D = 41
(see Note
2)

See
Table E.11-
4

A =
ERROR
S = p7
D = 41
(see Note
2)

A =
ERROR
S = p7
D = 41
(see Note
2)

A =
DISCARD

CALL REQUEST A =
NORMAL
S = p2
(forward)

A =
ERROR
S = p7
D = 21
(see Note
2)

A =
NORMAL
S = p5

A =
ERROR
S = p7
D = 23
(see Note 2)

A =
ERROR
S = p7
D = 24
(see Note
2)

A =
ERROR
S = p7
D = 25
(see Note
2)

A =
DISCARD

CALL ACCEPT A =
ERROR

A =
ERROR

A=
NORMAL

A =
ERROR

A =
ERROR

A =
ERROR

A =
DISCARD
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DCE call setup and clearing states (see Note 5)

Packet received
from DTE

READY

p1

DTE
CALL

REQUES
T

p2

DCE
CALL

REQUEST

p3

DATA
TRANSFE

R

p4

CALL
COLLISI

ON

p5

DTE
CLEAR

REQUEST

p6

DCE
CLEAR

REQUES
T to DTE

p7

S = p7
D = 41

S = p7
D = 21
(see Note
2)

S = p4
or
A =
ERROR
S = p7
D = 42
(see Notes
2 and 3)

S = p7
D = 23
(see Note 2)

S = p7
D = 24
(see Note 2
and 4)

S = p7
D = 25
(see Note
2)

CLEAR
REQUEST

A =
NORMAL
S = p6

 A =
NORMA
L
s = p6
(forward)

 A =
NORMAL
s = p6
(forward)

 A =
NORMAL
s = p6
(forward)

 A =
NORMAL
s = p6
(forward)

A =
DISCARD

A =
NORMA
L
S= p1
(do not
forward)

CLEAR
CONFIRMATIO
N

A =
ERROR
S = p7
D = 20

A =
ERROR
S = p7
D = 21
(see Note
2)

A =
ERROR
S = p7
D = 22
(see Note
2)

A =
ERROR
S = p7
D = 23
(see Note 2)

A =
ERROR
S = p7
D = 24
(see Note
2)

A =
ERROR
S = p7
D = 25
(see Note
2)

A =
NORMA
L
S = p1
(do not
forward)

DATA, interrupt,
flow control or
reset packet

A =
ERROR
S = p7
D = 20

A =
ERROR
S = p7
D = 21
(see Note
2)

A =
ERROR
S = p7
D = 22
(see Note
2)

See
Table E.11-
4

A =
ERROR
S = p7
D = 24
(see Note
2)

A =
ERROR
S = p7
D = 25
(see Note
2)

A =
DISCARD

Notes.—

1. On entering the p5 state, the DCE reassigns the outgoing call to the DTE to another channel (no
CLEAR REQUEST is issued) and responds to incoming DTE call as appropriate with a CLEAR
REQUEST of CALL ACCEPT packet.

2. The error procedure consists of performing the actions specified when entering the p7 state
(including sending a CLEAR REQUEST packet to the DTE) and additionally sending a CLEAR
REQUEST packet to the XDCE (via the internetworking process).
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3. The use of the fast select facility with a restriction on the response prohibits the DTE from sending
a CALL ACCEPT packet.

4. The DTE in the event of a call collision must discard the CALL REQUEST packet received from the
DCE.

5. Table entries are defined as follows: A = action to be taken, S = the state to be entered, D = the
diagnostic code to be used in packets generated as a result of this action, DISCARD indicates that
the received packet is to be cleared from the XNI buffers, and INVALID indicates that the
packet/state combination cannot occur.

Table E.11-4. DTE Effect on DCE Reset States

DCE reset states (see Note 2)

Packet Received from DTE FLOW
CONTROL

READY
d1

RESET
REQUEST

by DTE

d2

DCE RESET
REQUEST to

DTE

d3

Packet with a packet type identifier
shorter than 1 byte

A = ERROR
S = d3
D = 38

(see Note 1)

A = ERROR
S = d3
D = 38

(see Note 1)

A = DISCARD

Packet with a packet type identifier that
is undefined or not supported by DCE

A = ERROR
S = d3
D = 33

(see Note 1)

A = ERROR
S = d3
D = 33

(see Note 1)

A = DISCARD

RESTART REQUEST, RESTART
CONFIRMATION, or
REGISTRATION (if supported) packet
with logical channel identifier unequal to
0

A = ERROR
S = d3
D = 41

(see Note 1)

A = ERROR
S = d3
D = 41

(see Note 1)

A = DISCARD

RESET REQUEST A = NORMAL
S = d2

(forward)

A = DISCARD A = NORMAL
S = d1

(do not forward)

RESET CONFIRMATION A = ERROR
S = d3
D = 27

(see Note 1)

A = ERROR
S = d3
D = 28

(see Note 1)

A = NORMAL
S = d1

(do not forward)

INTERRUPT packet See Table E.11-5 A = ERROR
S = d3
D = 28

(see Note 1)

A = DISCARD
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DCE reset states (see Note 2)

Packet Received from DTE FLOW
CONTROL

READY
d1

RESET
REQUEST

by DTE

d2

DCE RESET
REQUEST to

DTE

d3

INTERRUPT CONFIRMATION
packet

See Table E.11-5 A = ERROR
S = d3
D = 28

(see Note 1)

A = DISCARD

DATA or flow control packet See Table E.11-6 A = ERROR
S = d3
D = 28

(see Note 1)

A = DISCARD

REJECT supported but not subscribed
to

A = ERROR
S = d3
D = 37

(see Note 1)

A = ERROR
S = d3
D = 37

(see Note 1)

A = DISCARD

Notes.—

1. The error procedure consists of performing the specified actions when entering the d3 state
(which includes forwarding a RESET REQUEST packet to the DTE) and sending a RESET
REQUEST packet to the XDCE (via the internetworking function).

2. Table entries are defined as follows: A = action to be taken, S = the state to be entered, D =
the diagnostic code to be used in packets generated as a result of this action, DISCARD
indicates that the received packet is to be cleared from the XNI buffers, and INVALID indicates
that the packet/state combination cannot occur.

Table E.11-5. DTE Effect on DCE Interrupt Transfer States

DTE/DCE interrupt transfer states (see Note 2)

Packet received from DTE DTE INTERRUPT
READY

i1

DTE INTERRUPT
 SENT

i2

INTERRUPT
(see Note 1)

A = NORMAL
S = I2

(forward)

A = ERROR
S = d3
D = 44

(see Note 3)
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DTE/DCE interrupt transfer states (see Note 2)

Packet received from DTE DTE INTERRUPT
READY

j1

DTE INTERRUPT
 SENT

j2

INTERRUPT
(see Note 1)

A = NORMAL
S = d3
D = 43

(see Note 3)

A = ERROR
S = j1

(forward)

Notes.—

1. If the packet has a format error then the error procedure applies (see Note 3).

2. Table entries are defined as follows: A = action to be taken, S = the state to be entered, D =
the diagnostic code to be used in packets generated as a result of this action, DISCARD
indicates that the received packet is to be cleared from the XNI buffers, and INVALID indicates
that the packet/state combination cannot occur.

3. The error procedure consists of performing the specified actions when entering the d3 state
(which includes forwarding a RESET REQUEST packet to the DTE) and sending a RESET
REQUEST packet to the XDCE (via the internetworking process).

Table E.11-6. DTE Effect on DCE Flow Control Transfer States

DCE flow control transfer states (see Notes 2 and 3

Packet received from DTE DCE RECEIVE READY
f1

DCE RECEIVE NOT
READY

f2

DATA packet with less than 4
bytes

A = ERROR
S = d3
D = 38

(see Note 4)

A = DISCARD

DATA packet with invalid PR A = ERROR
S = d3
D =2

(see Note 4)

A = ERROR
S = d3
D = 2

(See Note 4)

DATA packet with valid PR but
invalid PS or user data field with
improper format

A = ERROR
S = d3

D = 1 (invalid PS)
D = 39 (UD > defined length)

D = 82 (UD unaligned)
(see Note 4)

A = DISCARD
(process PR data)
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DCE flow control transfer states (see Notes 2 and 3

Packet received from DTE DCE RECEIVE READY
f1

DCE RECEIVE NOT
READY

f2

DATA packet with valid PR, PS
and user data field format

A = NORMAL
(forward)

A = DISCARD
(process PR data)

DCE flow control transfer states (see Notes 2 and 3

Packet received from DTE DCE RECEIVE READY
g1

DCE RECEIVE NOT
READY

g2
RR, RNR, or REJECT packet
with less than 4 bytes (see Note 1)

A = DISCARD A = DISCARD

RR, RNR, or REJECT packet
with an invalid PR

A = ERROR
S = d3
D =2

(see Note 4)

A = ERROR
S = d3
D = 2

(see Note 4)

RR packet with a valid PR A = NORMAL A = NORMAL
S = g1

RNR packet with a valid PR A = NORMAL
S = g2

A = NORMAL

REJECT packet with a valid PR A = NORMAL A = NORMAL
S = g1

Notes.—

1. The reject procedures are not required.

2. The RR, RNR and REJECT procedures are a local DTE/DCE matter and the corresponding
packets are not forwarded to the XDCE.

3. Table entries are defined as follows: A = action to be taken, S = the state to be entered, D =
the diagnostic code to be used in packets generated as a result of this action, DISCARD
indicates that the received packet is to be cleared from the XNI buffers, and INVALID indicates
that the packet/state combination cannot occur.

4. The error procedure consists of performing the specified actions when entering the d3 state
(which includes forwarding a RESET REQUEST packet to the DTE) and sending a RESET
REQUEST packet to the XDCE (via the internetworking function).

Table E.11-7. XDCE Effect on DCE Restart States
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DCE restart states (see Notes)

Packet received from XDCE
PACKET LEVEL

READY
r1

DTE RESTART
REQUEST

r2

DCE RESTART 
REQUEST

r3

CALL REQUEST See Table E.11-8 Send CLEAR
REQUEST to

internetworking
process with 

D = 244

Send CLEAR
REQUEST to

internetworking
process with 

D = 244

CALL ACCEPT, CLEAR
REQUEST, DATA,
INTERRUPT, INTERRUPT
CONFIRMATION, RESET
REQUEST

See Table E.11-8 A = DISCARD A = DISCARD

Note.— Table entries are defined as follows: A = action to be taken, S = the state to be entered, D =
the diagnostic code to be used in packets generated as a result of this action, DISCARD indicates that
the received packet is to be cleared from the XNI buffers, and INVALID indicates that the packet/state
combination cannot occur.

Table E.11-8. XDCE Effect on DCE Call Setup and Clearing States

DCE call setup and clearing states (see Note 5)

Packet
received

from XDCE

READY

p1

DTE CALL
REQUEST

p2

DCE CALL
REQUEST

p3

DATA
TRANSFER

p4

CALL
COLLISIO

N

p5

DTE
CLEAR

REQUEST

p6

DCE
CLEAR

REQUEST
to DTE

p7

CALL
REQUEST

A =
NORMA
L
S = p3
(forward)

INVALID INVALID INVALID INVALID INVALID INVALID

CALL
ACCEPT

A =
DISCAR
D

A =
NORMAL
S = p3
(forward)

INVALID INVALID INVALID A =
DISCARD

A =
DISCARD

CLEAR
REQUEST

A =
DISCAR
D

A =
NORMAL
S = p7
(forward)

A =
NORMAL
S = p7
(forward)

A =
NORMAL
S = p7
(forward)

INVALID A =
DISCARD

A =
DISCARD

DATA,
INTERRUP
T,

A =
DISCAR
D

INVALID INVALID See
Table E.11-9

INVALID A =
DISCARD

A =
DISCARD
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DCE call setup and clearing states (see Note 5)

Packet
received

from XDCE

READY

p1

DTE CALL
REQUEST

p2

DCE CALL
REQUEST

p3

DATA
TRANSFER

p4

CALL
COLLISIO

N

p5

DTE
CLEAR

REQUEST

p6

DCE
CLEAR

REQUEST
to DTE

p7

INTERRUP
T
CONFIRMA
TION, or
RESET
REQUEST

Table entries are defined as follows: A = action to be taken, S = the state to be entered, D = the
diagnostic code to be used in packets generated as a result of this action, DISCARD indicates that the
received packet is to be cleared from the XNI buffers, and INVALID indicates that the packet/state
combination cannot occur.

Table E.11-9. XDCE Effect on DCE Reset States

DCE reset states (see Notes)

Packet Received from XDCE FLOW
CONTROL

READY
d1

DTE RESET
REQUEST

d2

DCE RESET
REQUEST to DTE

d3

RESET REQUEST A = NORMAL
S = d3

(forward)

A = NORMAL
S = d1

(forward)

A = DISCARD

INTERRUPT See Table E.11-10 A = DISCARD A = DISCARD

INTERRUPT CONFIRMATION packet See Table E.11-10 A = DISCARD INVALID

DATA A = NORMAL A = DISCARD A = DISCARD

Table entries are defined as follows: A = action to be taken, S = the state to be entered, D = the
diagnostic code to be used in packets generated as a result of this action, DISCARD indicates that the
received packet is to be cleared from the XNI buffers, and INVALID indicates that the packet/state
combination cannot occur.
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Table E.11-10. XDCE Effect on DCE Interrupt Transfer States

DCE interrupt transfer states (see Notes)

Packet received from XDCE DTE INTERRUPT

READY
i1

DTE INTERRUPT
 SENT

i2

INTERRUPT CONFIRMATION INVALID A = Normal
S = i1

(forward)

DCE interrupt transfer states (see Notes)

Packet received from XDCE DTE INTERRUPT
READY

j1

DCE INTERRUPT
 SENT

j2

INTERRUPT A = Normal
S = j2

(forward)

INVALID

Table entries are defined as follows: A = action to be taken, S = the state to be entered, D = the
diagnostic code to be used in packets generated as a result of this action, DISCARD indicates that the
received packet is to be cleared from the XNI buffers, and INVALID indicates that the packet/state
combination cannot occur.

Table E.11-11. GNI (ANI) Effect on ADCE (GDCE) Packet Layer Ready States

Packet received from GNI (ANI)
(see Note 2)

ADCE (GDCE) states
(see Notes 1 and 3)

PACKET LEVEL READY
r1

Channel number zero See Table E.11-12

Unassigned packet header A = DISCARD

Call setup, call clearing, DATA, interrupt, flow control,
or reset

See Table E.11-12

Notes.—

1. The XDCE state is not necessarily the same state as the DTE/DCE interface 

2. All packets from the peer XNI have been checked for duplication before evaluation as
represented by this state
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3. Table entries are defined as follows: A = action to be taken, S = the state to be entered, D =
the diagnostic code to be used in packets generated as a result of this action, DISCARD
indicates that the received packet is to be cleared from the XNI buffers, and INVALID indicates
that the packet/state combination cannot occur.

Table E.11-12. GNI (ANI) Effect on ADCE (GDCE) Call Setup and Clearing States

ADCE (GDCE) call setup and clearing States
(See Notes 1, 7, and 8)

Packet received
GNI (ANI)

(See Note 2)

READY

p1

GNI (ANI)
CALL

REQUEST

p2

ANI (GNI)
CALL

REQUEST

p3

DATA
TRANSFER

p4

GNI (ANI)
CLEAR

REQUEST
p6

ANI ( GNI)
CLEAR

REQUEST
to GNI
(ANI)

p7

Format error
(See Note 3)

A = ERROR
(See Note 10)
S = p7
D = 33
(See Note 9)

A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 33
(see Note 6)

A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 33
(see Note 6
& 9)

See
Table E.11-
13

A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 25
(see Note 6)

A =
DISCARD

CALL REQUEST A =
NORMAL
S = p2
(forward
request to
DCE)

A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 21
(see Note 6)

Not
applicable

(See Note 4)

Not
applicable

(See Note 4)

A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 25
(see Note 6)

A =
DISCARD

CALL ACCEPT A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 20
(See Note 10)

A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 21
(see Note 6)

A=
NORMAL
S = p4
(forward to
DCE)
or
A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 42
(see Note 6)

A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 23
(see Note 6)

A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 25
(see Note 6)

A =
DISCARD

CLEAR REQUEST A =
NORMAL
S = p6
(do not
forward)

 A =
NORMAL
s = p6
(forward to
DCE)

 A =
NORMAL
s = p6
(forward to
DCE)

 A =
NORMAL
s = p6
(forward to
DCE)

A =
DISCARD

A =
NORMAL
S= p1
(do not
forward)

CLEAR
CONFIRMATION

A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 20
(See Note 10)

A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 21
(see Note 6)

A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 22
(see Note 6)

A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 23
(see Note 6)

A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 25
(see Note 6)

A =
NORMAL
S = p1
(do not
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ADCE (GDCE) call setup and clearing States

(See Notes 1, 7, and 8)

Packet received
GNI (ANI)

(See Note 2)

READY

p1

GNI (ANI)
CALL

REQUEST

p2

ANI (GNI)
CALL

REQUEST

p3

DATA
TRANSFER

p4

GNI (ANI)
CLEAR

REQUEST
p6

ANI ( GNI)
CLEAR

REQUEST
to GNI

(ANI)
p7

forward)

DATA, interrupt,
flow control or
reset packet

A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 20
(see Notes 9 &
10)

A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 21
(see Notes 6 &
9)

A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 22
(see Notes 5
& 6)

See
Table E.11-
13

A = ERROR
S = p7
D = 25
(see Note 6)

A =
DISCARD

Notes.—

1. The XDCE is not necessarily in the same state as the DTE/DCE interface

2. All packets from the peer XNI have been checked for duplication before evaluation as represented
by this table.

3. There are no detecTable VDL Mode 3 format errors

4. The ADCE assigns all channel numbers used between the ANI and GNI, hence call collisions are
not possible. When a CALL REQUEST by GNI packet is received bearing a temporary channel
number associated with an SVC in the p4 state, the association of the temporary to permanent
channel number is broken.

5. Not applicable to the GNI

6. The error procedure consists of performing the actions specified when entering the p7 state
(including sending a CLEAR REQUEST packet to the peer XNI) and additionally sending a CLEAR
REQUEST packet to the DCE (via the internetworking process).

7. Table entries are defined as follows: A = action to be taken, S = the state to be entered, D = the
diagnostic code to be used in packets generated as a result of this action, DISCARD indicates that
the received packet is to be cleared from the XNI buffers, and INVALID indicates that the
packet/state combination cannot occur.

8. The number in parentheses below an “A = NORMAL” Table entry is the paragraph number in this
document that defines the actions to be taken to perform normal processing on the received
packet. If no paragraph number is referenced, the normal processing is defined in the Table entry.
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9. An error condition is declared and transfer to the p7 state is possible only if the ground DTE
address is known unambiguously, Otherwise the action is to discard the packet.

10. The error procedure consists of performing the action when entering the p7 state (including
sending a CLEAR REQUEST packet to the XNI) but without sending a CLEAR REQUEST packet
to the local DCE.

Table E.11-13. GNI (ANI) Effect on ADCE (GDCE) Reset States

ADCE (GDCE) reset states (see Notes 1, 4, and 5)

Packet Received from GNI (ANI)
(See Note 2)

FLOW
CONTROL

READY
d1

GNI (ANI)
RESET

REQUEST

d2

ADCE (GDCE)
RESET

REQUEST to GNI
(ANI)

d3

RESET REQUEST A = NORMAL
S = d2

(forward to DCE)

A = DISCARD A = NORMAL
S = d1

(do not forward)

RESET CONFIRMATION A = ERROR
S = d3
D = 27

(see Note 3)

A = ERROR
S = d3
D = 28

(see Note 3)

A = NORMAL
S = d1

(do not forward)

INTERRUPT See Table E.11-14 A = ERROR
S = d3
D = 28

(see Note 3)

A = DISCARD

INTERRUPT CONFIRMATION See Table E.11-14 A = ERROR
S = d3
D = 28

(see Note 3)

A = DISCARD

DATA or flow control packet See Table E.11-15 A = ERROR
S = d3
D = 28

(see Note 3)

A = DISCARD

Format error A = ERROR
S = d3
D = 33

(see Note 3)

A = ERROR
S = d3
D = 33

(see Note 3)

A = DISCARD

Notes.—

1. The XDCE is not necessarily in the same state as the DTE/DCE interface
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2. All packets from the peer XNI have been checked for duplication before evaluation as
represented by this table.

3. The error procedure consists of performing the specified actions when entering the d3 state
(which includes forwarding a RESET REQUEST packet to the peer XNI) and sending a RESET
REQUEST packet to the DCE (via the internetworking function).

4. Table entries are defined as follows: A = action to be taken, S = the state to be entered, D =
the diagnostic code to be used in packets generated as a result of this action, DISCARD
indicates that the received packet is to be cleared from the XNI buffers, and INVALID indicates
that the packet/state combination cannot occur.

5. The number in parentheses below an “A = NORMAL” Table entry is the paragraph number in
this document that defines the actions to be taken to perform normal processing on the
received packet. If no paragraph number is referenced, the normal processing is defined in the
Table entry.

Table E.11-14. GNI (ANI) Effect on ADCE (GDCE) Interrupt Transfer States

ADCE/GDCE interrupt transfer states 
(See Notes 1, 3 & 4)

Packet received from GNI
(ANI) (See Note 2)

GNI (ANI) INTERRUPT
READY

i1

GNI (ANI) INTERRUPT
 SENT

i2

INTERRUPT A = NORMAL
S = I2

(forward to DCE)

A = ERROR
S = d3
D = 44

(see Note 5)

ADCE/GDCE interrupt transfer states 
(See Notes 1, 3 & 4)

Packet received from GNI
(ANI) (See Note 2)

ADCE (GDCE)
INTERRUPT READY

j1

ADCE (GDCE)
INTERRUPT SENT

j2

INTERRUPT A = ERROR
S = d3
D = 43

(see Note 5)

A = NORMAL
S = j1

(forward confirmation to DCE)

Notes.—

1. The XDCE is not necessarily in the same state as the DTE/DCE interface
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2. All packets from the peer XNI have been checked for duplication before evaluation as represented
by this table.

3. Table entries are defined as follows: A = action to be taken, S = the state to be entered, D = the
diagnostic code to be used in packets generated as a result of this action, DISCARD indicates that
the received packet is to be cleared from the XNI buffers, and INVALID indicates that the
packet/state combination cannot occur.

4. The number in parentheses below an “A = NORMAL” Table entry is the paragraph number in this
document that defines the actions to be taken to perform normal processing on the received
packet. If no paragraph number is referenced, the normal processing is defined in the Table entry.

5. The error procedure consists of performing the specified actions when entering the d3 state (which
includes forwarding a RESET REQUEST packet to the peer XNI) and sending a RESET REQUEST
packet to the DCE (via the internetworking function).
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Table E.11-15. GNI (ANI) Effect on ADCE (GDCE) Flow Control Transfer States

ADCE (GDCE) flow control transfer states 
(See Notes 1, 5, and 6)

Packet received from GDLP
(ADLP) (See Note 2)

ADCE (GDCE)
RECEIVE READY

f1

ADCE (GDCE)
RECEIVE NOT READY

f2

DATA packet with invalid PR
(See Note 3)

A = ERROR
S = d3
D =2

(see Note 7)

A = ERROR
S = d3
D = 2

(See Note 7)

DATA packet with valid PR but
invalid PS
(See Note 4)

A = DISCARD
Send REJECT with expected

PS value

A = DISCARD
but record expected PS value,
send REJECT packet when

busy condition ends

DATA packet with valid PR, PS A = NORMAL
(forward)

A = PROCESS, if possible;
or

A = DISCARD, but record PR
value and send REJECT when

busy condition ends

ADCE (GDCE) flow control transfer states 
(See Notes 1, 5, and 6)

Packet received from GDLP
(ADLP) (See Note 2)

ADCE (GDCE)
RECEIVE READY

g1

GNI (ANI)
RECEIVE NOT READY

g2

RR, RNR, or REJECT packet
with an invalid PR (See Note 3)

A = ERROR
S = d3
D =2

(see Note 7)

A = ERROR
S = d3
D = 2

(see Note 7)

RR packet with a valid PR
(See Note 8)

A = NORMAL A = NORMAL
S = g1

RNR packet with a valid PR
(See Note 8)

A = NORMAL
S = g2

A = NORMAL

REJECT packet with a valid PR
(See Note 8)

A = NORMAL A = NORMAL
S = g1

Notes.—

1. The XDCE is not necessarily in the same state as the DTE/DCE interface
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2. All packets from the peer XNI have been checked for duplication before evaluation as represented
by this table.

3. An invalid PR value is one which is less than the PR value (modulo 16) of the last packet sent by
the peer XNI, or greater than the PS value of the next data packet to be transmitted by the XNI.

4. An invalid PS value is one that is different from the next expected value for PS.

5. Table entries are defined as follows: A = action to be taken, S = the state to be entered, D = the
diagnostic code to be used in packets generated as a result of this action, DISCARD indicates that
the received packet is to be cleared from the XNI buffers, and INVALID indicates that the
packet/state combination cannot occur.

6. The number in parentheses below an “A = NORMAL” Table entry is the paragraph number in this
document that defines the actions to be taken to perform normal processing on the received
packet. If no paragraph number is referenced, the normal processing is defined in the Table entry.

7. The error procedure consists of performing the specified actions when entering the d3 state (which
includes forwarding a RESET REQUEST packet to the peer XNI) and sending a RESET REQUEST
packet to the DCE (via the internetworking function).

8. RR, RNR, and REJECT packets have no end-to-end significance and are not forwarded to DCE.

Table E.11-16. DCE Effect on ADCE (GDCE) Call Setup and Clearing States

ADCE (GDCE) call setup and clearing states (see Notes 1, 7 and 8)

Packet received
from DCE

(See Notes 2 &

4)

READY

p1

GNI (ANI)
CALL

REQUEST

p2

ADCE
(GDCE)
CALL

REQUEST

p3

DATA
TRANSFE

R

p4

GNI (ANI)
CLEAR

REQUEST

p6

ADCE
(GDCE)
CLEAR

REQUEST

p7

CALL REQUEST
(See Note 6)

A = NORMAL
S = p3
(forward)

INVALID
(See Note 5)

INVALID
(See Note 3)

INVALID
(See Note

3)

INVALID
(See Note 3)

INVALID
(See Note

3)

CALL ACCEPT
(See Note 4)

A = DISCARD A = NORMAL
S = p4
(forward)

INVALID
(See Note 3)

INVALID
(See Note

3)

A =
DISCARD

A =
DISCARD

CLEAR
REQUEST

A = DISCARD  A = NORMAL
s = p7
(forward)

 A =
NORMAL
s = p7
(forward)

 A =
NORMAL
s = p7
(forward)

A =
DISCARD

DISCARD

DATA, A = DISCARD INVALID INVALID See A = A =
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INTERRUPT, or
RESET packets
(See Note 4)

(See Note 3) (See Note 3) Table E.11-
17

DISCARD DISCARD

Notes.—

1. The XDCE is not necessarily in the same state as the DTE/DCE interface

2. This is the DTE packet received via the DCE after all DTE/DCE processing has occurred.
Procedures local to the DTE/DCE interface (such as RR, RNR, and REJECT if in effect), do not
affect the XDCE directly. All error procedures as documented in ISO 8208 have been performed.
Hence certain packets are rejected by the interface and are not represented in this table.

3. The DCE in its protocol operation with the DTE will detect this error condition, hence the
erroneous packet can be said never to “reach” the XDCE; see also Note 2.

4. The channel number for the DTE/DCE need not be the same channel number used for the
ADCE/GDCE; a packet from the DTE which contains a channel number is associated with an
air/ground channel by means of a previously established cross reference table. If none exists then
the DTE/DCE channel by definition references an air/ground channel in the p1 state.

5. The ADCE assigns all channel numbers used between the ANI and GNI; hence call collisions
(denoted p5 ISO 8208) are not possible; see also Note 4.

6. A CALL REQUEST from the DTE can never be associated with an XDCE channel number that is
not in the p1 state.

7. Table entries are defined as follows: A = action to be taken, S = the state to be entered, D = the
diagnostic code to be used in packets generated as a result of this action, DISCARD indicates that
the received packet is to be cleared from the XNI buffers, and INVALID indicates that the
packet/state combination cannot occur.

8. The number in parentheses below an “A = NORMAL” Table entry is the paragraph number in this
document that defines the actions to be taken to perform normal processing on the received
packet. If no paragraph number is referenced, the normal processing is defined in the Table entry.

Table E.11-17. DCE Effect on ADCE (GDCE) Reset States

ADCE (GDCE) reset states 
(see Notes 1, 4 and 5)

Packet Received from DCE FLOW
CONTROL

READY

GNI (ANI)
RESET

REQUEST

ADCE (GDCE)
 RESET

REQUEST to GNI
(ANI)
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d1 d2 d3

RESET REQUEST A = NORMAL
S = d3

(forward)

A = NORMAL
S = d1

(forward)

A = DISCARD

RESET CONFIRMATION INVALID
(See Note 3)

INVALID
(See Note 3)

INVALID
(See Note 3)

INTERRUPT See Table E.11-18 A = DISCARD Hold interrupt until
VDL Mode 3 reset

complete

INTERRUPT CONFIRMATION packet See Table E.11-18 A = DISCARD INVALID
(See Note 3)

DATA (See Note 2) A = NORMAL
(forward)

A = DISCARD Hold interrupt until
VDL Mode 3 reset

complete

Notes.—

1. The XDCE is not necessarily in the same state as the DTE/DCE interface

2. This is the DTE packet received via the DCE after all DTE/DCE processing has occurred.
Procedures local to the DTE/DCE interface (such as RR, RNR, and REJECT if in effect), do not
affect the XDCE directly. All error procedures as documented in ISO 8208 have been performed.
Hence certain packets are rejected by the interface and are not represented in this table.

3. The DCE in its protocol operation with the DTE will detect this error condition, hence the
erroneous packet can be said never to “reach” the XDCE; see also Note 2.

4. Table entries are defined as follows: A = action to be taken, S = the state to be entered, D = the
diagnostic code to be used in packets generated as a result of this action, DISCARD indicates that
the received packet is to be cleared from the XNI buffers, and INVALID indicates that the
packet/state combination cannot occur.

5. The number in parentheses below an “A = NORMAL” Table entry is the paragraph number in this
document that defines the actions to be taken to perform normal processing on the received
packet. If no paragraph number is referenced, the normal processing is defined in the Table entry.
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Table E.11-18. DCE Effect on ADCE (GDCE) Interrupt Transfer States

ADCE (GDCE) interrupt transfer states
(See Notes 1, 4, and 5)

Packet received from DCE
(See Note 2)

GNI (ANI)
 INTERRUPT

READY
i1

GNI (ANI)
 INTERRUPT

 SENT
i2

INTERRUPT CONFIRMATION INVALID
(See Note 3)

A = Normal
S = i1

(forward)

ADCE (GDCE) interrupt transfer states
 (See Notes 1, 4, and 5)

Packet received from XDCE DTE INTERRUPT
READY

j1

DCE INTERRUPT
 SENT

j2

INTERRUPT A = Normal
S = j2

(forward)

INVALID
(See Note 3)

Notes.—

1. The XDCE is not necessarily in the same state as the DTE/DCE interface

2. This is the DTE packet received via the DCE after all DTE/DCE processing has occurred.
Procedures local to the DTE/DCE interface (such as RR, RNR, and REJECT if in effect), do not
affect the XDCE directly. All error procedures as documented in ISO 8208 have been performed.
Hence certain packets are rejected by the interface and are not represented in this table.

3. The DCE in its protocol operation with the DTE will detect this error condition, hence the
erroneous packet can be said never to “reach” the XDCE; see also Note 2.

4. Table entries are defined as follows: A = action to be taken, S = the state to be entered, D = the
diagnostic code to be used in packets generated as a result of this action, DISCARD indicates that
the received packet is to be cleared from the XNI buffers, and INVALID indicates that the
packet/state combination cannot occur.

5. The number in parentheses below an “A = NORMAL” Table entry is the paragraph number in this
document that defines the actions to be taken to perform normal processing on the received
packet. If no paragraph number is referenced, the normal processing is defined in the Table entry.
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APPENDIX F — CLNP COMPRESSION DEFINITION

F.1 Compression formatting

CLNP compression shall be performed for all ATN ISO8473 CLNP packets received for transfer over
the VDL Mode 3 system, unless the Network Initialization parameter indicates no compression for CLNP
packets, in which case, this appendix does not apply. 

Note.— Figure F-1 illustrates an uncompressed ATN CLNP packet.

Octet Field

1 Network Layer Protocol Identifier

2 Header Length Indicator = 82

3 Version

4 Lifetime

5 SP MS ER Type

6 Segment Length

7

8 Header Checksum

9

10 Destination Address Length = 20

11

... Destination Address

30

31 Source Address Length = 20

32

... Source Address

51

52 Data Unit Identifier

53

54 Segment Offset

55 (All Unix OS contain this field, even when zero)
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Octet Field

 S
 h
 o
 r
 t

 L
 o
 n
 g

 

56 Total Length

57

58 Priority Type

59 Priority Length = 1

60 Priority Value

61 Security Type

62 Security Length = 17

... Security Values

79 Security Values

80 QOS Type

81 QOS Length = 1

82 QOS Value

Figure F-1. ATN CLNP Packet

F.1.1 Compression header definition

Figure F-2 illustrates the CLNP header compression format which shall be used.

Bit 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
Octet 0 Payload Compression Type
Octet 1 Q Index Number

QOS Priority
Security

S E M T H O L D
Lifetime (H)

Data Unit Identifier (S)

Segment Offset
(O)

Total Length (L)

Discard Reason (D - ER)
Octet n (Error PDU only)

Octet n+1 Options length
Octet n+2

... Options
Octet p
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Figure F-2. Compressed CLNP Header Format
Note.— The first octet, containing the payload and compression type, is sent for all network packet

types and strictly speaking is not part of the CLNP compressed header. (Figure F-2 shows this octet
as octet 0). As this octet contains fields which depend on the compression state, it is convenient to
represent them in Figure F-2 and to define its meaning at the same time.

There are 2 types of compressed packets. A short packet header shall end with the Security field. A short
packet shall contain the Payload, Compression Type, Q field, Index Number, QOS, Priority and Security
fields. A long packet header shall begin with the same information as the short packet, followed by a Bit Field.
Settings in this Bit Field shall determine the presence of the remaining field types. (For example, when the
S field is true (S = 1), the Data Unit Identifier is present.) The remaining fields shall appear in the order shown
in Figure F-2.

The compressed CLNP packet header fields shall be as defined in the following sections.

F.1.1.1    Payload. The Payload field shall be as defined in Section 6.7.1, Figure 6-1.

F.1.1.2    Compression type. The Compression Type field shall be as defined in Figure F-3.

Bit Meaning

0 TYPE_CLNP

1 TYPE_RESTART 

10 TYPE_UNCOMPRESSED_CLNP

11 TYPE_COMPRESSED_CLNP_LONG_WITH_OPTIONS

100 TYPE_COMPRESSED_CLNP_LONG_NO_OPTIONS 

101 TYPE_COMPRESSED_CLNP_SHORT

110 TYPE_MULTICAST

111 Reserved

1000-1111 Reserved

Figure F-3. Compression Field (Type-Specific Information Field) Definition
for ISO8473 (Payload Field Value of 00012)

F.1.1.3    Q. The Q field shall indicate the presence of QOS information. If not set (Q=0), no QOS option
shall be contained in the original packet.

F.1.1.4    Index number. The Index Number shall be changed for each NSAP pair. The Index Number
shall have a range of 0 to 127. If there are no index numbers left, an Index Number which has not been used
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for CT3 minutes (System Parameter) shall be used (I.e., reassigned). If no reassignable indexes are available,
the packet shall be sent as uncompressed.

F.1.1.5    QOS. The QOS field shall consist of the CE, T/C, E/T, E/C bits in the order listed. The
sequencing vs. transit delay (S/T) bit shall be sent in the T field (see Figure F-4). Whenever the S/T bit is set,
only a long compression format shall be used.

F.1.1.6    Priority. The Priority field shall be set to the low order 4 bits of the priority option value of the
ATN CLNP packet. When the priority option is not present, the Priority field shall be set to all 1s (Hex F).

F.1.1.7    Security. The Security field shall be subdivided into two fields and shall indicate the security
parameter of an ATN CLNP packet: the traffic type security tag, consisting of the 5 high order bits and the
security classification tag, consisting of the low order 3 bits. If no security option is present (or only one
security value is present), the missing field(s) shall be coded as zero. 

F.1.1.8    Bit field. The Bit Field, as well as the Q bit of Section F.1.1.3, shall be as defined in Figure F-4.

Bit Meaning (Present == 1)

Q QOS Options Present

S SP flag of CLNP Header - Data Unit Identifier Present

E Compliment of CLNP ER flag 

M MS bit of CLNP Header

T  Sequence vs. Transit Delay Bit (from QOS Option)

H Lifetime Field present (Hop Count)

O Segment Offset Present

L Total Length field present

D Type of PDU (Error = 1, Data = 0)

Figure F-4. Bit Field Definitions

F.1.1.9    Lifetime. The Lifetime field shall not be sent if its value for downlinks is greater than
hexadecimal 1c; or for uplinks its value is greater than 5. The presence of the Lifetime field shall be indicated
by the H bit.

F.1.1.10    Data Unit Identifier(DUI). The Data Unit Identifier shall always be sent for segmented
packets or whenever the SP bit is set. Its presence shall indicate that the compressed packet represents a
segmented packet. The presence of DUI field shall be indicated by the S bit.
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F.1.1.11    Segment Offset. The Segment Offset shall be sent whenever the SP bit is set and the Segment
Offset is greater than zero. The presence of the Segment Offset field shall be indicated by the O bit.

F.1.1.12    Total Length. The Total Length field shall be sent whenever a new DUI is set, i.e., for each
new fragment. On subsequent fragments for the same DUI the field need not be sent. The presence of the
Total Length field shall be indicated by the L bit.

F.1.1.13    Discard Reason. If the packet is an error PDU (D = 1), the Discard Reason in the error PDU
shall be copied into this location.

F.1.1.14    Options Length . An Options Length field shall precede the Options field indicating the number
of bytes occupied by the Options field.

F.1.1.15    Options. Any remaining options after the QOS, Priority, and Security options have been
removed shall be appended in this location.

Note.— Two types of long packets are used to signal the decompressor to process the options fields.
Otherwise, the options would be interpreted as user data. 

F.1.2 Compression field values

Figure F-3 defines the compression field values of the Type-Specific Information subfield of Figure 6-1 when
the payload is an ISO8473 CLNP packet. The use of this field shall be as defined in the sections on
compression and decompression rules. 

F.1.2.1    Multicast packets. The TYPE_MULTICAST shall be a short compressed packet. NSAPs
may be predefined or dynamically defined when using multicast packets. Predefined NSAPs shall be
determined using the index number of the compressed short packet. When operating in multicast mode using
predefined packet types, the TYPE_UNCOMPRESSED_CLNP packet shall never be used, as the index
to NSAP cross-reference is already known. When using dynamically defined NSAPs for multicast packets
a TYPE_UNCOMPRESSED_CLNP initialization packet with the multicast NSAPs shall be sent.

Note.— An example of the use of TYPE_MULTICAST is a weather broadcast having a destination
NSAP which indicates all hosts who want weather information, and a source NSAP indicating that the
data originates from a CAA weather processor. 

F.1.2.2    Uncompressed CLNP packets. A type TYPE_UNCOMPRESSED_CLNP packet shall be
the original CLNP packet sent with the first byte replaced by the index number assigned to this CLNP packet.

E.1.2.3    Restart Packets. On reception of a restart packet all index numbers that have been assigned
by the receiving entity, and the information referenced by the index numbers, (e.g., NSAP pair) shall be
deleted. For a ground VDL Mode 3 installation deletion shall be restricted to the index information associated
with the aircraft originating the restart packet.
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Note.— A compressor has two sets of index numbers. Those assigned by the compressor and those
assigned by its peer. Reception of a restart packet only applies to the index numbers used for
decompressing, i.e., the index numbers assigned by the remote peer.

F.2  Compression rules

Note.— The following compression and decompression rules are for both the air and ground VDL
Mode 3 equipment. It is assumed that both require broadcast compression (although the usefulness
of aircraft VDL Mode 3 broadcasting has yet to be determined). 

C If the CLNP version field is not 1, the packet shall be sent as TYPE_CLNP.

C If the CLNP packet is of any type other than Data or Error, the packet shall be sent as
TYPE_CLNP.

Note.— It has now been determined that this packet is suiTable for compression.

C If the NSAP pair has not been associated with an index number, the CLNP packet shall be sent
as TYPE_UNCOMPRESSED_CLNP.

C If the link is simplex, the packet is not TYPE_MULTICAST, and the last CT1 (System
Parameter) packets for this index/pair association have been sent as compressed type, or CT2
(system parameter) seconds have passed since the last packet with this index number has been
sent, the packet shall be sent as TYPE_UNCOMPRESSED_CLNP.

C If the security option is not coded as specified for ATN traffic, the CLNP packet shall be sent
as TYPE_COMPRESSED_CLNP_LONG_WITH_OPTIONS. The security and other non-
compressed options shall be copied into the options portion of the compressed header.

C If the priority option is present with a value greater than 14, the CLNP packet shall be sent as
TYPE_COMPRESSED_CLNP_LONG_WITH_OPTIONS. The priority and other non-
compressed options shall be copied into the options portion of the compressed header.

C If the CLNP packet SP bit is zero, the lifetime field has a value of greater than hexadecimal 1c
on downlinks or is less than 5 on uplinks, the S/T bit is not set, the packet type is DT, the ER bit
is non-zero, and no options are present other than security, QOS, Security, or Priority, the packet
shall be sent as TYPE_COMPRESSED_SHORT.

Note 1.— Many CLNP installations include the segment information fields even when the
packet is unsegmented. It is thus necessary to check for this condition.

Note 2.— At this point, the packet compression type must be long.
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C If a CLNP option is present which is not QOS, security, priority, or padding, the packet shall be
sent as TYPE_COMPRESSED_CLNP_LONG_WITH_OPTIONS. The options shall be copied
into the options portion of the compressed header.

C Otherwise the packet shall be sent as TYPE_COMPRESSED_CLNP_LONG_NO_OPTIONS

C For the compressed long packets, the Lifetime field shall be included when its value is greater
than 5, or less than hexadecimal 1d. The DUI field shall be included when the packet is
segmented. The Segment Offset field shall be included when it is non-zero and the SP bit from
the CLNP header is set. The Total Length field shall be included if this is the first time this DUI
is being compressed. The Options fields that are not QOS, priority, security, or padding shall be
included unmodified. The T, M, and S fields shall be set to the corresponding values of the S/T,
MS and SP values in the original packet. The E fields shall be set to the reverse (compliment)
of the ER value. The Discard Reason field shall be set if the packet is an Error PDU.

F.3  Decompression rules

C Upon receipt of a TYPE_UNCOMPRESSED_CLNP packet, the index number and NSAP
information shall be recorded. The Network Layer Protocol ID shall be restored.

C Upon receipt of a TYPE_COMPRESSED_CLNP packet (long or short), if the index number
is not associated with an NSAP pair and the link is duplex, a restart of the remote compressor
shall be signaled by setting the payload field to TYPE_RESTART. When this occurs, subsequent
fields need not be sent if no data is available for transfer. The lack of subsequent fields shall be
determined by a link layer length of 1 octet. If the link is simplex, then all packets with the
undefined index shall be discarded until a packet refresh is sent. Optionally, the packets can be
held until the refresh and then decompressed.

C Upon receipt of a TYPE_COMPRESSED packet (Long or Short), the Network Layer Protocol
Identifier field shall be set to 81.

C If the packet is of TYPE_COMPRESSED_SHORT or TYPE_MULTICAST, or the H bit is
not true, the Lifetime field shall be set to hexadecimal 1d on the ground, 5 in the air; Otherwise,
the Lifetime field shall be set to that contained in the compressed header.

C The ER bit shall be set to non-zero and the MS and SP bits to zero for the
TYPE_COMPRESSED_SHORT packet. Otherwise, the MS and SP flags shall be set as
indicated in the M and S bits, and the ER bit shall be set to the compliment of the E bit value.

C The Type field shall be set to DT for packets of TYPE_COMPRESSED_SHORT or
TYPE_MULTICAST. Otherwise, the D field shall be checked to determine the Type field
value.

C The Segment Length shall be calculated based on frame length information from the link layer
and the additional information from decompression. 
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C The checksum shall be recalculated once the header has been reconstructed. 

C The NSAP fields shall be set to those as previously recorded for the index value.

C If the packet is of TYPE_COMPRESSED_SHORT or TYPE_MULTICAST, or the S field is
not true in a TYPE_COMPRESSED_CLNP_LONG_NO_OPTIONS or
TYPE_COMPRESSED_CLNP_LONG_WITH_OPTIONS packet, then the DUI, Segment
Offset and Total Length fields shall not be present. Otherwise, the DUI field shall be set to that
contained in the compressed header. If the O bit is set, the Segment Offset shall be set to the
field included; otherwise, it shall be set to 0. If the L bit is set, the Total Length field shall be
recorded for use in future packets having the same Index/DUI pair and copied into the
decompressed header. 

C If the Total Length field is not sent, it shall be set to that recorded for this Index/DUI pair. If
there is no stored value then all segments with this DUI shall be discarded. Optionally a refresh
packet may be requested.

C If the Q bit is set, the QOS options field shall be reconstructed using the information in the QOS
field and the S/T bit.

C If the security octet is non-zero the security options field shall be reconstructed based on the
information provided.

C If the priority nibble  is not equal to Hex F, the priority option shall be reconstructed based on the
information provided.

C It is permissible to add padding fields within the options Section for octet alignment purposes
when reconstructing the packet.

F.4  Compression system parameters

The parameters used by the CLNP compression shall be as listed in Figure F-5. The CLNP compression
parameters shall be determined by GNI transfer to the aircraft VDL Mode 3 system using the Network
Initialization XID parameter in a CTRL frame, if the default values are not to be used. These parameters shall
be transferred using the Network Initialization parameter of Section 5.7.3.3.4.1.3. These parameters shall take
the place of the subparameter ID, length, and value fields defined in Table 5-66a, with the Network Type field
indicating hexadecimal 01.

Symbol Parameter Name Minimum Maximu
m

Mode 3
Default

Incremen
t

CT1 Multicast Packet Period 1 255 5 1 packet

CT2 Multicast Refresh Timer 1 32000 180 1 second
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CT3 Index Idle Timer 1 32000 20 1 minute

Figure F-5. CLNP Compression System Parameters

F.4.1 CT1 (multicast packet period) parameter

The Multicast Packet Period defines the period whereby an uncompressed packet is sent to refresh the
compressor state for the receiving unit. The XID format for CT1 shall be defined in Table F-1.

Table F-1 CT1 Parameter

Parameter ID 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 Multicast packet period

Parameter length 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Parameter value v8 v7 v6 v5 v4 v3 v2 v1

F.4.2 CT2 (multicast refresh) timer

The Multicast Refresh Timer sets an upper bound to the time between transmission of uncompressed headers
in case message traffic is light. This ensures the receiver can correlate the header with the compression index
in a timely fashion. The XID format for CT2 shall be defined in Table F-2.

Table F-2. CT2 Timer

Parameter ID 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 Multicast refresh timer

Parameter length 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

Parameter value v1

6

v1

5

v1

4

v1

3

v1

2

v1

1

v1

0

v0

9

v8 v7 v6 v5 v4 v3 v2 v1

F.4.3 CT3 (index idle) timer

The Index Idle Timer places an upper bound on how long the compressor should wait before recovering an
idle index. An index is assumed idle if no message traffic has passed using it before the CT3 timer expires.
The XID format for CT3 shall be defined in Table F-3.

Table F-3. CT3 Timer

Parameter ID 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 Index Idle Timer
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Parameter length 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

Parameter value v1

6

v1

5

v1

4

v1

3

v1

2

v1

1

v1

0

v0

9

v8 v7 v6 v5 v4 v3 v2 v1

F.5 Compression initialization

F.5.1 Aircraft installations

Whenever a leave message is generated or a system power-up occurs, all dynamically assigned index
information shall be deleted.

F.5.2 Ground installations

Whenever a leave message is generated, indicating data link communication to a particular aircraft is no
longer possible, all dynamically assigned index information related to that aircraft shall be deleted. Whenever
a system power-up condition occurs, all dynamically assigned index information for all aircraft shall be
deleted.

— — — — — — — —
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ATTACHMENT TO THE MANUAL ON VDL MODE 3 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

1. GUIDANCE MATERIAL FOR THE
VHF DIGITAL LINK (VDL) MODE 3

Note.— The Standards and Recommended Practices (SARPs) referred to are contained in Annex 10,
Volume III, Part 1, Chapter 6 and in the Manual of VDL Mode 3 Technical Specifications.

3. GUIDANCE MATERIAL FOR VDL MODE 3

3.1 GENERAL

The following sections provide guidance material relevant to Mode 3 of VDL operation.

3.2 OVERVIEW

The very high frequency (VHF) Digital Link (VDL) Mode 3 system provides functionally simultaneous voice
and data communications between aircraft and ground-based users. VDL Mode 3 is based on the Time
Division Multiple Access (TDMA) technology and is primarily sector-based with a dedicated circuit for each
user group. The network control concept is based on a centralized net system with the ground station as the
network controller. The network controller controls the network configuration, network timing, net entry and
exit, and user access for data link.

3.3  SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

3.3.1  Physical layer

At the physical layer, the VDL Mode 3 system architecture is completely consistent with that of the ICAO
VHF digital Link (VDL) Mode 2. This offers the dual benefit of: a) simplifying the VDL Mode 3 system
standardization process since part of an existing standard will apply; and b) providing a path by which initial
implementation of the VDL Mode 2 capability can be upgraded to the integrated voice and data link standard
of VDL Mode 3. 

3.3.2  Timing structure

The VDL Mode 3 system operation is based on 120 millisecond (ms) frames. Each VDL Mode 3 frame
contains either four 30 ms slots for normal range operations or three 40 ms slots for long range operations.
Each of these slots forms the basis for an independent two-way air ground simplex circuit capable of
supporting two way real-time voice or data link applications. Each slot can be independently accessed with
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1 Two types of (M) bursts are provided: the uplink M burst is used by the ground station for timing and
network management and the downlink M burst is used by the aircraft users for downlink management
functions.

two separate bursts. The first of these is a management (M) burst that carries system data for signalling and
circuit initialization functions1. The second is the voice or data (V/D) burst that carries user information. 

3.3.3  System configurations

The VDL Mode 3 system architecture offers a degree of flexibility to accommodate a wide range of
operational requirements through a set of predefined system configurations. 

In the Air Traffic Control (ATC) environment, distinct user groups exist based on ATC positions or sectors.
Each user group includes the ground user (usually an air traffic controller) and the “client” aircraft of that
ground user. A fundamental objective of the VDL Mode 3 system is to provide voice circuit resources to each
user group on a dedicated basis while simultaneously providing access to data link with a single aircraft radio
transceiver. To accommodate this functional requirement, a pre-defined set of system configurations is
established. Each system configuration corresponds to a specific pre-configured static allocation of the
resources of each 25 kHz channel (i.e., individual time slots) to the user groups.

To provide additional flexibility, a VDL Mode 3 system can be configured where resource allocations for both
voice and data are made strictly on a demand basis within a 25 kHz channel. This configuration could also
be used to support a high capacity data-only service if desired.

The system configuration established for a ground radio is communicated to the aircraft radios through an
initialization message continually broadcast by the ground station. Aircraft radios, therefore, “sense” and adapt
to the system configuration of the ground radio with which communications will be established. This
adaptation to the proper system configuration is completely transparent to the users.

3.3.4  Vocoder operations

Low bit rate digital voice coding (vocoding) is the key enabling technology that gives digital mobile radios high
spectrum efficiency for voice operation. Digital voice operation in the VDL Mode 3 system is based on a low
bit rate voice coder (vocoder) operating at 4.8 kbps with error correction coding. 

3.3.5  Discrete addressing

The VDL Mode 3 system supports voice and data functionality requiring discrete addressing. Discrete
addressing in the VDL Mode 3 system is coupled to the user group. A local user ID is established for each
new aircraft user that enters the group (or net). A process known as net entry serves to automatically “log
in” a new arrival to the group. Basic  voice operation involving only the “listen-before-push-to-talk” protocol
is available without discrete addressing or the net entry process.
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3.3.6  Media access protocol

For voice operation, the media access protocol is based strictly on a “listen-before-push-to-talk” protocol
(competition limited only to users within the group) with the added ability for voice signalling as described in
Section 3.5.2.2.

For data operation, media  access employs a centrally managed reservation protocol for all data traffic. This
approach gives the ground station maximum flexibility for making efficient use of channel capacity and for
implementing prioritization in the media access layer. Access for downlink data traffic is granted by the
ground station based on reservation requests made by aircraft radios. Access for uplink data traffic is
managed directly by the ground station. A complete media access protocol cycle requires two TDMA frames
or a media access control (MAC) cycle of 240 ms.

3.4  OPERATING SCENARIOS/EXAMPLES

3.4.1  Operating scenarios for voice operation

The voice communications system must provide all of the functional capabilities of the present voice system
if it is to meet its basic operational requirements. In general, these requirements can be divided into two
discrete types:

a) communications channel performance requirements; and 

b) coverage requirements.

The coverage requirements are related to the various operating scenarios postulated for the voice
communications system and can be further sub-divided into the following groups:

a) air-ground coverage provided by a single ground station;

b) air-ground coverage provided by multiple ground stations;

c) air-air coverage when both aircraft are within the coverage of the ground station;

d) air-air coverage when only one aircraft is within the coverage of the ground station; and

e) air-air coverage when neither aircraft is within the coverage of the ground station.

Note that, for the purpose of describing these scenarios, the aircraft segment is taken to include aircraft on
the ground, vehicles and personnel on the ground carrying mobile equipment, and mobile  equipment used as
a low cost ground stations by some users.
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3.4.1.1  Air-ground voice coverage from a single ground station

Air-ground coverage from a single ground station will satisfy the operating requirements of the majority of
users. These users will require the ability to maintain communication within a limited geographical area
covered from a single ground station. Typical requirements will include:

a) ground movement, tower, approach and ATIS services at aerodromes;

b) en-route channels for use in busy airspace where coverage requirements can be met
from a single ground station;

c) aeronautical operational control (AOC) operations; and

d) other users.

The AOC and other users may be required to share a common channel in order to improve spectrum
utilization. These users will place low traffic demands on the channel and may be geographically distributed
such that they each need their own ground station.

3.4.1.2  Air-ground voice coverage from multiple ground stations

This requirement fulfills the needs of single user groups requiring coverage beyond that achievable from a
single ground station. In the present system, this facility is provided by operator selection of the appropriate
ground station or by use of the off-set carrier system. The latter technique is often preferred by ground users
because it requires a simple human-machine interface.

The need for multiple ground station operation by a single user group will arise for two reasons:

a) the required coverage area is large; and

b) low level coverage of a single radio station is restricted by topographical features.

Large coverage areas will be required when an ATC sector controls lightly used airspace and the control
team can deal with a large area without experiencing an overload and for other specialized ATC applications.
Typical applications will include upper air sectors away from main air routes, FIS, Volmet and oceanic
Clearance Delivery channels. AOC communications will also employ wide area networks along high traffic
routes.

Where coverage is restricted because of hilly or mountainous terrain, and ATC sectors require good low level
coverage, multiple station operation will also be employed to provide fill-in cover in areas not covered by the
primary radio station.

3.4.1.3  Air-air voice coverage when both aircraft are within range of a ground station
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A party line capability, which permits all users of a voice circuit (both air and ground) to monitor the voice
traffic, is an essential requirement. Its primary purpose is to facilitate channel management by allowing all
users in a user group to be aware when the voice circuit is occupied. Only when the voice circuit is perceived
to be free, should users attempt to access it. It will give a direct air-to-air communication capability and allow
air-crew operating within a sector to monitor the content of all communications and build up a picture of the
traffic situation in their vicinity.

3.4.1.4  Air-air voice coverage when only one aircraft is within range of a ground station

The ability to maintain air to air coverage when only one aircraft is within range of a ground station is an
essential safety feature which will allow an aircraft outside of coverage to maintain indirect contact with ATC
through an intermediary. Although ATC communications systems are normally designed to provide direct air-
ground communications with a high availability, a number of technical and operational situations can develop
which cause cover to be reduced. Examples of such situations include:

a) a ground station failure in a multiple ground station system;

b) failure of the primary ground station in a single ground station system and reduced cover
from the back-up ground station due to its non-optimum location;

c) propagation path perturbations due to weather effects, particularly on channels providing
cover on over sea sectors, where land-based radio stations are operating close to their
maximum practical range; and

d) aircraft faults and adverse weather conditions (e.g., icing) which require aircraft to
descend below the altitudes normally served.

3.4.1.5  Air-air voice coverage when out of range of a ground station

An air-to-air communication capability when both aircraft are out of range of a functional ground station is
required to support safety back-up procedures. A typical application will be to provide a fall-back mechanism
in the event of a ground station failure by allowing the affected aircraft to be directed to a standby channel
by a communication relay via a co-operating aircraft flying in an adjacent sector. It will also be used to allow
aircraft to maintain air to air contact in remote areas, including oceanic areas, where no ground infrastructure
exists.

The ability of mobile user systems to maintain communications links without recourse to fixed ground station
will be used to allow other ground users, for example, private flyers, flying clubs, gliding clubs and balloonists
to employ porTable equipment as a flexible ground station.

3.4.2  Operating scenarios for data operations

The data communications subnetwork must provide all of the functional capabilities to meet the basic
operational requirements of air-to-ground and ground-to-air point-to-point data link and ground-to-air data
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broadcast within the user group subnetwork. In addition, the data subnetwork must also provide connectivity
through the ground station via a terrestrial communications network to aeronautical telecommunication
network (ATN) intermediate systems which will offer access to ground ATN end systems. In general, these
requirements can be divided into two discrete types:

a) communications channel performance requirements; and 

b) coverage requirements.

The coverage requirements are related to the various operating scenarios postulated for the data
communications subnetwork. Unlike the coverage requirement of Section 3.4.1.3, there is no air-air coverage
requirement for data link and there is no data operation involving multiple ground stations serving a common
user group. The coverage requirements for data can thus be further sub-divided into the following groups:

a) air-ground coverage provided by a single ground station; and

b) ground-air broadcast coverage.

Note that, for the purpose of describing these scenarios, the aircraft segment is taken to include aircraft on
the ground, vehicles and personnel on the ground carrying mobile equipment, and mobile  equipment used as
a low cost ground stations by some users.

3.5  CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS

3.5.1  Network operations

3.5.1.1 Aircraft radio initialization

Upon entering a new sector, an aircraft user needs to tune its transceiver to the designated channel and
acquire the appropriate uplink M sub-channel broadcast message to establish the proper timing reference and
to extract the network information to properly configure its radio. 

A radio can begin operation immediately after initialization (except in 3T configuration). However, it will only
be able to operate in the basic voice mode and will not be able to operate in data mode or any of the optional
enhanced voice modes, which require the aircraft radio to register with the ground controller to receive a
discrete address. 

3.5.1.2  Net entry

Upon completion of net initialization the aircraft radio transmits a Net Entry Request message in an
appropriate downlink M sub-channel. The ground station responds to a Net Entry Request message by
transmitting a Net Entry message containing a discrete address that the entrant will use while it is in the net.
Upon receiving the discrete address, the aircraft user can participate in both voice and two-way data
communications in the network.
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3.5.1.3  Connection management

Connection management can be automated and driven by an external ground-based application (e.g., ATC
procedures or automation) to the degree desired by the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) or service provider.
A completely manual approach to connection management (as is required in the voice-only system) is always
available as an option. Alternatively, a semi-automated approach could be used whereby the new channel
assignment is uplinked to the proper aircraft radio under initiation by the ground user which is then “activated”
by the pilot to effect the actual channel change. Finally, a fully automated approach could be used whereby
the new channel assignment is uplinked to the proper aircraft radio under direct control of an external ground-
based application without ground user intervention, which is then “activated” by the pilot to effect the change.

3.5.1.4  Polling

To provide orderly channel access, the slotted ALOHA random access reservation protocol is supplemented
by a sequential polling of its registered users by the controlling ground station. Every uplink M channel can
support a polling command from the ground station. Polling is also used by the air and ground radios to support
link management. 

3.5.2  System operations for voice service

3.5.2.1  Circuit initialization

Upon entry of the logical voice channel into the aircraft radio, the aircraft radio immediately begins monitoring
the M sub-channel uplink associated with the selected time slot and frequency. The initialization message is
used to configure the aircraft radio for operation on the circuit. Initialization takes less than 1 second.

3.5.2.2  Basic voice operation

The basic voice operation is based on the same “listen-before-push-to-talk” protocol used in the current 25
kHz double sideband (DSB)-amplitude modulation (AM) system. Upon circuit initialization, the pilot is able
to monitor the transmissions of any user on the circuit. In addition, the aircraft radio will receive the voice
circuit status from the uplink M burst to indicate the voice circuit to be idle, occupied by an aircraft user, or
occupied by the ground station. When the circuit is clear, the pilot asserts push-to-talk (PTT) to seize the
channel and begins transmission. The basic voice operation provides direct air-air “party line” connectivity
within a user group. 

For 3T configuration, the activation of the PTT will result in the transmission of a reservation request (for
voice transmission) in the downlink M channel. Upon receiving the request the ground station will make a time
slot assignment if capacity is available. A signal will accompany the assignment to cue the aircraft requester
to speak. The request and assignment are transparent to the user other than a short delay. The 3T
configuration also provides “party line” connectivity within its user group.

3.5.2.3  Voice signalling
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Since all aircraft radios (even those in PTT transmit mode) continue to monitor the uplink M sub-channel
voice circuit status, voice signalling features can be supported. The ground user can be given special status
on the voice circuit with the ability to assert PTT at any time and cause any aircraft radio in PTT mode to
cease transmitting. The aircraft user could be informed of the preemption by the loss of local side tone (and
presence of ground user audio). Lockout of this aircraft user would be reset by release of PTT by the ground
user and release of PTT by the aircraft user.

An additional similar capability supported is the ability to resolve contentions among aircraft users attempting
to access the channel. If one aircraft user asserts PTT more than one TDMA frame (120 ms) after another
competing aircraft user, the logic, signalling, and voice channel monitoring would support contention-free
access on a “first come-first serve” basis. Voice channel contentions of overlapping transmissions by multiple
aircraft users can be either resolved by uplink M channel signalling or by the ground user activating the PTT,
thus terminating the transmissions of the aircraft users.

3.5.2.4  Enhanced voice operations

For aircraft users that are participating in discrete addressing/data link, some enhancements to voice operation
can be supported as options if found operationally desirable from the ground user’s perspective. Essentially
this would entail a “caller ID” feature that could reinforce/replace the verbal identities used by the pilot on
downlink and a “selective call” feature that enables the ground user to selectively signal the aircraft user that
is the recipient of a voice call. The local user ID in the header of the V/D bursts used for voice traffic is used
to implement these capabilities.

Additional optional voice features which may be implemented through the use of the downlink M burst include
“call waiting” and urgent message indication. The call waiting feature comes into play if an aircraft user
activates PTT while another user is already talking on the net. When this occurs the aircraft radio can
transmit a special signal in the voice request field of the downlink M burst. This signal can be used to notify
the ground controller that an additional aircraft user wishes to speak. If an aircraft user is experiencing an
emergency, he can activate a special urgent message switch which will cause another special downlink M
burst. This will notify the ground controller of the urgent situation and he can take the appropriate action.

3.5.3  Data operation

3.5.3.1  Point-to-point data link access

Data link operation is based on user making reservation request to the ground station for the exclusive use
of the V/D slots for the duration necessary to complete the data transfer. Data link service requires discrete
addressing and is available for the registered users only. 

On downlink, aircraft radios with data to transmit make reservation requests via a slotted ALOHA protocol
with provision for retransmission, in the event of a collision in the request transmission. In addition to this
random access reservation request the ground radio will also periodically poll the registered users in sequence.
As each user is polled, it is given an opportunity to use the downlink M sub-channel without contention. This
ensures that each aircraft user will have a chance to have its requests heard by the ground receiver.
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The request includes the message length in terms of the number of V/D bursts required and the priority of
the downlink message. Upon successful receipt of a reservation request, the ground station issues a
reservation response. The scheduling of downlink message transmissions is controlled by the ground station
and is dependent upon the priorities of the messages. On uplink, the ground station schedules its traffic for
the V/D uplink bursts also based on message priority.

Point-to-point data transmissions can be either acknowledged or unacknowledged. Protocol is provided to
initiate retransmission automatically if acknowledgment is not received within allowable time.

3.5.3.2  Data broadcast

A broadcast capability is provided to the ground station to broadcast data messages to all users of the user
group. This is accomplished by using a group ID that includes all aircraft users in the user group. Unlike
discretely addressed data transmissions, no acknowledgment mechanism is provided for data broadcast. Data
integrity in broadcast can be enhanced by broadcasting the same message a number of times.

3.6  TARGETED APPLICATIONS

3.6.1  General

The integrated voice and data communications system is required to support the maximum possible range of
applications, including the voice communications currently handled by the existing analog system and data
communications. The specific applications to be served are a function of particular user groups. These user
groups can be classified under the following general headings:

a) En-route air traffic control including oceanic control

b) Terminal air traffic control

c) Aerodrome services

d) Aeronautical operational control

e) Other users

3.6.2  En-route (including oceanic) Air Traffic Control

The en-route and oceanic  ATC environment includes both regulated and unregulated airspace. It features
a wide range of traffic densities and requires the use of both fixed and random route structures. In general,
aircraft operating in this type of airspace are established at cruising altitude or are transitioning to or from
terminal or aerodome control areas. In the oceanic environment, they are transitioning from domestic to
oceanic-airspace.

Targeted applications for VDL Mode 3 in the en-route and oceanic ATC environment include the following:
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a) Controller/pilot communications

b) Controller/pilot data link to enable oceanic clearance messages

c) Interconnection of Flight Management Services (FMS) with the ground-based flight data
processing system (FDPS) and meteorological (MET) systems to enable:

1) Downlink of conflict alert data

2) Downlink of MET data

3) Others

d) Pilot interrogation of ground data bases including MET (discrete request and broadcast)

e) Controller interrogations of FMS

3.6.3  Terminal Air Traffic Control

Terminal air traffic control operations are concerned with the control of aircraft arriving at or departing from
a number of major aerodromes located in close proximity. The operating concept features high traffic
densities and involves complex route structures to ensure the safe separation of traffic.

Targeted applications include:

a) Controller/pilot voice communications

b) Controller/pilot data communications

c) Interconnection of FMS with FDPS and MET systems to enable:

1) Downlink of conflict alert data

2) Downlink of MET data

3) Others

d) Pilot interrogation of ground data bases including:

1) MET (discrete request and broadcast)

2) Automatic  Terminal Information Service (ATIS) (discrete address and
broadcast)
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e) Controller interrogation of FMS

3.6.4  Aerodrome Air Traffic Control

Aerodrome ATC systems cover a wide range of complexity which depends on the capacity of the aerodrome
and whether its approach control function is handled by a terminal control facility.

As a minimum, aerodromes can be expected to have one VHF voice communication channel. Major
international airports, however, have many channels each performing a discrete function such as
ground movement control, tower control, approach control, and fire service.

Targeted applications for the aerodrome environment include:

a) Controller/pilot voice communications

b) Controller/pilot data link to provide:

1) Departure clearance

2) Push back clearance

3) Taxi clearance

4) Others

c) Interconnection of FMS and FDPS to enable:

1) Downlink of conflict alert data

2) Others

d) Pilot interrogation of ground data bases including:

1) MET

2) ATIS

e) Controller interrogation of FMS

3.6.5  Aeronautical Operational Control

Aeronautical operational control is a large and growing communications requirement which tends to cover
large areas. It provides an essential link between aircraft and their ground-based organization to pass a wide
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range of communications associated with flight safety and regularity. The VDL Mode 3 is capable of serving
the range of AOC voice and data traffic.

3.6.6  Other Users

The other users category includes many types of users such as gliders, balloonists and operators of small
flying strips. The nature of their operation makes it unlikely that they will require or want data communications
for the foreseeable future. The targeted application for this type of user will therefore be limited to the
provision of voice communications.
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Figure B-1

FIGURE FOR ATTACHMENT
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